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Preface
The papers in this volume were presented at TMRA 2009, the International Conference on Topic Maps Research and Applications, held 12–13 November 2009,
in Leipzig, Germany. TMRA 2009 is the ﬁfth conference in this annual series of
international conferences dedicated to Topic Maps in science and industry.
The motto of the 2009 conference is “Linked Topic Maps”. It was Peter Brown
who originated this idea at the Balisage 2008 conference in Montreal and in
his closing keynote at TMRA 2008. Graham Moore shared with us the “Vision
of a Topic Maps World” at the Topic Maps Norway 2009 conference in Oslo,
showing how linked Topic Maps are a ﬁrst step on the way to global federated
knowledge exchange. It’s about PSIs connecting diﬀerent topics in diﬀerent topic
maps together. It’s about using protocols like SDShare, and the exchange of
Topic Maps fragments. Linked Topic Maps will enable crawlers to walk through
a globally interlinked web of topic maps.
The social graph and geo-spatial information globally link topic maps across
all domains. And why not linking topic maps with real world objects, stepping
into the web of things? And what about walking through topic maps in augmented realities, to link the real life experience with the web of data? But Linked
Topic Maps is also about the semantic integration of heterogeneous sources of
structured and unstructured data, based on the integration model provided by
Topic Maps. To meet the challenge of exploiting the merging facilities at global
scale advanced approaches are needed.
The goal of the TMRA 2009 conference is bringing together all the ideas,
concepts and implementations which will help to make true the vision of a web
of linked topic maps for global knowledge federation.
Stimulated by the success of the previous conferences the concept of TMRA
was retained nearly unchanged. The conference is preceded by tutorials@TMRA
2009, a full day of in-depth tutorials. The main conference schedule is separated
into two parallel tracks, providing a rich program for all interests. The Open
Space sessions, once more smoothly moderated by Lars Marius Garshol, provide
a light and exciting look at work which will most likely be presented at future
conferences.
The “Best Topic Map Contest” is a new feature of this year’s TMRA conference. Space Applications Services and TMRA invited all Topic Mappers to prove
their mettle by creating the most impressive topic map in 2009. Impressiveness
of a topic map might be based on the covered topic, the ontology, the enormous
linkage, or other unconventional features. The participants were invited to surprise the jury and the audience with a refreshing topic map. The overall goal of
the challenge is to populate the world with new, amazing topic maps we can all
learn from.
As the second new feature of the conference Bouvet and the Topic Maps Lab
invited to the Ontopia Code Camp. At the camp the participants get introduced
to Ontopia, the main open source Topic Maps project today, and learn how the
project works, how they can contribute to it, and make use of it.

The TMRA 2009 program attracted an international crowd from the Topic
Maps community, hosted in the media campus of the Leipzig Media Foundation.
The scientiﬁc quality of the conference was ensured by the international Program
Committee with around 37 members. Out of 43 submissions, 23 were accepted
as papers for these proceedings.
We would like to thank all those who contributed to this book for their excellent work and great cooperation. Furthermore, we want to thank all members of
the Program Committee and especially Prof. Dr. G. Heyer, for their tireless commitment to make TMRA 2009 a success. TMRA was organized by the Zentrum
für Informations-, Wissens- und Dienstleistungsmanagement at the University
of Leipzig. We thank Anika Jahn for her engagement in the organization of the
conference and Sven Windisch for producing these proceedings. Furthermore we
acknowledge the generous support by all our sponsors.
We hope all participants enjoy a successful conference, make a lot of new
contacts, gain from fruitful discussions helping to solve current research problems, and have a pleasant stay in Leipzig. Last but not least we hope to see you
again at TMRA 2010.
Leipzig and Oslo,
November 2009

Lutz Maicher
Lars Marius Garshol
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Part I

Ontology Modelling

Creating Topic Maps Ontologies
for Space Experiments
David Damen, Rani Pinchuk, and Bernard Fontaine
Space Applications Services, Leuvensesteenweg 325, B-1932 Zaventem, Belgium
{david.damen,rani.pinchuk,bernard.fontaine}@spaceapplications.com
http://www.spaceapplications.com

Abstract. This paper outlines the design process that is used to create
Topic Maps Ontologies for space experiments in a wide range of scientiﬁc
disciplines. This design process is implemented in three iterations, one
for creating initial Topic Maps Ontologies and two for further reﬁnement.
The paper focuses on the ﬁrst iteration that consists of nine workshops
with various providers of space experiment data, each active in a diﬀerent
scientiﬁc domain. Furthermore, we report our ﬁndings in holding these
workshops.

1

Introduction

In Europe, experiments under micro-gravity in the International Space Station
are coordinated and executed by User Support and Operation Centers (USOCs).
The diﬀerent USOCs are spread out geographically over Europe and each of them
is specialized in one or more scientiﬁc disciplines, such as physiology, biology, or
ﬂuid science.
Early 2009, an FP7 project called ULISSE (USOCs KnowLedge Integration
and Dissemination for Space Science and Exploration) started [1]. The main
aims of ULISSE are:
1. To improve on the return of space experiments through better valorization, dissemination and exploitation of the experiment data.
2. To create opportunities for multidisciplinary research by allowing data
from diﬀerent scientiﬁc domains to be correlated.
In order to maximize the possibilities for attaining these goals, the information
and data about these space experiments will be described in topic maps. More
speciﬁcally, the main aim of Topic Maps in ULISSE is to capture information
about each experiment’s setup, execution and results. To help in understanding
this experiment information, the topic maps authored will also describe (relevant
parts of) the scientiﬁc disciplines of these experiments. As a ﬁrst step in creating these topic maps, ontologies1 have to be designed to provide the necessary
structure for populating the space experiment topic maps later on.
1

By ontology we refer to Topic Maps Ontology. A topic map is built from topics that
represent speciﬁc subjects of the domain of knowledge that the topic map describes.
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Table 1. Scientiﬁc disciplines covered by the data providers
Scientific discipline
Cell Biology
Fluid Science
Fluid Science
Material Science
Physiology
Physiology
Plant Physiology
Solar Physics
Space Health & Medicine,
Bed Rest studies
Space Plasma
Technology

1.1

Data provider
ETH Zurich
MARS
E-USOC
MUSC
CADMOS
DAMEC
N-USOC
B-USOC
MEDES

Location
Switzerland
Italy
Spain
Germany
France
Denmark
Norway
Belgium
France

SRC-PAS
Erasmus-USOC

Poland
Netherlands

Why Topic Maps?

Data providers consist of a large amount of scientists who are not well versed
in knowledge management or software engineering, let alone ontologies or UML.
Practically, only some of the data providers had previously heard of or worked
with ontologies. Because Topic Maps demands for less formalism and training
than other techniques, such as OWL or UML, the Topic Maps technology was
deemed more accessible and hence likely to be used for communication with our
intended audience.
1.2

Who is Involved?

Eleven data providers participate in the project: ten USOCs and one Research Institute. The scientiﬁc disciplines covered are listed in Table 1. Space Applications
Services took the lead in deﬁning and formalizing the Topic Maps Ontologies in
cooperation with these data providers.

2

Topic Maps Ontology Design Process

2.1

Overview of the Design Process

We have adapted the methodology described in [2] for creating Topic Maps
Ontologies for space experiments. Four phases have been identiﬁed that make
up the design process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Preparation
Analysis
Draft
Reﬁnement

In addition, the topic map contains topics that represent the diﬀerent types, classes,
association types, occurrence types and scopes. This second group of topics can be
seen as the structure, or the skeleton, of the topic map. This structure is called, in
the Topic Maps community, ontology.

Creating Topic Maps Ontologies for Space Experiments
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Preparation In the preparation phase, each data provider identiﬁes the space
experiments he wants to include. He also gathers relevant documentation and
data samples, and ﬁnds out who the domain experts in his organization are.
During this preparation step, Topic Maps is explained to the data provider, as
well as the proposed design process.
Analysis. In the analysis phase, the data that is available is analyzed in order
to gain an understanding of the space experiments of a data provider and of the
scientiﬁc discipline he operates in. A list of typical questions is identiﬁed which
the topic maps authored should be able to answer. The questions will be useful
later in the reﬁnement phase.
An example question is “Which carrier was used for experiment X?” To be
able to answer this question from a populated topic map about experiment X,
the ontology for this topic map will need topic types for Experiment and Carrier,
and an association performed-on between them.
Draft In the draft phase, the actual work that leads to an initial Topic Maps
Ontology for the space experiments of the data provider begins. This is done in
three steps:
1. Enumerate the relevant terms: A brainstorming session is organized with
the data provider about his space experiments and about his scientiﬁc discipline. The focus is on getting a list of words.
2. Categorize the relevant terms: topic types, occurrence types, association
types or instances are identiﬁed among the terms in the word list.
3. Organize the relevant terms: The categorized terms are then organized into
an initial Topic Maps Ontology that serves as an input to the reﬁnement
phase.
Reﬁnement In the reﬁnement phase, time is foreseen to look further into the initial Topic Maps Ontology. Any mistakes are ﬁxed and confusing parts are cleared
up by modifying the structure of the Topic Maps Ontology. In this phase the
Topic Maps Ontology also undergoes a careful evaluation. This includes checking
that the ontology complies with general constraints, e.g. do all association types
have role types. In addition, it is checked that the Topic Maps Ontology provides
enough structure such that populating it will allow us to answer the questions
identiﬁed during the analysis phase.
2.2

Implementation of the Design Process

Overview The previously described design process had to be applied to the
eleven data providers in a time frame of about ﬁve months to be compatible with
ULISSE’s overall planning. The work has been organized in three iterations:
– Iteration 1: For executing the Analysis and the Draft phases with each
data provider in Ontology Workshops (2.5 months).
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– Iteration 2: For a ﬁrst reﬁnement with the objective to complete the Topic
Maps Ontologies of each data provider for all selected experiments (1.5
months).
– Iteration 3: For a second reﬁnement with the objective to ﬁnalize the Topic
Maps Ontologies and making sure that all the questions that were identiﬁed
in the Analysis phase can be answered through populated topic maps based
on the Topic Maps Ontologies.
Very shortly before Iteration 1, the data providers prepare themselves by deciding which experiment to include, identifying domain experts and gathering
relevant documentation.
Ontology Workshops The main task during the ﬁrst iteration of the Topic Maps
Ontology design process is directed towards organizing Ontology Workshops with
each of the data providers. Ontology Workshops were held with data providers
individually as much as possible, as this would give the best chances in coming
up with focused Topic Maps Ontologies. Only when there was a clear overlap in
scientiﬁc disciplines, an Ontology Workshop was organized with more than one
data provider at the same time.
A typical Ontology Workshop takes about three days:
– Day 1:
1. Half a day is spent on presenting Topic Maps and outlining the Topic
Maps Ontology design process (Preparation phase).
2. Another half day is spent by the data provider for presenting the experiments he wants to cover (Analysis phase). Often, a few representative
experiments are chosen to create the initial Ontology. After the presentation, a list of questions related to these experiments is identiﬁed.
– Day 2:
1. With the second day, the Draft phase of the Topic Maps Ontology design is started. Time is spent building a word list of important terms.
Afterwards, these words are categorized into Topic Maps concepts.
– Day 3:
1. On the third day, the draft phase is continued by organizing the categorized word list in simple graphs that illustrate the structure of the Topic
Maps Ontology.
After each Ontology Workshop, a few days are spent for creating an extended
version of the Topic Maps Ontology as a presentation. A modiﬁed version2 of
the Graphical Topic Maps notation (GTM) level 0 proposal [4] is used. The
level 0 notation is chosen because it seems more natural for the users who are
less familiar with Topic Maps and ontologies. This initial Topic Maps Ontology
marks the end of the Draft phase and serves as input to the reﬁnement iterations.
2

As suggested by Rani Pinchuk to the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC34/WG3 following the
publication of GTMalpha: http://www.isotopicmaps.org/pipermail/sc34wg3/2009February/003973.html
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So far, no other workshop is planned for the reﬁnement iterations. Indeed, we
expect to be able to manage them through the use of email, phone conferences
and, most importantly, the project wiki.
Tools The tools for ontology modelling have been chosen based on the following
criteria:
1. Prior user experience and knowledge.
2. Ease of use in creating and editing of content.
3. Tool maturity.
There already exists a number of complex tools for modelling Ontologies [5, 6,
7, 8], but they do not ﬁt well in an environment with end-users who are new
to domain knowledge modelling. In order to have a streamlined and eﬃcient
process, the following tools were chosen:
1. Microsoft Excel: for collecting and post processing terms.
2. IHMC CMapTools [3]: for grouping terms and ad-hoc ontology modelling.
The IHMC CMapTools software was used to visually create the initial Topic
Maps Ontology. However, the CMapTools software lacks several essential
features for fully modelling a Topic Maps Ontology, i.e. concepts such as
Scopes, Role Types and Occurrence Types could only be handled through
annotations on the structure. Nevertheless, it was still very useful to create
the overall structure of the Ontology by focusing mostly on Topic Types and
Associations.
3. Microsoft PowerPoint: for drawing Topic Maps Ontology in a simpliﬁed GTM
notation.
2.3

Methodology Modifications

Compared to the methodology deﬁned in [2], the following changes were made:
1. [2] lists an “end-user” phase concurrently with the analysis phase whose purpose is to learn what information the end users want from the Topic Maps
based application. This phase is reduced to identifying relevant questions
for verifying the Topic Maps Ontologies. It is also made part of the analysis
phase instead of being a wholly separate phase.
2. [2] lists the purpose of the draft phase as creating an initial picture of what
the ontology might look like. We made the draft phase a part of the Ontology
Workshops. Data providers can immediately see the steps that lead to the
creation of the draft of their initial Topic Maps Ontology.
3. [2] lists an interaction design phase to agree on the user interface of the
application and to ensure that the ontology can support that user interface.
This interaction design phase was removed. Separate work packages in the
ULISSE project are tasked for deﬁning tools and the accompanying user
interfaces based on the topic maps that are authored. The reﬁnement steps
were used to verify that the ontologies can support the functionality that is
required.
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4. The large amount of data providers and the short timeframe available means
that it is not possible to spend a lot of time teaching them about notations
and tools they are not familiar with. Therefore, the Topic Maps Ontologies
are simply drawn in Microsoft PowerPoint using a simpliﬁed GTM, instead
of a more speciﬁc tool (such as an UML tool mentioned in [2]).

3

Results

For each workshop with a data provider, several results at diﬀerent levels of
detail are obtained. Afterwards, common results across workshops are merged
together in order to get a “General Ontology of Space Experiments” next to the
domain speciﬁc Ontologies for each scientiﬁc discipline.
3.1

Ontology Workshops

The draft phase of a workshop consists of several tasks (see Table 2) that subsequently lead to an ontology at a ﬁner level of detail.
First, relevant terms are being collected in a brainstorming session by entering them into an Excel sheet. The list of words is sorted afterwards, and
duplicate entries are removed. In the next step, the collected words are entered
into a Concept Map and grouped together based on the experience of the domain expert (this also includes further explanation of the terms whenever necessary). For each group, a taxonomical structure is derived (“is-a” relationships or
type-instance/supertype-subtype associations in Topic Maps terminology), see
Figure 1 for an example.
The separate taxonomical structures are then put in relation to each other
using typed associations. Further reﬁnement of the ontology is done after the
workshop by the Domain Modelling Expert. The concept map is transformed
into a simpliﬁed graphical Topic Maps notation and the missing Topic Maps
constructs (scopes, occurrences, roles) are added.
Table 2. Tasks in the Draft phase of a Workshop
Task
Enumeration
(identifying terms)
Categorization
(grouping terms)
Organization
(modelling taxonomical relationships)
Organization
(modelling ontological relationships)
Organization
(transforming into Topic Maps Notation,
including Scopes, Roles, Occurrences)

Tool
Microsoft Excel

Result
Word List

CMapTools

Concept Map

CMapTools

Concept Map

CMapTools

Concept Map

Microsoft
PowerPoint

Ontology in
simpliﬁed GTM
notation

Creating Topic Maps Ontologies for Space Experiments
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Fig. 1. Concept Map showing parts of the Space Biology domain

3.2

General Ontology for Space Experiments

In addition to the domain-speciﬁc ontologies, a “General Ontology for Space Experiments” is created by extracting common concepts from the other ontologies
(see Figure 2). This process is done manually, but allows automatic merging
of general and domain-speciﬁc ontologies afterwards by using common subject
identiﬁers.
3.3

Ontology Statistics

Some statistics have been collected in Table 3 on the size of the Topic Maps
Ontologies while they were being developed.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented an eﬀective process applied for modelling ontologies for
space experiments in a number of scientiﬁc domains using Topic Maps. In total,
nine workshops have been conducted and the results of these workshops have
been turned into a “General Ontology for Space Experiments” complemented by
several smaller domain speciﬁc Ontologies. For creating the ontologies, existing
standard applications and tools were chosen in order to eﬃciently streamline the

10
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Fig. 2. Part of the General Ontology in simpliﬁed GTM notation
Table 3. Statistics on the size of ﬁve of the topic map ontologies
Topic map ontology

#(topic
types)
General Space Experiments 165
Cell Biology
71
Fluid Science
42
Plant Biology
63
Space Weather
51
Material Science
25
Physiology
70

#(occurrence
types)
83
3
7
3
5
3
4

#(association
types)
42
5
27
4
17
4
11

#(role
types)
52
10
16
8
24
2
12

process and allow the domain experts to further reﬁne the results themselves,
without Knowledge Engineers, in later stages. Using graphical Topic Maps notation to assist the process of domain knowledge modelling turned out to be
a great success, as the domain experts quickly grasped the important concepts.
From the experience we got in the workshops with multiple data providers/
domain experts, we recommend the development of an integrated ontology modelling tool based on Topic Maps technology that supports the previously described process. Existing tools [5, 6, 7, 8] oﬀer a lot of functionalities but suﬀer
in usability – especially for domain experts who are not knowledge engineers. In
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addition, the existing tools do not allow focusing on a speciﬁc stage within the
ontology design process.
Indeed, each phase and task focuses on diﬀerent aspects and has diﬀerent
needs in order to allow a domain expert to work eﬃciently (e.g. in the “Enumeration” step the expert enters terms into a list, while in further tasks it is
more convenient to visualize the terms in a 2D view for structuring). Therefore,
several key requirements have been extracted:
1. Support diﬀerent views to reﬂect diﬀerent stages in the ontology modelling
process (e.g. Column view for brainstorming, 2D-Graph view for structuring).
2. Ability to hide certain details of the ontology based on the current stage
(e.g. hide all occurrences while structuring).
3. Operations that often occur need to be performed with very few mouse clicks
or keyboard input (e.g. creating a “is-a” relationship between two topics).
4. Easy collaboration together with a versioning/diﬀ mechanism in the reﬁnement phase would be highly desirable.
An implementation of such a tool would further increase the eﬃciency of the
process in modelling Topic Maps Ontologies by domain experts who are not
familiar with knowledge modelling.
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Abstract. This paper will introduce a number of predeﬁned elements
for the Topic Maps Data Model. It will start with a short introduction of
the level and possible context of these elements. Then the problem this
paper deals with will be described. This will be the problem of adding
temporal qualiﬁcations to a topic map. A set of criteria for the quality of
a possible solution will be given and possible solutions will be evaluated
against these criteria. This will lead to the ﬁnal proposal for adding
temporal qualiﬁcation to a topic map.

1

Introduction

This paper deals with the problem of adding temporal quantiﬁcations to Topic
Map constructs. This will be referred to as the problem of this paper. We will only
deal with the problem of modeling the temporal domain insofar it is necessary for
the problem of the paper. In modeling the temporal domain, as it is understood
here, one would be concerned with questions like the decision, if a date that
already exists in a topic map should be used to model a stretch of time, if there
should be a minimal resolution of dates, if temporal entities should all have
calendar dates as names or if other names should be allowed (e.g. should it be
allowed to create a temporal entity “Renaissance” ?) and so on. The problem of
this paper in contrast will be the connection between the domain modeled in this
way and Topic Map Constructs in general. These connections are supposed to
express temporal aspects of the information given in a Topic Map. This problem
will be deﬁned more precisely in section 3 of this paper. Before this is done
we will look at a wider project in relation to the Topic Maps Data Model.
The problem of this paper and the proposed solution are part of this wider
project.

2

Predefined Constructions for Topic Maps

The topic of this paper can be associated with the larger goal of giving a set
of predeﬁned constructions for Topic Maps. These constructions could be used
for modeling tasks that occur repeatedly in creating a Topic Map. With such
predeﬁned elements it would be possible to use their predeﬁned semantics in
order to allow for automatic reasoning with given Topic Maps. Many other
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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generic interfaces would possible for Topic Maps with such predeﬁned constructions.
An example for an already existing predeﬁned construction is the supertypesubtype relation. This example also illustrates the relation to the Topic Maps
Data Model. The set of predeﬁned constructions should be an additional level
using the Topic Maps Data Model. The predeﬁned relations should not add
any elements to the model itself. No new elements should be added because
the set of predeﬁned constructions could be an open set, where new standard
solutions to problems are added as they are agreed upon by the community.
Allowing this set of predeﬁned relations to add new constructions would therefore
be impractical with respect to establishing all-purpose topic map engines. The
domain of predeﬁned constructions will be referred to as pred in this paper for
lack of an established domain.
Such constructions should be deﬁned by giving the topic map constructs
to be used and the PSIs that should identify them. With these elements given
it is easy to identify predeﬁned constructs and merge them according to their
semantics, when diﬀerent topic maps are merged.
One possible objection to this idea could be that the semantics of these
constructions are ﬁxed. Therefore anyone using those predeﬁned constructions
might be forced to give or leave out information that is not available or that is
not supposed to be given. When and how predeﬁned relations are used would be
standardized and therefore these constructions would have ﬁxed semantics. However it would still be possible for any topic map creator to add any information
that would be necessary for computations or other tasks. If information necessary for a certain construction should be left out, another construction might
be used. Another objection to a standardization project may be that such constructions may be an overkill for certain tasks. This objection can be defused if
interfaces for the automated inclusion of these constructions would be provided.
In this case they could be added without much additional work to be done and
could be processed eﬃciently.
In order to create such a set of predeﬁned constructions it will be necessary to
identify the problems the Topic Maps community faces repeatedly in modeling
domains and create a forum for their discussion. There has to be a common
agreement about what is to be achieved by using these predeﬁned constructions
and there should be interfaces handling these predeﬁned constructions built on
top of popular Topic Map Engines.
This paper will introduce a problem that one often faces in creating a topic
map: temporal qualiﬁcations for topic map constructs. Discussing this problem
will serve as an introduction for predeﬁned constructions and their standards.

3

The Problem

It is an recurring task to model temporal relations within a topic map and then
to connect the modeling of the temporal domain with other information in that
topic map. Throughout this paper the following examples will be used, each
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example includes a description of the relevant Topic Maps Constructs in CTM.
While discussing diﬀerent solutions to the problem of temporal qualiﬁcations
example code for those solutions will be added:
1. Storing the birth and death date of a person represented in a topic map.
Let us assume that there is a topic representing John and the topic map is
supposed to include the information that John was born on 01.02.1904 and
died on 05.06.1977. How is this to be modeled?
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson".
2. When information is added to a topic map, it may be necessary to store
additional meta information including when the information was gathered.
Consider a costumer service collecting data. After a given amount of time,
collected data may have to be deleted. Therefore it should be added to
a topic map just when any piece of information was collected. Here a piece
of information may be a Name, an Occurrence or an Association. For the
example assume we also know bank account number and want to add to our
topic map the information, that we collected this data on the 08.09.1967.
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567".
3. It may be necessary to include information about the time at which certain information applies. This is similar to the problems addressed by using
scope. In our example we might want to add the information that the Johns
marriage, which is modeled by an Association, lasted from 05.04.1969 to
03.02.1974.
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567".
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary).
We will refer to these examples as “problems” 1,2 and 3 respectively throughout the paper and refer to the whole set of examples as the example problems.
It would be easy to come up with additional problems. The examples given
have the beneﬁt of including the most frequently used Topic Maps Constructs.
Associations, Topics and Occurrences are to be temporally qualiﬁed. There is
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no example for Names as these are so similar to Occurrences that any solution for one of these construct types is almost certain to solve the problem for
both.
Each of these problems seems to have a natural solution in the topic maps
framework and all of them are quite diﬀerent in terms of the mechanisms used.
Still this paper will argue for a general standard for modeling temporal information. This decision will be justiﬁed in the following chapters.
As said before this paper will only be concerned with the question of modeling the temporal domain insofar this is necessary for the purpose of using the
temporal domain for temporal qualiﬁcations. It is assumed that there is some
solution for modeling the temporal domain in place.

4

Discussion of the Problems and Arguments for
a Standard

Returning to the example problems in the last section it will be helpful to discuss what would be a natural way of solving those problems. This will help in
introducing the diﬀerent types of solutions and it will be a starting point for
arguing that a standard for modeling temporal qualiﬁcation will be useful.
Problem 1 seems to have two natural solutions. The ﬁrst one would be to
give two Occurrences “Birthdate” and “Deathdate” for the topic Representing
John and maybe for any topic representing a person. this solution to problem
one would look like this:
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567"
Birthdate:"01.02.1904"
Deathdate:"05.06.1977".
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary).
Another possible solution is creating topics for both dates and adding an association with appropriate role types. The code for this solution could look like
this:
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567".
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
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married(husband:John,wife:Mary).
lived(person:John,birth:01.02.1904,death:05.06.1977).
01.02.1904;
"01.02.1904".
05.06.1977;
"05.06.1977".
Both solutions include an assumption about the temporal domain insofar as
the ﬁrst assumes dates to be data that is not further structured using the Topic
Maps Data Model and the second approach assumes that there are topics to
represent the diﬀerent dates.
The most natural solution to problem 2 (at least in the opinion of the authors) is to make use of Reiﬁcation to store meta information. This is not fully
correct with respect to the semantics of Topic Maps, as Reiﬁcation means that
a topic is used to represent the statement made by the Reiﬁed construct. A
construction that uses an item identiﬁer of the occurrence as the subject locator
of another topic to which the necessary meta information is assigned would be
more accurate. However this method seems overly complicated. The Reiﬁer related construction that is chosen will be used with date topics and an association
that has an appropriate type to indicate that this association represents meta
information. Therefore the following code is the proposed solution:
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567"
Reifier: OccurrenceReifier.
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary).
lived(person:John,birth:01.02.1904,death:05.06.1977).
01.02.1904;
"01.02.1904".
05.06.1977;
"05.06.1977".
08.09.1967;
"08.09.1967".
OccurrenceReifier;
http://www.foo.bar/Reifier.
collected_at(collected:OccurrenceReifier,
collection_time:08.09.1967).
Problem 3 could be solved by using scope. The only problem with this approach is deciding if one should use just the dates that already exist or to create
a new topic to be used as a scope. In this case we decided to just use a topic
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representing the stretch of time for which the statement is valid. This leads to
the following code:
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567"
Reifier: OccurrenceReifier.
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary) @ 05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974.
lived(person:John,birth:01.02.1904,death:05.06.1977).
01.02.1904;
"01.02.1904".
05.06.1977;
"05.06.1977".
08.09.1967;
"08.09.1967".
05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974;
"05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974".
OccurrenceReifier;
http://www.foo.bar/Reifier.
collected_at(collected:OccurrenceReifier,
collection_time:08.09.1967).
So why should one want to introduce a standard for creating temporal qualiﬁcations?
The ﬁrst argument is more or less obvious from the discussion of the examples. The temporal information is stored in many diﬀerent ways. If one encounters a new topic map that they did not create it may be unclear how to
interpret the constructions used to store temporal information. A standard for
the introduction of temporal information would counteract this tendency.
The second reason that comes to mind is the use in general interfaces. These
could be user interfaces for the generation of Topic Maps that provide predeﬁned elements for topic maps or reasoning tools operating on Topic Maps. A
standard way for introducing temporal information would allow such interfaces
to automatically ﬁnd and display temporal information. As introducing temporal qualiﬁcations is a recurring problem in creating Topic Maps advanced user
interfaces should incorporate a way of easily integrating temporal information
into a Topic Map. A predeﬁned standard will help making this integration easier.

5

The Types of Problems

In order to deﬁne a standard for integrating temporal qualiﬁcations it will be
useful to identify some general classes of problems that should be solved using
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this standard. The ﬁrst question in identifying these problems is how they should
be characterized. In this paper the problems will be described by two diﬀerent
properties. The ﬁrst property is the type of construct in a Topic Map or domain
references which should be qualiﬁed with temporal information. Each type of
construct allows for diﬀerent ways of including temporal qualiﬁcations. This
property of a problem will be referred to as the construct type.
The types of constructs will be separated into the classes Reiﬁable,Scoped
and Topics. These classes are chosen, as all Topic Maps Constructs belong to at
least one of these classes. They are also chosen because they are actual classes
in the TMAPI [1]. At least Reiﬁcation and scoping are very natural ways to
handle temporal information. Topics have to be chosen as a single class because
they belong to no other general class in the Topic Maps Data Model. Note that
these classes are not mutually exclusive. In fact the set of Scoped Constructs is
included in the set of Reiﬁable Constructs.
The second property that will be used to describe the problems to be solved
by this paper is the type of information that is given by way of a temporal qualiﬁcation. This is important for diﬀerentiating between information in a Topic
Map. This will be referred to as the information type. This paper will consider
three diﬀerent types of information. The information type exempliﬁed by problem 1 is information about the domain that is to be described. This class will
accordingly be called domain information. The second problem is an example of
information about the validity of the information given. Here validity is meant
to denote a distinction between situations where a piece of information can be
used and when it cannot be used. This is obviously the distinction intended to
be made by using scope. Therefore this will be called scope information. The
last type of information is the information related to the collection and use of
information. This will be called meta-information.
It is important to note that it may be necessary to make a distinction between
information about a Topic Map construct and information about the statements
and referents the Topic Map Constructs refer to. This will be handled in this
paper by drawing a diﬀerentiation between meta information and other information.
Therefore the following geometry for all problems discussed in this paper will
be the following:
domain information meta information validity information
scoped
?
example 2
example 3
Reiﬁable
?
example 2
example 3
topic
problem 1
?
?
Not all the ﬁelds are ﬁlled with possible examples. However it should be easy
to come up with additional examples based on the ones given so far. When it is
necessary we will present additional examples.
The standardization approach proposed here is supposed to give one solution
for each of the ﬁelds in this table.
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Criteria for a Good Standardization

Before diﬀerent standardization approaches are discussed it will be necessary
to establish a way of deciding what would constitute a good standardization
approach as opposed to a bad one. Therefore a list of desirable qualities for
a standardization approach will be given and justiﬁed. With each criterion we
will also mention whether we think this criterion should be necessary or if it is
a gradual criterion. Also some criteria will be introduced that are speciﬁc to the
problem of this paper.
1. The solution should be minimal with respect to the number of new Locators.
– This criterion is gradual.
– The spirit of the Topic Maps Data Model includes the attempt to allow
for giving models of a domain with a minimal amount of constructions
while still keeping the created model human readable. Introducing a new
predeﬁned construction will be done by deﬁning how an instance should
be constructed and which Locators should be used.
2. The solution should be minimal with respect to the number of new Topic
Map Constructs demanded to create an instance.
– This criterion is gradual.
– In order to keep Topic Maps that adhere to the standards introduced by
the predeﬁned constructions small this criterion should be observed.
3. The diﬀerent elements of the temporal domain should be represented as
topics and the temporal information should be connected to these topics.
– This is a necessary condition.
– It has been proposed to include temporal information in the form of
simple time stamps, maybe even introducing a new data type to do this.
We think that this approach should not be used. This is the case because
of the basic goal of Topic Maps to allow for the simple management
of Subject related information. If dates are represented by topics, it is
simple to manage all the information related to a date by managing and
maybe merging the topics representing the date.
Note that this criterion forces a certain structure in the modeling of
the temporal domain. However we do only demand that there are topics
representing elements of the temporal domain.
4. It should be possible to add temporal information to any Topic Map construct.
– This is a necessary condition.
– Temporal information may be necessary in all stages of the construction
of a Topic Map. From information about the time when a Topic Map
was constructed to information about when data of an occurrence came
to be deﬁned.
5. It should be possible to add further information to each temporal qualiﬁcation.
– This is a necessary condition.
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– When a temporal qualiﬁcation is given it might be necessary to add
some information to these qualiﬁcations. E. g. when saying when some
information was checked it might also be useful to add the information
who checked it and how.
6. It should be possible to add multiple temporal qualiﬁcations to a construct.
– This is a necessary condition.
– It should be obvious that this is necessary if a domain is complicated.
There may be information about the birthdate, deathdate and other
dates for a person to give an example.
7. No extension should be required for the Topic Maps data model.
– This is a necessary condition.
– It was already mentioned that this criterion should generally be fulﬁlled
by any predeﬁned construction. This way there is no dependence between
the set of predeﬁned constructions and generic Topic Maps engines.
This set of criteria will be used in the evaluation of all possible solutions to
the problem of this paper which is supposed to be part of a discussion about predeﬁned constructions and temporal qualiﬁcation. Therefore the criteria proposed
here should be subject to a discussion in the Topic Maps community.

7

Possible Solutions

This section will introduce four approaches to including temporal information
into Topic Maps. All of them represent a very straight forward use of the possibilities of the Topic Maps Data Model. With each possible approach we will revisit
the example problems to show how they would be solved using this approach if
it is at all possible.
7.1

Scope

In order to model temporal information by using scope all that needs to be done
is create date topics and use them as scopes. But when only date topics are used,
it is not clear what kind of information is given. When it is necessary to add
information about the time a name became valid and information about the time
when this name information was collected, then simple date topic will not allow
to make this distinction. Therefore one would have to use topics that represent
all or some of the temporal information given about a Topic Map construct in
another way. This is undesirable as it makes the creation of additional Topic
Maps constructs necessary. Another disadvantage of the scope approach is its
dependency on scope. It can only be applied if the construct in question allows
for scoping. Therefore topics and Reiﬁable constructs that do not allow for scope
could not be handled by this approach. In our code example we will just show
what we meant with creating special topics for the representation of the temporal
information. We assume that this information should be added by making use
of one of the methods proposed later in this article.
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John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567"
@TimeTopic1.
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary) @TimeTopic2.
TimeTopic1;
http://www.foo.bar/TT1.
TimeTopic2;
http://www.foo.bar/TT2.
As you can see no code for the dates related to John’s life are added. With
this example it is possible to solve some of the problems deﬁned by the given
geometry.
scoped
Reiﬁable
topic

domain information meta information validity information
x
x
x
?
example 2
example 3
problem 1
?
?

The “x” marks would give the problems that can be solved if a solution using
Scopes is given.
7.2

Occurrences

Another way of solving the temporal qualiﬁcation problem is to introduce occurrences of a special type and let them have the dates as their values. The
distinction between domain, scope and meta information could be drawn by using diﬀerent types of occurrences, which could be added directly to the topics.
In case of other constructs one could use topics in the scope to which the occurrences are added or add them to a Reiﬁer. In order to have a homogeneous
solution the authors would prefer the Reiﬁer approach.
Additional information could be given by Reiﬁcation of the occurrences. So
it would also be possible to add information about the temporal informations.
The main problem with this approach is the question of what to use as the
value of the occurrences. It was stipulated that elements of the temporal domain
should be given in the form of topics. A connection could be made by using the
topics representing the dates as the values of the occurrences. In the current
version of the TMAPI this is not a legal data type for this a occurrence. This
could be changed and it would not constitute a change to the Topic Maps Data
Model. Changing the deﬁnitions of the TMAPI should be discouraged in the
context of additional constructions. Another possibility for creating a relation
to the temporal topics would be adding one of their locators as the value of the
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occurrence. This would only be a partial solution. If there is a change to the
temporal topics and especially to their locators, this would not automatically be
reﬂected in the relevant occurrences. This may be problematic if there is a need
to change the identiﬁers for a date topic.
To end this discussion the following code gives an example how the occurrences could be used:

John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567"
Reifier: OccurrenceReifier
birthdate: 01.02.1904
deathdate: 05.06.1977.
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary);
Reifier: AssociationReifier.
01.02.1904;
"01.02.1904".
05.06.1977;
"05.06.1977".
08.09.1967;
"08.09.1967".
05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974;
"05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974".
OccurrenceReifier;
http://www.foo.bar/Reifier;
collected: 08.09.1967.
AssociationReifier;
http://www.foo.bar/Reifier2;
lasted: 08.09.1967.
All problems described by the table earlier could be solved by this approach.
However it has already been explained why the authors of this paper do not
think that this is the optimal approach.

scoped
Reiﬁable
topic

domain information meta information validity
x
x
x
x
x
x

information
x
x
x
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Associations

If it is decided that temporal elements should be represented as topics a natural
way to connect them to other topics is by using associations. By using diﬀerent
types of associations it would be possible to represent diﬀerences in the type of
information.
Additional information can be added by Reiﬁcation just as it could have
been done with occurrences. The use of associations demands that association
types and role types will be given for them. This hurts the minimality that was
demanded of the solution to the problem of this paper.
The greatest problem with this approach if its inability to handle anything
but topics. Therefore this approach alone cannot be the solution to the problem
of this paper. The code for this approach is fairly short:
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567"
Reifier: OccurrenceReifier.
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary).
lived(person:John,birth:01.02.1904,death:05.06.1977).
01.02.1904;
"01.02.1904".
05.06.1977;
"05.06.1977".
The table is therefore only partially ﬁlled:
scoped
Reiﬁable
topic

7.4

domain information meta information validity information
?
example 2
example 3
?
example 2
example 3
x
x
x

Reifier

The association approach had the beneﬁt of a natural connection with the temporal topics. It had the shortcoming of not being applicable for all construct
types for the problem described in this paper. The solution can be improved
if Reiﬁer are used, if the associations are created between the Reiﬁer of Topic
Map constructs and the temporal topics. This combination of mechanisms is the
solution advocated by this paper.
The main competition for this approach seems to be the occurrences approach. This approach had the disadvantage of being more or less incompatible
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with the requirement that a standard construction should make use of temporal
topics. If one does not take this as an requirement then the occurrence approach
may be seen as superior, as the approach using Reiﬁer and associations requires
more Topic Map items and will need more locators to be deﬁned.
The remaining task is to ﬂesh out the standard proposal, but before this is
done, some example code for this approach will be given.

John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567"
Reifier: Reifier1.
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary);
Reifier: Reifier2.
lived(person:John,birth:01.02.1904,death:05.06.1977).
01.02.1904;
"01.02.1904".
05.06.1977;
"05.06.1977".
08.09.1967;
"08.09.1967".
05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974;
"05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974".
Reifier1;
http://www.foo.bar/Reifier1.
Reifier2;
http://www.foo.bar/Reifier2.
collected_at(collected:OccurrenceReifier,
collection_time:08.09.1967).
marriage_lasting(marriage:OccurrenceReifier,
duration:05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974).
The table can be ﬁlled with this approach just as it could have been ﬁlled
with the occurrences approach.

scoped
Reiﬁable
topic

domain information meta information validity
x
x
x
x
x
x

information
x
x
x
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The Standard Proposal

With the decision on how to model temporal qualiﬁcations made this section
will focus on how to standardize this approach. To standardize associations the
following things need to be deﬁned.
1. the association types
2. the role types
3. the possible players for each role type
There will be no restriction on the number of roles in any of the associations
deﬁned here. Therefore it is possible to apply temporal qualiﬁcations not only
to single constructs but to groups of constructs as well and it will be possible to
use multiple temporal roles to signify complex temporal information.
Recall that the domain of predeﬁned constructions is to be referred to as
pred. As long as no other name for this domain is determined it will be used as
a preﬁx for all the PSIs used in deﬁning topics used as types.
8.1

Predefined Association Types

The topic with the subject identiﬁer pred/temporal-qualiﬁcation should be the
supertype of all types of associations that represent temporal qualiﬁcations. All
associations typed by a subtype of this topic should represent temporal qualiﬁcations.
In order to discriminate diﬀerent types of temporal qualiﬁcations the following topics are introduced. Each is supposed to be a subtype of the temporalqualiﬁcation type. This is necessary to create a distinction between diﬀerent
types of information.
1. The subtypes of the topic that has pred/meta-temporal-qualiﬁcation as its
subject identiﬁer should be the types of those associations that represent
temporal meta information.
2. The subtypes of the topic that has pred/domain-temporal-qualiﬁcation as its
subject identiﬁer should be the types of those associations that represent
domain related temporal information.
3. The subtypes of the topic that has pred/validity-temporal-qualiﬁcation as its
subject identiﬁer should be the types of those associations that represent
temporal information about validity.
8.2

Predefined Roles

The last element that is needed for a standardization is the deﬁnition of the roles
of the associations described so far and a restriction on the players of these role.
1. roles of some subtype of the topic that has pred/Timed as its subject identiﬁer should be the roles of topics that represent elements to which a temporal
qualiﬁcation should be added. There is no restriction to the type of players
for these roles.
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2. roles of some subtype of the topic that has pred/Time as its subject identiﬁer should be the roles of topics that represent the date which is used in
a temporal qualiﬁcation. These roles should only be played by topics that
represent dates.
With this deﬁned we can give a ﬁnal version of the Topic Map code that was
used throughout this paper:
John;
http://www.foo.bar/John;
- "John Johnson";
AccountNumber:"1234567" Reifier: Reifier1.
Mary;
http://www.foo.bar/Mary;
- "Mary Johnson".
married(husband:John,wife:Mary);
Reifier: Reifier2.
lived(person:John,birth:01.02.1904,death:05.06.1977).
01.02.1904;
"01.02.1904".
05.06.1977;
"05.06.1977".
08.09.1967;
"08.09.1967".
05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974;
"05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974".
Reifier1;
http://www.foo.bar/Reifier1.
Reifier2;
http://www.foo.bar/Reifier2.
collected_at(collected:OccurrenceReifier,
collection_time:08.09.1967).
marriage_lasting(marriage:OccurrenceReifier,
duration:05.04.1969 - 03.02.1974).
collected_at isa
pred/meta-temporal-qualification.
collection_time isa pred/time.
collected isa pred/timed
marriage_lasting isa
pred/validity-temporal-qualification.
duration isa pred/time.
marriage isa
pred/timed.
lived isa pred/domain-temporal-qualification.
person isa
pred/timed.
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birthdate isa pred/time.
deathdate isa pred/time.

9

Conclusion

The idea for a set of predeﬁned constructions for Topic Maps was introduced
and justiﬁed. Then an example for the kind of problem to be solved by such an
construction was introduced.
This paper gave a discussion of diﬀerent possibilities of introducing temporal
information into Topic Maps. One approach was chosen as a candidate for a possible standardization of the handling of temporal qualiﬁcations in Topic Maps.
Then it was described how this approach could be standardized.
This approach seems to be very versatile and simple. It would even be possible
to say that a set of topics shares a certain temporal property by including them
all in one association.
Related to this topic is the question of how to represent the domain of time.
Further research may include a proposal for a standardization of the representation of the temporal domain. Then tools could be introduced that use standardizations in order to allow for an elegant handling of predeﬁned constructions in
Topic Maps.
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Abstract. The use of Topic Maps could be extended to most of the
research ﬁelds that work with information and in which the semantics
is a main component. This paper presents the implementation of this
tool for Philological analysis, applied to the example of theatrical productions. Throughout the paper we can see the use of the Topic Map
concepts within the construction of each element (schema, populating,
layers, etc.). This being the ﬁrst approach to this matter applied in humanities, it is relevant the achievements related to the semantic of the
texts, which is not only maintained, but it is essential for this subject
of study. The results of these procedures can be measured in a quantitative level, but also, and more signiﬁcant in a mix between philological
approaches and semantic studies. This is all because of the internal construction of the Topic Map and the diﬀerent visualizations created from
it.

1

Introduction

In philological studies is very common to work with large amounts of unstructured data, and it is essential to maintain the semantic structure of the texts.
Over the last couple of years, several tools have been used to help with this
problem, but few of them have been successful in dealing with the structure of
the data and the semantic relations within it.
In this paper, we present a new methodology to extract philological information from text documents based on the paradigm born from the semantic
web. Topic Maps provide the chance to manage large amounts of information
in diﬀerent abstract levels; keeping the semantic relations within the data units,
as well as other types of links, and allowing the introduction of complementary
information to this data.
In order to test the eﬃciency of the new method we propose here, we will
study Calderón’s dramatic production, while focusing on the Comedias. Calderón
was born in 1600 and died in 1681. He began writing around 1620, and continued to do so until his death. His production includes several comedies, compiled
into 9 volumes and around 40 Autos Sacramentales. Over almost 60 years of
production, Calderón wrote several pieces by order of the king and the church,
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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using all genres existing at the time, and exploring XVIIth century philosophical and theological precepts in his productions. For this reason, he is considered
one of the most representative Spanish writers of the XVIIth century; a fundamental century in the history of Hispanic Literature. As a demonstration of the
methodology, in this paper we will examine three of his ﬁrst plays: “Casa con
dos puertas” (A House with Two Doors, 1629), “El sitio de Bredá” (Breda’s Site,
c.1630) and “El príŋncipe constante” (Constant Prince, 1629), all published in
the First Part of Calderón’s Comedies in 1640.
The selection of the plays is based on two principles: ﬁrst, the chronological
order of appearance of the Partes de Comedias; and second, on the variety of
genres these three plays represent. After studying the selected plays from the
Primera parte de Comedias de Calderón (First part of Calderón’s Comedies),
we have decided to continue with the other parts in the future, following the
chronological order of the parts, and not necessarily of the plays. The three plays
cover diﬀerent genres of Calderónian production; this variety in styles provides
us with more information, and allows us to expand the analysis to more general
theatrical production, rather than being restricted to only one genre.
The plots of the three plays are quite diﬀerent, and even though all are
considered comedies, the subjects and contexts of each are diﬀerent. “Casa con
dos Puertas” is a love story in which the main purpose is to preserve family
honor, and to trick the lover using games and hideouts. “El sitio de Bredá” is
a historical comedy about an author’s contemporary event, and “El Príŋncipe
constante” is a didactic drama about the Religion and the Honor of the Kingdom.
In the next section, we will demonstrate how we use the abstract concept of
Topic Maps and adapt its components to a philological study, from the creation
of the schema to the population of the Topic Map itself. The results of the use of
this tool and how they are interpreted in a philological context are shown in the
third section. In section four, we discuss some uses of this methodology and the
resultants it may create. The paper culminates by presenting some conclusions,
and introducing some of the work planned for this tool in the future.

2

How Does Topic Maps Work for us?

Topic Maps are models of knowledge representation, and their main purpose is
to organize the information through semantic linkage in the data, concepts, and
sources. For this reason, we ﬁnd Topic Maps a useful tool to organize the information in a hypergraph structure in order to preserve the semantic knowledge
that is stored in the nodes, and in the hyperlinks between them. We use the
main components of the Topic Maps (Topics, Associations, and Occurrences) as
representations of the components of the play.
We are inspired by Pepper’s work [1]: “[Topics] can be any “thing” whatsoever
– a person, an entity, a concept, really anything – regardless of whether it exists
or has any other speciﬁc characteristics, about which anything whatsoever may
be asserted by any means whatsoever [...] In fact, this is almost word for word
how the topic map standard deﬁnes subject, the term used for the real world
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“thing” that the topic itself stands in for [...] Strictly speaking, the term “topic”
refers to the object or node in the topic map that represents the subject being
referred to. However, there is (or should be) a one-to-one relationship between
topics and subjects, with every topic representing a single subject and every
subject being represented by just one topic. To a certain degree, therefore, the
two terms can be used interchangeably”.
Typically, Topics are hierarchically grouped by ontology relations as “is-a”.
In these cases, the upper topic is called a topic Type or Class, and their children
are called Instances of the type.
An Association asserts a relationship between two or more Topics; it is the
semantic link between the data. Most of the semantic information stored in a
Topic Map falls on the Associations. We establish the Associations according
to the semantic meaning that we extract from the text through the interaction
of all its components. In our Topic Map, the Associations can be the actions
connecting a character with an activity, reactions of the characters, connections
of diﬀerent types within the objects or the topics, etc. Basically, we manage
Associations like the semantic links between the components of the plays. Along
with Topics, Associations can also be grouped according to a type that will
usually come from their function in the text.
Finally, for the Occurrences (external resources related to Topics or Associations) we use fragments of the plays themselves. Each fragment of the comedy
from which we extract Topics and Associations will form one Occurrence for that
Association. We also use extra information to add Occurrences to the Topic Map:
articles, external references from a concept, etc. As the other two components,
Occurrences can be grouped into types to provide a hierarchical organization
(e.g., grouped by the type of resources: journal, book, etc.).
The upper level of the hierarchy of elements in the Topic Map (Topic types,
Association types, and Occurrence types) provides us with an abstract representation of how the information is being organized in the text and is usually
gathered in a separate group from the Instances, producing a two layer Topic
Map: the schema layer and the data layer.
The last concept from Topic Maps that we use is the Scope. Our scopes are
the contexts in which an Association is valid (as an Association between Topics
or indeed with Occurrences). For example, "jealousy causes violence" may occur
in the context of one of the plays, but not in the context of the others. In this way,
the plays act as the contexts for us, while validating (or not) the Associations
between Topics. The Scopes contextualize the data from each play, sorting them
out by using the same Topics for all of them.
2.1

Our Topic Map Schema

From a preliminary philological analysis of the plays extracted from an initial
reading, we can construct an initial version of a schema using its main components: Characters, Places, Actions, Feelings and Objects. This schema provides
the structure on which the data layer will be based, containing the ﬁrst Topic
types and semantic relations in the form of Association types.
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Fig. 1. The initial Schema of the Topic Map, using the main components of a standard
play: Characters, Places, Actions, Feelings and Objects

2.2

Populating the Topic Map

Since Topic types are common to the plays, we will put them into general context. Also, because the Associations are directly related to each play, we will
built separate Contexts/Scopes for each one of them, and the Associations will
be linked within the context they belong to. The process of ﬁlling up the Associations in a speciﬁc context (play) requires the use of manual annotation, using
the philological concepts to specify the meaning (in the play) of the relation between topics. Also, we add as an Occurrence to this Association, the part of the
play from which it is extracted (act and verse). Usually, from the same fragment
of a play we will obtain several Associations.
Given the complexity of the literary texts, because of the diﬀerent levels of
interpretation (psychological, historical, rhetorical, etc), at the present time it
is not possible to populate the Topic Map automatically. This is because the
advances that have been made in the ﬁeld of Natural Language Processing are
still unable to access those levels. This is the reason why, in our case, manual
population is necessary. However, we think that this process is still useful in
order to make the semantic relations evident, as these relations would otherwise
not be noticeable through standard analysis.
In addition, since the relations are sorted chronologically (we cannot forget
that, usually, the evolution of the plot within the verses is linear) this analysis
along with the graph based on the connections, provide a spatial representation
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of the plays that could be used to measure them. For example, we could measure
the complexity of the plays, the relevance of certain story lines in a particular
play, or the objective value of selected topics in their discourses.
In this way, the results and methodology obtained from the analysis of the
three plays can not only be extrapolated to a bigger group of plays (this is
a work in progress that will increase the richness of the conclusions), but can
also be used to study other literary epochs, genres, styles, etc. (either historical
or contemporary). So, its application is not limited to a philological analysis,
but can also be used in a broader sense.

Fig. 2. Visualizations of the associations from the four scopes: a) Play “Casa
con dos Puertas”, b) Play “El sitio de Bredá”, c) Play “El Principe constante”,
and d) The General Scope.

3

What do we Obtain From Topic Maps?

From the Topic Map representation of the semantics of the plays (we can consider that each scope/play is an independent Topic Map, or consider the com-
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Fig. 3. Complete visualization of the Topic Map obtained from the methodology explained above

plete Topic Map obtained from the semantic analysis of all the plays) we can
extract several conclusions that may help to create a philological analysis of
them. Next, we show some of the analysis we are using to support our philological studies.
We want to stress the fact that, even when many of the results we get are
quantitative or rely on the frequency of elements in our Topic Map, the analysis
applied in this methodology has nothing to do with the usual analysis carried
out using Text Mining tools. While in our Topic Map the structure of the data
shows the semantic content in the plays (regardless of their syntaxes), in Text
Mining the semantic layer of the texts is left aside (because of the impossibility
to automate the process); so, they perform a study of frequencies of terms, not
of topics. The main diﬀerence is that a term is a syntactic structure whereas
a topic has a semantic content associated with it, and that cannot be separated
from it.
By analyzing the structure obtained from the graph, we can carry out a study
based on the frequencies of the Associations/Topics in the plays. For the study
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Fig. 4. Frequency study of Characters in the play “Casa con dos Puertas”, showing the
proportion of the semantic relations where they take part

Fig. 5. Frequency study of Themes and Feelings in the play “Casa con dos Puertas”

of a speciﬁc play (this means, restricting the study to one of the scopes of the
Topic Map) we can, for example, analyze how often the characters intervene
in the play and the nature of the interventions. In order to achieve this, we
require only the frequency that each character appears in the diﬀerent types
of Associations deﬁned in the play. Therefore, a more objective tool is used to
study the features of the characters, in which the role they play in the plot is
provided.
Analogously, if we study the frequency of certain topic types (such as Themes
and Feelings) in this Topic Map, we can infer the subject matter of the play, as
well as the resources the author used to build the story line.
If the same methodology is applied on a merge of several contexts, we can
obtain information about the stylistic resources of an author, an epoch, and
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Fig. 6. Frequency study of topics (not Characters) in the set of plays

style, etc. As we have remark in the previous paragraphs, it is not possible (at
least, completely) to automate the process of populating the Topic Map from
literary texts. But, we are developing some methods to automatically obtain
new semantic links between the Topics or Associations of our previous manual
analysis. Next, we show one of the ways that we are using for this:
As previously mentioned, from one fragment of the play we deﬁne several
Associations between Topics. Let us suppose that we have topics A and B. We
say that A and B are co-occurring in a fragment F (A co − ocF B) if there exist
some associations as1 , as2 and some topics C and D where A as1 C, and B as2
D in F. We deﬁne the co-occurring grade of A and B as:
Groc (A, B) = card{F : A co − ocF B}
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Fig. 7. Semantic Timeline from the play “El Principe Constante”. This timeline has
been produced using Exhibit tool from SIMILE [5]

where card(Z) is the number of elements of Z. If we ﬁx a threshold, H, we can
establish a co-occurring relation, the new semantic relation for all the pairs of
topics verifying that:
Groc (A, B) > H
This new association has a clear semantic interpretation: If two topics occur in
semantic relations in the same fragments of the text a high number of times,
they “must” have a semantic relation (at least, subjectively for the author), and
has a high philological value for subsequent analysis.
In the same way, several other automatic associations can be made using
diﬀerent approaches. For example, pro-action association (with some high probability, every time an association/topic A occurs in a fragment of the text, an
association/topic B occurs in the next fragment of the text); k-distance association (for a ﬁxed value, k, two topics are associated with k-distance if the average,
among all the plays, of distance between them is less or equal to k ); etc.

4

Some other uses from this methodology

Once we have associated the Topic Map to a play (or a set of plays), the information obtained has a “temporal” interpretation in the meaning of verses in
the Occurrences, and we can use this lineal distribution of the semantic relations
from the text to create a timeline representation of the same information. As the
Associations and Topics involved in them can be grouped by types, this timeline
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representation can oﬀer a method to study how the themes and topics evolve
along the plot of the play, and how the introduction of novelty (new themes)
evolves in the time of the plot. In a three act play, the main themes are presented during the ﬁrst act, new themes are introduced during the second act to
maintain the attention of the public, and the themes are then closed during the
third act in a way that, at the end of the play, only the main theme remains
open.

5
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Conclusions

As we have seen in this paper, Topic Maps can be a very useful tool for managing information extracted directly from a very unstructured source (like a play),
and can be quite helpful for academic research. Here, we have applied the Topic
Map to philological analysis; however, as we have indicated in the previous sections, the same methodology can be applied to textual sets from diﬀerent styles
and epochs. Of course, the work is still in its preliminary stages, and must be
improved in several ways, such as trying to automate some tasks of the process,
developing new ways to obtain new Associations from the ones marked by the
researcher, applying other techniques from text mining in parallel with this one,
etc. But up to now, we have conﬁrmed that the method is suﬃcient to achieve
the complex goal of analyzing a complete set of plays from a selected period.
In order to test the methodology more thoroughly, and in a broader scope, we
are building the Topic Map associated to all of Calderón’s plays, and as a result
of this work we will obtain a double goal. On the one hand, this will allow us to
reﬁne the methodology we are developing; while on the other hand, because of
the relevance of Calderón as a representative of the Hispanic Baroque, we will
obtain a map of the cultural ontology corresponding to his time.
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Abstract. This paper argues that the hierarchy between topic name
items and variant items of the TMDM resembles a hierarchy between
names and particular renderings of names in the real world, but for this
resemblance to be a better match, the requirement for topic name items
to always have a value property should be dropped.

1

Introduction

Names are the most widely used type of links between a sequence of characters
(or a sequence of sounds) on the one hand and a concept on the other hand, at
least for humans. Names serve to identify particular concepts, that is:
1. When inputting a name, existing names are used as a pattern to be matched
against the input to decide which concept(s) are meant by the input.
2. When outputting a name, an existing name is used as data to be produced
to represent a particular concept.
Typically, names are not particularly good at identifying without a context. For example, the word “bank” may refer to a type of ﬁnancial institution as well as to a type of place of shallow water. This ambiguity is why the
Topic Maps Data Model [ISO13250-2] provides means to identify concepts beyond human-centric names, namely subject identiﬁers, subject locators and item
identiﬁers. For these identiﬁers, comparably strong assumptions can be made,
such as: If two identiﬁers1 are equal, they represent the same concept. If two
identiﬁers are not equal, they represent a diﬀerent concept unless indicated otherwise2 .
These beautiful properties, however, do not mean that it is viable to avoid
human-centric names in most applications of Topic Maps, because most topic
maps are used by humans, after all. The TMDM provides the topic name items
and variant items exactly for this purpose: to model human-centric names as
a link between
1. a concept, represented by a topic item in the TMDM, and
1

2

of the same class; As of [ISO13250-2] section 5.3.5, one class is the class of all subject
locators and the other class is the class composed of all subject identiﬁers and all
item identiﬁers.
e.g. by attaching both identiﬁers to the same topic
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2. some short artifact of data (e.g. a character sequence, a sound sequence, an
icon, ...), represented by the value of a topic name item or a variant item 3 .

2

A Hierarchy of Name Items

However, why do two diﬀerent types of these links exist? The TMDM says:
“A topic name is a name for a topic, consisting of the base form, known as
the base name, and variants of that base form, known as variant names. [...] A
base name is a name or label for a subject, expressed as a string. That is, it is
something that identiﬁes the subject (though not necessarily uniquely) and can
be used as a label for the subject in user interfaces. The notion of a base name
corresponds closely to the common sense notion of a name. [...] A variant name
is an alternative form of a topic name that may be more suitable in a certain
context than the corresponding base name.”
If a variant name is just a topic name that may be “(more) suitable in
a certain context” (than other topic names), then variant items as a whole
item class could be dropped and replaced by topic name items with appropriate scope.4 Indeed, among others5 , Robert Barta and Lars Heuer hold that
variant items should be removed [SC34-0705]. Going a step further, names
and occurrences could be merged into characteristics, the only remaining distinction between them being instance of either tm:name or tm:occurrence
[ISO18048-WD-2008-07].
However, the current TMDM does not say that the variant name may be
more suitable in a certain context than any or some base name. Rather, the
current TMDM says that the variant name may be more suitable in a certain
context than exactly one base name, the base name to which the variant name is
attached to. This directed link between one type of name item and another type
of name item would be lost when removing variant items6 . Reading the TMDM
this way, the value property of a topic name item is merely a default value,
subject to be overridden by the value property7 of any variant item attached to
that topic name item.
The main point of this paper is: There should not be any default values for
topic name items; or if there should be such default values, they should not
be determined solely by the author of the particular topic map, but by some
3
4

5
6

7

For brevity, the case where the variant item’s datatype is IRI is ignored.
Or they could be replaced by occurrence items in case there the variant item’s
datatype is anything other than String.
Benjamin Bock as of private conversation
Although this loss of information could be rectiﬁed by reifying both topic names (one
being the successor for the removed variant) and linking the reifying topics with an
association.
or a resource, in case the datatype is IRI.
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algorithm which may also take into account the cultural context of the current
user of the topic map.

3

Natural Language Considerations

When, actually, do names diﬀer? For example, consider the city which is located
around 41◦ N 29◦ E on the author’s home planet. One of its names is “Constantinople” (in English). Another one of its names is “Konstantinopolis” (in Turkish).
Are these names diﬀerent to each other? Sure, the strings begin with either “C”
or “K” and they end in either “le” or “olis”. But both strings are still remarkably
similar.
Consider two other names of this city, “Konstantiniyye” as well as “
”.
Are these names diﬀerent? Well, they do not share any single Unicode character.
However, they are the written representation of the same sounds in the Ottoman
Turkish language, denoted in two diﬀerent scripts (the Latin-based Turkish alphabet and the Perso-Arabic-based Ottoman Turkish alphabet). Considering the
sound-sequence for this name, there is no distinction between “Konstantiniyye”
”. Considering the character sequence, there is a considerable difand“
ference, as there is no 1-to-1 matching between the letters of “Konstantiniyye”
and“
”, as the latter string lacks representation for some sounds8 , as
usual when writing in an Arabic script.
The examples so far may be more or less related to each other, in writing, in
pronunciation, in etymological heritage or any combination of these. However,
now consider the names “Istanbul” (in English) as well as “Ýstanbul” (in Turkish). These names are apparently closely related to each other. But these names
are only very weakly9 related to “Constantinople” or “Konstantinopolis”.
Apparently, we can build two groups of names for the same city: “Istanbul” as well as “Ýstanbul” are put in one particular group; “Constantinople”,
” are put in another
“Konstantinopolis”, “Konstantiniyye” as well as “
particular group. In each group, there is only one string per (written) language, while across groups, there may be multiple strings per (written) language. Members within each group are closely related, while any two members across groups are either not at all or only very weakly related to each
other.
This grouping seems to ﬁt nicely to the concepts of topic name items and
variant items. Each particular string is mapped to its own variant item, each
particular group is mapped to its own topic name item. Apparently, such group
(of related strings identifying a particular concept) is a name itself. Any member
(any such string) is a particular rendering of the name. A similar distinction exists for URLs: A URL denotes the resource itself, while the data received when
accessing the URL is a particular rendering of that resource.
8
9

” would be “kstntinie”
a direct transliteration of “
The “bul” of “Istanbul” and the “pl” of “Constantinople” denote “polis”, which means
“city”.
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Following this idea, some names and their renderings of the city can be
summarized as follows:

Table 1. Names for the city located around 41◦ N 29◦ E. (Compiled from Wikipedia
pages about this city in diﬀerent languages.)

Provided suitable topics (or sets of topics) can be found for each scope, this
table is a blueprint for how to deﬁne topic name items and variant items for the
city. For each variant item, the properties value, datatype, scope, parent are determined properly by this table (and the other properties have sensible defaults).
For each topic name item, however, the property value is not determined properly10 . We could employ strings like “(Name #1)”, but this is highly ambiguous
10

And if the value property is not determined properly, the type property may or may
not be determinable properly.
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with respect to the concept to be identiﬁed. We could arbitrarily choose any
value from any variant item, such as “
” or “
”, and
while these values are highly identifying, the procedure to choose them is both
arbitrary and biased to a particular culture.
It turns out that an appropriate value to use (and ultimately to display to the
user) is dependent on the user and the cultural background of the user. Currently,
there is no single culture, language or writing system in which all literate people
are literate. Thus, for many names (namely those which may have more than
one rendering; and almost all names will have many renderings upon becoming
popular across cultures), it is inappropriate to choose any particular value.
Thus, (if the notion of a hierarchy between topic name items and variant
items remains) it should not be mandatory for the topic map author to deﬁne
a value for each topic name.

4

Adjusting the Topic Maps Data Model

It is clear that the TMDM will not be changed any time soon. However, once this
state changes, there is a multitude of possibilities to accommodate the requirement “Topic name items should not have value properties set mandatorily.”:
4.1

Making the topic name item’s value property optional

This is the plain implementation of the requirement. This solution opens up the
possibility to keep a topic map culture-neutral. Additionally, it softly requires
all applications which display topic maps to users to employ more appropriate
value selection algorithms (e.g. dependent on the user’s language or culture).
However, it allows for bad Topic Maps design (that is, choosing a culture-biased
default value as a topic name item’s value and failure to denote the culturebiasedness of a particular value). However, precisely because this solution allows
for bad Topic Maps design, it is perfectly compatible with existing topic maps.
This solution may also eﬀectively be a no-solution at all, because the weak force
onto applications to employ appropriate value selection algorithms may be too
weak, hence it may happen that no application supports culture-neutral topic
maps, which in turn may inhibit the proliferation of those topic maps.
4.2

Removing the topic name item’s value property

With this solution, all human-centric names have to belong to variant items, each
old topic name item would be converted into a new topic name item (without
a value property) + a new variant item (whose value property is set to the
old topic name item’s value property). In this case, the requirement for variant
items to have a non-universal scope (e.g. to have at least one topic as theme)
needs to be dropped as well, at least for compatibility, as many old topic name
items have not any topic as theme. The advantage of this solution is that suboptimal handling of value selection for user interfaces at least becomes apparent,
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as the software applications which display name item’s values as labels for topics
cannot put the responsibility of proper (user’s-culture-dependent) value selection
on the topic map author, as the topic map author has no possibility anymore to
make an arbitrary and culture-biased choice for the value of a topic name item.
As a result, it is expected that this problem would get a higher probability of
getting tackled by the authors of applications which display topic maps.
4.3

Removing the topic name item

It is also possible to remove the topic name item, representing a particular name
(and thus a group of related renderings of the same name), completely and replace it with a new name rendering item. Each name rendering item has the
same properties as each old variant item (together with a type property, inherited from old topic name items), but unlike variant items, the parent of a name
rendering item does not point to a topic name item, but to a topic item directly.
The name rendering item would also completely replace the variant item. The re”
lationship between each name rendering and its name (e.g. between “
and Name #1 in the example above) would be expressed as an association between the reifying topic of the appropriate name rendering item and a special
name rendering group topic (or simply name topic) which, while representing
many name renderings, itself has no canonical name.
Advantages of this solution are the simplicity of the resulting model (e.g.
there are no variant items and no topic name items anymore) and perfect
data-structure-level-compatibility between name rendering items and occurrence
items (which in turn allows to generalize both into characterstic items, as suggested by Robert Barta’s TMQL draft [ISO18048-WD-2008-07]). This solution
is also compatible to the current TMDM, as there are straightforward conversion
rules from the current TMDM devisable11 .
Once disadvantage is the complex way to retrieve an appropriate subset of
name rendering values, as for each name rendering group, only one rendering
should be retrieved. Another disadvantage is the complex way to represent name
rendering groups in Topic Maps serialization formats (such as XTM or CTM)
unless special syntax for these constructs is provided.12
11

12

To convert from a topic name item or a variant item to a name rendering item, the
parent property is set to the appropriate topic item; in case of a topic name item,
the variants property is removed; all other properties are preserved as is; and the
missing properties (e.g. type, datatype) are set with default values. If there have been
variant items, the name rendering item representing the variant item and the name
rendering item representing the topic name item each get a reifying topic. Each such
reifying topic is linked to a newly created name topic, using an “is name rendering
for” association. The topic representing the name rendering item representing an old
topic name item also gets a special link between itself and the name topic. That is,
the special link will be a separate “is default name rendering for” association, or the
existing “is name rendering for” association will be scoped specially.
Special syntax for common Topic Maps structures is not unusual. The “instanceOf”
elements of XTM 2.0 [ISO13250-3] or the “isa” and “ako” keywords of the current
CTM language [ISO13250-6-WD-2008-05] are some examples.
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Future Work

There are two generic problems with respect to labeling topics: “Given a set of
possibly redundant and culture-speciﬁc labels for a topic, select a non-redundant
list of these labels tailored to the user.” (For our example city, a solution for a user
with English as ﬁrst language would be the list “Istanbul”, “Constantinople”,
“Byzantium”, “Tsargrad”.) and “Given a set of possibly redundant and culturespeciﬁc labels for a topic, select exactly one of these labels tailored to the user.”
(For our example city, a solution for a contemporary user with English as ﬁrst
language would be “Istanbul”.). These two related problems are not solved by this
paper, they are merely identiﬁed to be not-solvable in a culture-neutral form at
the level of Topic Maps authors. Thus, these problems are pushed to the authors
of user-interface-bearing topic maps applications. As these authors often cannot
limit the set of topics they are dealing with, automated algorithms for solving
these problems have to be found.
The awareness for sub-optimal topic name modeling needs to be raised. It
may be possible to develop some “bad modeling checker” software which deterministically13 or statistically14 checks for certain modeling patterns considered
as improvable, such as giving a topic item two separate topic name items while
the topic item should only have one topic name item but also variant items.
Names are not only used for synthesis (e.g. for computer output to be matched
by a human) but also for analysis (e.g. for computer input to be matched by
a computer). For imperfect human-centric names (as opposed to TMDM identiﬁers), the process of analysis may require diﬀerent data (e.g. a pattern) than
the process of synthesis (e.g. just a static string). For example, voice recognition
of a particular word may not work well if there is only one example of speaking
of that word; it may work better if there is a multitude of examples of speaking
that word. It is not quite clear or standardized how to model these diﬀerent
types of name-data (e.g. name data for analysis, name data for synthesis) within
the TMDM, although the tools (e.g. scope, name types, datatypes) seem to be
available.
Similarly, topic name items and variant items may have other purposes beyond synthesis and analysis. Sorting is one example. While sort names are longestablished in the Topic Maps standards (see [ISO13250-2] section 7.4), their
usage as suggested by the TMDM may actually conﬂict with the view held by
this paper: Sort names annotate not a particular name, but a particular rendering of a name in a particular language and script. As such, they should be
attached to variant items, not topic name items, which is not possible with the
current TMDM recommendations on how to use sort names. Thus, if sort names
are used as suggested, each topic name item would represent a particular rendering of a name, the name rendering group itself would become unmodelable
with the TMDM alone.
13
14

That is, depending on a particular pattern.
For example, depending on a linguistic corpus which matches the same names in
diﬀerent renderings (e.g. diﬀerent scripts or diﬀerent languages).
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Abstract. Names can be a tricky thing to represent due to their natural
ambiguity, plurality of meanings and context dependency. In this paper
we will discuss 10 common pitfalls in dealing with names and based on
that present three modelling templates for complex name structures in
Topic Maps.

1

Introduction

Ontologies and in particular Topic Maps [1] are an important component for the
implementation of the Semantic Web vision. Despite the eﬀorts in establishing
unique published subject identiﬁer (PSI) [1, 2], from a pragmatic point of view,
human readable names are still one of the best and most common ways to identify
a topic subject. However, names can be a tricky thing to model because of their
natural ambiguity, plurality of meanings and context dependency [4]. Due to the
natural diversity in the modelling process there is also always more than one valid
way to express names [1]. As a result pragmatic guidelines, modelling templates
and best practice recommendations are highly needed. However, publications
focusing on issues related to modelling of names in Topic Maps are rare [1, 2]
and primarily focused on technical aspects. Also only sparse information has
been published on the modelling of meta-data for names, e.g. provenance, valid
context.
In this paper we address the question: how to model complex name structures
in Topic Maps? In particular, we ask which general pitfalls related to the identiﬁcation and expression of names needed to be considered and which modelling
approaches are suitable.

2

Pitfalls for Modelling Names

To get a better understanding of the problems involved in modelling names
we want to share our experience gathered in the “Digital Mechanism and Gear
Library” (www.DMG-Lib.org) project [3]. In this project we extracted names
automatically from a domain speciﬁc dictionary (IFTOMM) and manually from
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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three selected text-books. Overall approx. 4.000 names in four languages were
modelled. During this project we identiﬁed the following 10 pitfalls for modelling
names in ontologies:
1. Ambiguity and plurality of meanings: A subject of interests can
have multiple names to describe [4]. In particular, problematic are synonyms
where diﬀerent names are used for the same subject [4]. Common are full synonyms (strict synonyms) which always refer to the same subject in terms of
exact same meaning [4], e.g. car and automobile. However, in specialized domains we can often ﬁnd partial synonyms which refer to the same subject only
in a speciﬁc context. In terms of that meaning is similar but not always identical, e.g. long and extended are synonyms but a long arm is not the same
as an extended arm. Even more problematic are homonyms where a group
of words share the same spelling but have diﬀerent meanings, e.g. the German name Läufer has over 30 diﬀerent meanings. In addition, it is common to
use speciﬁc symbols rather then words to identify subjects, e.g. J stands for
Joule but is also used on car registration plates for the town Jena. Another
example is the name Topic Maps - written with capital letters it refers to the
technology and with small letters to a collection of speciﬁc topics and associations[2].
2. Multilingual names: Naturally in diﬀerent languages diﬀerent names
are used to identify a subject [2, 4]. If a topic map should be shared internationally then it is necessary to include translations and their valid contexts.
However, often a simple one-to-one translation is not enough because the meaning of a name and in particular the knowledge structure can be diﬀerent in two
languages. For example commonly the German name “Mechanismus” is translated into the English term “mechanism” and “gear” into “Getriebe” [3]. This
can be represented by assigning the German and the English names to the
each topic. However, this is not valid for an engineering expert because for
him “Mechanismus” is the topic type and “Getriebe” is the instance. In contrast in English “gear” is the topic type and “mechanism” is the instance. Thus
the content relation between the names is exact the other way around then
the dictionary translation. Thus the interpretation of such semantic relations
in each language needs to be considered carefully, e.g. dictionaries can translate names diﬀerent depending on the addressed community. Another tricky
question is, what to do if no one-to-one (x = y) translation is available, e. g.
a direct translation of the term “river” does not exists in French, only the two
more speciﬁc terms “rivíere” and “ﬂeuve”. Also problematic is the situation if
no translations is available at all, e.g. the Eskimos have many more names for
snow.
3. Context specific names: A name can be valid in a clear or fuzzy deﬁned
context, e.g. a valid time frame, a region or popularity in research communities
or school of thoughts. For example, in publication in West Germany the name
“Koppelgetriebe” is used for a speciﬁc gear. In East Germany the same gear is labelled with the name “Kurbelgetriebe”. Both communities claim that their name
is the standard. Modelling multiple names is easy but the challenge for Topic
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Maps lies in the expression of the valid context and thus to select the appropriate display name. However, the real challenge is the identiﬁcation of such valid
contexts based for example on the analysis of cross-domain communications,
publications or experts.
4. Default names: A rule of thumb is, that every topic should have at least
one human-readable name [1] to make it easier to identify the subject. However,
the choice of a default name can be diﬃcult. Who decides what the default
name is? [4]. Instead of aiming for a detente in which everyone is feeling equally
miserable it may be better to deﬁne a default name for each relevant context.
But what if the current context is unknown or not considered in the model?
5. Evolution of names: As time goes by new names emerge, others are
no longer used or their meaning has changed. For example the name AIDS for
the “acquired immune deﬁciency syndrome” was ﬁrst introduced in the late 70’s.
Previously no speciﬁc name was available, only a plurality of fuzzy descriptions
in medical reports. Due to the research eﬀorts in the 80’s the understanding
of AIDS evolved and thus the associated interpretation. For most people such
historical or time diﬀerences may not be important but it is highly relevant for
reuse of knowledge in a wider scope.
6. Paraphrase descriptions: Another issue, in particular relevant for the
automated extraction of names, is that for some subjects no speciﬁc and established name exists [4]. Many subjects can only be described in one or multiple
phrases. For example aqua planning refers to the fact that a wet street is slippery for cars. But how do you name it, if a surface is slippery due spilled milk?
Multiple descriptions exist but which one should be modelled?
7. Names of persons: Other pitfalls are names of persons. One can assume
that names are relative static and unique. However, this is not true, e.g. titles are
added during life like Dr. or PhD. If a woman get married the last name change.
In addition diﬀerent names are uses for a person like art name or nickname.
8. Construction rules of names: Names and in particular formal names
common in research or in library science often contain implicit knowledge, e.g.
in the IFToMM dictionary [3] alternative names were encode using brackets,
“couple (ﬂoating) link“ is resolved in couple link and ﬂoating link. If names from
dictionaries, taxonomies or classiﬁcation systems are reused, it is important to
know how the name is constructed because in a Topic Maps such knowledge
needs to be modelled explicitly.
9. Different spellings: On a syntactical level another pitfall are diﬀerent
spellings of names. For example, are terms modelled in singular or plural or
both? How to handle names containing more than one term, e.g. use-case or use
case? How to deal with spelling errors in documents - model only correct names
or misspelled once, too? From a retrieval perspective all spelling variants are
useful to increase the recall but could make the Topic Maps quite complex and
messy.
10. Different alphabets and transcription rules: Another pitfall for
multilingual ontologies is the heterogeneity of writing principles and alphabets
in the world, e.g. the Latin alphabet is common but not in Russia or China.
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One option is to model the original names but in libraries and dictionaries it is
common to transform such terms into Latin terms based on standardized transcription rules, e.g. Hanyu Pinyin is a system for Mandarin. However, these rules
are heterogeneous and not always speciﬁc and comprehensive. Thus depending
on the expert the resulting Latin names can be quite heterogeneous.
These 10 pitfalls are generic problems and not limited to Topic Maps but
relevant for all semantic languages. Ontologies imply reuse and sharing of formal expressed knowledge [1, 2]. Thus the above described pitfall may not be
relevant during the creation time of an ontology but might become relevant if
the knowledge is reuse in a diﬀerent context.

3

Modelling Approaches for Names in Topic Maps

The key question for an ontology engineer is two folded. One issue is the identiﬁcation of all relevant names but this is clearly a domain analysis problem. The
second is a rather technical one: how to model complex naming information in
Topic Maps? In the following section we will present three templates to express
names and associated information in Topic Maps.
3.1

Modelling Names With Topic Names

In the DMG-Lib [3] we applied the following approach which can be processed
by any current TMAPI implementation. Each subject is represented by one
topic. For each topic one topic name is modelled without any scopes. This is
interpreted as the default name and should be the most common name used
in the speciﬁc domain. In scientiﬁc domains we suggest to uses English names.
The selection of a default name is a task for the domain experts and NOT
for the ontology engineer. Each translation is modelled as a variant names of
a given topic name. The corresponding language is modelled as a scope attribute for each variant name. Please note, that it is necessary to model the
default name as a variant name, too. For example: basename “Gear” and the
variant names “Getriebe” (scope German) as well as “Gear” (scope English).
This redundant approach ensures that for each supported language a suitable
name can be found as a variant name including the language information. This
is the ugly part of the model but it is easy to process. We recommend to use
common PSIs for the language topics, e.g. http://topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0/#de.
Abbreviations are modelled as variant names by adding the addition scope for
abbreviation (PSI http://www.tmedit.org/psi#abbreviation. Synonyms represent
diﬀerent names used for the same subject. They can be modelled as additional
topic names within the scope synonym (PSI http://tmedit.org/psi#synonym).
Homonyms refer to a common name for diﬀerent subjects. Simply model each
subject as a topic and assign the same name to each of them. An explicit annotation is not necessary because application can compare all names and thus
identify all homonyms.
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Fig. 1. Modeling Template: Express Name with Topic Names

Fig. 2. Modeling Template: Express Name with Topic Names and Reiﬁcation

Furthermore, contextual meta-data are helpful to choose a name and they can
be modelled using additional scopes. In particular relevant for interdisciplinary
projects is the provenance of a name. A list of well-known publications which
contain the name be used as references and expressed as scopes of the topic
type “source”. Figure 2 shows a sample of this modelling approach. Please note
that GTMalpha as a graphical notation for Topic Maps is used for all following
graphs [2].
3.2

Modelling Names With Topic Names and Reification

The discussed pitfalls demonstrated that topic names are complex and thus many
addition information are needed (e.g. context, language, time) in order to label
a topic appropriately. Unfortunately the TMDM [2] provides only basic options
for modelling information related to topic names, more speciﬁcally scopes and
topic types. In the previous modelling template we encode all relevant aspects
in scopes, e.g. provenance of the name etc. This is correct because the name is
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Fig. 3. Modeling Template: Express Name with Topics

a valid label in the context of the speciﬁed publication BUT it is not limited to
it. In other words we simply want to express that a particular name can be found
in a dictionary and not really that the publication is the only valid context for
the name. As a result we propose a second template in which each subject is
represented as a topic and all corresponding names are assigned as simple topic
name without any scopes. Every topic names is then reiﬁed as an individual
new topic and suitable meta-data can be expressed using associations. Figure 3
shows a sample for the topic name Bank.
The disadvantage of this approach is that we model statements about the
wrong things. Reiﬁcation enables us to express statement about other statements. But in this scenario we want to make statements about the name (string)
and not about a particular topic names element which is bound to a speciﬁc topic.
E.g. for a topic X the name “Bank” is modelled and reiﬁed as the Topic BankName-1 in the context “ﬁnances” and for a second topic Y the name “Bank” is
modelled and reiﬁed as the Topic Bank-Name-2 in the context “park and garden”. Thus two diﬀerent reiﬁed topics and both represent diﬀerent topic names
of diﬀerent topics thus diﬀerent subjects. This is problematic because the interpretation perspective is wrong, because the original intention was to express
a statement about the name “Bank” independent from meanings or relations,
e.g. a diﬀerent spelling version would need to be assigned to both reiﬁed topics
which is not correct because the spelling version is bound to the label not to the
meaning (at least in this particular case.)
3.3

Model Subject and Names as Individual Topics

According to the standard a topic can represent ANY subject. In your context we
are interested in subjects as well as in the available names to address the subjects.
Therefore we prose a third rather drastic approach: Every subject is modelled as
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a topic with NO topic names at all. Every available name is modelled as a separate topic, because we want to make statements about the name itself (about the
term or string) not the subject it refers. Each name is then linked via an association to the subject, e.g. PSI of association type http://www.tmedit.org/psi#
name-of-a-subject. Relevant information about the name can be modelled with
additional topics and associations. By modelling every name as a topic we can
explicit express further statements about it. To say it more forcefully the building blocks of Topic Maps are topics, associations and occurrences and by using
this approach we do not need the topic name element. However, in contrast to
other the templates this one is semantically more correct and expressive but also
more complex and not supported by most Topic Maps applications. They can
process it but common functions like getAllTopicNames() will not work. Figure
4 shows a sample for this template.

4

Summary and Outlook

To sum up modelling of names is a complex task. In this paper we presented 10
selected pitfalls to highlight common problems involved in dealing with name.
In addition, we discussed three modelling templates which oﬀer either expressiveness or a simple to process model. The key problem is that currently no
one knows in which context which modelling approach is appropriate. Therefore further research is needed to develop a comprehensive guidebook to make
it easier to model a domain and ﬁnally to support the ﬂexible communication of
a common understanding.
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National Data Standardization: A Place
for Topic Maps?
Lars Johnsen
University of Southern Denmark, Engstien 1, 6000 Kolding, Denmark
larsjo@sitkom.sdu.dk

Abstract. This article deals with national data standardization eﬀorts
in Denmark and discusses the role Topic Maps – and topic maps –
may play in a new standardization strategy currently being considered
by the Danish National IT and Telecom Agency. The strategy entails
a paradigm shift from syntactic data standards based on XML schema
to a more semantically based approach involving, among other things,
the development, publishing and sharing of so-called deﬁnitions. The article gives an account of the historical, political and technical context
of the strategy pointing out some of the opportunities and constraints
this context poses for the introduction and application of Topic Maps as
a recognized “data standardization standard” in Denmark.

1

Background

For some time now the use of open IT standards in local, national and international e-government has been promoted by the Danish National IT and Telecom
Agency (ITST). This policy is in line with B103, a bill that was passed in 2006
by the Danish Parliament laying down a kind of “comply or explain” principle that authorities such as ministries and municipalities need to observe when
implementing new IT solutions.
Seven sets of open standards considered to be particularly important have
been made compulsory by the Danish state. One is OIOXML (= Open Information Online XML), a set of national guidelines for developing and reusing XML
schemas for data exchange purposes. These OIOXML schemas comprise, among
others, core components, XML schemas usable across the entire public sector,
and domain schemas designed for data encoding in speciﬁc areas like education,
environment or health [1].
To date, a fairly great number of OIOXML schemas have been developed by
authorities and IT vendors and published and shared through a public repository (recently discontinued for reasons that will become apparent below). It is
increasingly being felt, however, that many of these XML schemas lack a suﬃciently clear semantic foundation. Basically, they only specify how data should
be encoded and exchanged in XML and not what these data really signify or
mean or in what contexts they are appropriate. Take one simple example like the
XML schema specifying how the marital status of a person living in Denmark
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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should be represented in OIOXML. It states that the XML element to be used
is <MaritalStatusCode> . . . </MaritalStatusCode> with one of the following
data values:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

married
divorced
widow
registered partnership
abolition of registered partnership
longest living partner
deceased
unmarried

Although these data values are based on concepts commonly known in Danish
culture, they nevertheless give rise to a number of questions such as:
1. Does a “registered partnership” only involve persons of the same gender?
2. Widow is a recognized value. Why not widower?
3. Some data values denote “persons” (widow), some “relations” (registered
partnership) and some “states” (divorced). Is this intentional or purely accidental?
Broadly speaking, the problem with existing OIOXML schemas is that they
are not based on conceptual, or ontological, descriptions and are not linked to
relevant documentation, i.e. guidelines, legislation, etc. In addition to such shortcomings, it has not always been easy to ﬁnd the right schemas in the repository,
grasp how individual schemas are interconnected, let alone obtain information
on where and when individual schemas are actually used.

2

A New Paradigm

Therefore, the ITST is considering a new strategy for data standardization in
country-regionplaceDenmark. The strategy entails a shift of emphasis from syntax to semantics that focuses on deﬁning and describing concepts and processes
relevant to e-government in Denmark rather than their formal encoding. Instead
of XML schemas, data standards are to be based on several kinds of so-called definitions in the future: semantic deﬁnitions, data deﬁnitions, message and service
deﬁnitions and so on.
Semantic deﬁnitions will play a pivotal role in the new setup. A semantic
deﬁnition is the description of a concept deemed to be of importance in some
domain. Its informational content is intended to be reused in ontologies, taxonomies and data models. Semantic deﬁnitions will be heavily based on ISO
1087, the international standard for terminology work.
Data deﬁnitions are speciﬁcations that deﬁne what information or data elements may be attached to certain concepts. For instance, a data deﬁnition
may indicate that a “citizen” must have a civil registration number, an address
and possibly a phone number. What data deﬁnitions will exactly look like is
not yet totally clear but much inspiration seems to have been derived from the
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Core Component Technical Speciﬁcation (CCTS) with its emphasis on reusable
information items and aggregating mechanisms [2]. Data deﬁnitions are organized in hierarchical structures to form messages which are the basic information units to be exchanged between software systems, typically web services. The
precise structure of message and service deﬁnitions has not yet been ﬁnalized,
either.
Information contained in deﬁnitions may be deﬁned in terms of one or more
contexts. The function of contexts is to indicate relevance or validity. A context
may either be an organization or authority such as an institution, ministry or
municipality, or some professional domain. It may also be a speciﬁc piece of
legislation.
OIOXML formats will be developed for the various types of deﬁnitions in the
pipeline. It is assumed that XML schema, and other “syntactical” resources like
Web Service Description Language (WSDL) ﬁles, may be generated automatically, or semi-automatically, from these deﬁnitions thus reducing the technical
burden of organizations and individuals keen to get involved in data harmonization and standardization. An open source desktop IT tool is being developed by
the ITST to help achieve this goal.
The syntax-to-semantics strategy goes hand in hand with eﬀorts to enhance
public involvement and engagement. These eﬀorts are most conspicuously reﬂected by the web site Digitaliser.dk (http://digitaliser.dk), which was launched
quite recently. The web site has primarily been designed to be a meeting place
for everybody interested in digitalization in the public sector. Its Web 2.0-ish
functionality and features are evidence of this: its information architecture, for
instance, is centered round user groups, or communities, and their possibilities
for uploading, discussing and tagging resources. The site, however, is also meant
to be the central repository of all interoperability assets relevant to the digitalization of the Danish public sector, including ontologies, taxonomies, XML
schemas and WSDL ﬁles.
Although the strategy of the ITST will no doubt add a lot of value to data
harmonization and standardization processes in Denmark, it arguably also raises
some issues that have to do with the organization, integration, ﬁndability and
navigation of resources. Put somewhat simplistically, the strategy seems to lack
the glue that will make all the pieces ﬁt together.
Thus, it is not diﬃcult to see that Topic Maps may have a role to play
in the scenario envisaged. With its emphasis on connecting concepts with content, Topic Maps could function as a superimposed (integration) model for data
standardization that will allow resources such as semantic, data, message and
service deﬁnitions, XML schema and WSDL ﬁles as well as metadata like tags
to come together in meaningful, and accessible, structures. Some aspects of such
a proposal are elaborated upon in the remainder of this paper.

3

The Semantic Foundation

As noted above, semantic deﬁnitions will form the basis of much, or most, data
standardization work in placecountry-regionDenmark in the future. The min-
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imal semantic deﬁnition will consist of a term, the verbal manifestation of a
concept, and a deﬁnition of this concept. Following the ISO 1087 standard, however, semantic deﬁnitions will potentially be able to hold other conceptual and
terminological information (see below).
There are several uses to which semantic deﬁnitions might be put in a Topic
Maps-based approach. Most obviously, semantic deﬁnitions may function as
PSI’s. Since a semantic deﬁnition - by deﬁnition - denotes a concept, contains
its deﬁnition and will have a permanent address at Digitaliser.dk, it naturally
lends itself to this role. In this capacity semantic deﬁnitions are the meaningful
anchor points to which all other resources can point.
But semantic deﬁnitions may also provide the stuﬀ of which entire Topic
Maps-based concept systems, or ontologies, are made. A semantic deﬁnition
will normally contain information about one concept but will supposedly also
include references to other concepts with which the concept is related. Using
these references as subject identiﬁers, a Topic Maps system will be able to merge
content from disparate semantic deﬁnition into one or more comprehensive, and
hopefully coherent, concept systems.
Deploying semantic deﬁnitions as input for concept systems in topic maps of
course invokes the question of how well information categories in ISO 1087 map
onto Topic Maps constructs. A full-blown comparison between the two standards
is, needless to say, not within the scope of this paper, but some general observations should make it clear that a mapping is in fact fairly straight-forward:
The key concept in ISO 1087 is that of “concept”. Concepts are deﬁned,
somewhat vaguely though, as “units of knowledge”. Concepts are divided into
individual concepts and general concepts that “correspond” to one or more
objects respectively. Objects are said to be “anything perceivable or conceivable”.
The meaning of a concept is made explicit in a deﬁnition and through the
assignment of characteristics, or properties, or more formally by means of feature
speciﬁcations.
Concepts may be connected to each other through hierarchical or associative
relations and be manifested in various ways, typically by terms, verbal designations. Labels may be attached to a term to signify its level of formality,
applicability or status (preferred, obsolete, deprecated, etc.) or to indicate its
role in relationships with other terms (synonym, antonym, etc.).
Data related to individual concepts and their designations are called terminological entries in ISO 1087 and normally constitute the basic information unit
in a terminological data collection.
Although it is not entirely clear whether concepts are abstract or mental
entities, or symbolic representations, it makes sense to interpret concepts in ISO
1087 as topics and objects as subjects. Likewise, individual and general concepts
naturally map onto topic instances and topic types.
Terms are similar to names in the Topic Maps paradigm and may be typiﬁed
through name types or scope. To indicate that one term/name is the synonym,
antonym, homonym or equivalent of another, it needs to be reiﬁed.
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Semantic content in the form of deﬁnitions or feature speciﬁcations are most
naturally realized as occurrences and occurrence types. To add notes or similar additional information to an occurrence containing a deﬁnition, say, this
occurrence must also be reiﬁed.

4

Topic Maps as a Resource Organization Model

The data standardization strategy will in due course yield a great deal of digital
resources but so far no detailed scheme has been devised to ensure that these
resources are properly linked, classiﬁed or organized. It is an implicit assumption
that resources will be stored at Digitaliser.dk. The drawback of this solution is,
as already mentioned, that this site is more of a Web 2.0 collaboration platform
than a resource repository. One current problem is that resources must be placed
with speciﬁc user groups or communities which in turn risk becoming a kind of
silos within the site. Another is that the site today only provides rudimentary
functionality for categorizing resources into classiﬁcation systems like taxonomies
or suchlike structures. The site does oﬀer tagging as an organizational tool but as
with most tagging systems, there is currently no way to link tags in hierarchical,
or even associative structures.
What is expedient, though, is that the site has a REST API facilitating
machine processing of some of its contents. This interface exposes site contents
in XML via structured URL’s and provides recognizable links between related
sets of data. This means that all resources are given (more or less) transparent
web addresses that may be used as subject locators.
This is especially useful in a scenario where Topic Maps might be used as an
integrative technology for organizing and combining resources within the various
“silos” of the site. Through the REST interface, data from, and about, resources
in the site can be extracted and “mashed up” in one or more topic maps. One can
think of several ways of fruitfully applying Topic Maps to organize and integrate
resource data at Digitaliser.dk:
Firstly, it would be useful to be able to categorize resources in taxonomies
across user groups. Such taxonomies would group interoperability assets according to, say, their function or genre and XML schemas according to their applicability (core component or domain schema) and/or the web services in which they
are used. Secondly, it would make the site more user-friendly if users were able to
visualize how resources are related, for instance how diﬀerent XML schemas are
embedded within each other. Thirdly, it would enhance the usability of the site
if metadata like tags could be attached to resources in more ﬂexible ways, for
instance to resource structures, or if tags could be associated in typed relations
to provide more adequate levels of description.
The attractive thing about Topic Maps is of course that all this can be done
within one information model. A (merged) topic map may simultaneously classify
a number of XML schemas, demonstrate how they are embedded within each
other, indicate what tags or tag structures are attached to them, and link them
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Fig. 1. Topic map organizing data standards content

to semantic deﬁnitions to expound the meaning of the concepts on which their
element declarations are ultimately based (see ﬁgure 1).

5

Topic Maps as a National Data Standard?

Although it is evident that Topic Maps has a role to play in national data
standardization in Denmark, and no doubt elsewhere, it is less evident just what
status the standard should be given.
The most ambitious/interesting/daring approach in this context would be to
use Topic Maps as the underlying data model for all resources that will make up
data standards in the future. In essence, this would mean that semantic, data,
message and service deﬁnitions should all be modeled according to TMDM and
be represented and exchanged as topic maps. One unifying model for resources
serving a common purpose!
This is probably not going to happen, at least not in the short run. Introducing Topic Maps as an all encompassing framework for building data standards
is in itself not a major obstacle given the ﬂexibility of the data model. The barrier is more of a political and a practical one. Topic Maps is, alas, not very well
known in Denmark and by those who do know the standard it is more often than
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not simply perceived as a metadata standard along the lines of Dublin Core and
similar standards.
Also, the whole conceptual basis of the Topic Maps paradigm with its notions
of subject, topic, subject identity and merging and so on is likely to be seen as
an additional complexity by the ITST in its endeavors to explain what data
standards are and why they should be complied with.
Furthermore, the ITST would have to cope with the issue of translating all
of the core terminology of Topic Maps into Danish if the standard was to be
adopted at a national level. This in itself poses a bit of a challenge because
many key terms in the model translate into Danish equivalents that for some
reason or another seem less than perfect. Some examples:
In Danish there is really only one word that naturally translates “topic” and
“subject” and that is “emne”. One could use the word “subjekt” for “subject”,
since this is the term for the grammatical notion of a subject of a sentence. But
“subjekt” sounds formal, almost nerdy, and when written it may be confused
with its identical homograph “sub’jekt” (pronounced with a stress on the second
syllable) meaning “seedy person”.
The equivalents of (subject) “identiﬁer” and “indicator” are “identiﬁkator”
and “indikator”. These two words are so phonologically similar that they are
likely to be confused. The proposal to use “descriptor” instead of “indicator” is,
from a translation point of view, therefore recommendable. Subject “locator”
also presents a problem since there is no direct translation of the term. One
could try “adresse” (address) but as the word obviously also denotes locations of
a physical kind, this is not optimal either.
The possible translations of “occurrence” are “forekomst”, “hændelse”, or “belæg”.
“Forekomst” is used to indicate the place(s) where something actually occurs;
“hændelse” means event; and “belæg” is a formal term connoting evidence of
existence and validity. In this case the roots of Topic Maps in indexing theory
and practice are more of a hindrance than help and one may wonder whether
a term like “resource” (Danish: “ressource”) might not do the job better than
“occurrence”.
“Association” is probably best translated as “relation” in Danish since “association” in Danish implies a kind of network of mental connotations that is
triggered by a stimulus of a certain kind.
Last but not least, the notion of “merging” is tricky. In Danish equivalents
like “sammenslutning”, “sammenlægning” or “fusion” are used about aggregation
or integration processes that involve companies or organizations and not digital
entities. “Sammenﬂetning” is perhaps more suggestive as it connotes things like
(beautiful) wickerwork, the smooth operation of traﬃc ﬂows on busy motorways
and so on.

6

Topic Maps as an Ancillary Standard?

A more realistic scenario seems to be one in which Topic Maps is used as a kind
of ancillary standard for organizing, integrating and enriching data standards
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data across organizational and technical boundaries. To help realize this goal,
some essential resources need to be developed and put into place:
1. A Topic Maps-based ontology for data standardization concepts and content.
This ontology must deﬁne, describe and relate topic types like concepts and
terms and list what occurrence types may be attached to them. It should
also declare topics representing “addressable” subjects relevant to the area
of data standardization (deﬁnitions, XML schemas, WSDL ﬁles and so on)
and indicate how metadata elements may be linked to these resources. Last
but not least, the ontology should specify how ontological structures may be
linked to classiﬁcation schemes like taxonomies and folksonomies.
2. Concrete topic maps containing relevant mergeable “public” information. To
ensure that they are applied properly and in the right settings, data standards may be enriched with information that indicates their context of use
as this concept was deﬁned above. These contexts might be lists of regions,
municipalities, or public institutions, references to important legislation, or
web service registries. In this connection, it would be appropriate, for instance, to create a Topic Maps-based version of FORM, the new reference
model used to map services oﬀered to Danish citizens and enterprises by the
public sector. The reference model itself seems to map nicely onto a topic
map as it not only constitutes a faceted taxonomy of services organized according to several parameters but also allows for links to relevant pieces of
legislation, published workﬂows, organizational units, etc.
3. Conversion tools. Tools are needed to carry out the mapping of data in
OIOXML, and other XML formats, to topic maps (in formats like XTM).
Most obviously, tools must be developed that will allow users to extract
REST API data directly from Digitaliser.dk and mash them up into topic
maps. These tools may range from simple XSLT transforms to be used in
a topic map editor like Wandora, or the desktop tool being developed by the
ITST, to entire web applications. Some of these web applications may even be
integrated with Digitaliser.dk itself. For instance, it would be useful to build
a Topic Maps-based “portal” on top of Digitaliser.dk oﬀering users more
organized or holistic views of the resources contained in the site(’s silos).
Furthermore, tools to convert data from existing (proprietary) terminology
systems in the public sector need to be developed.
This scenario may in fact accommodate a range of strategies for utilizing
Topic Maps as a tool for organizing and integrating data standards content.
Some strategies may be “product-oriented” in the sense that they explicitly seek
to encourage the creation, publication and sharing of OIO topic maps, truly open
and reusable information products about “the state of Denmark” (to use a somewhat lame literary allusion) while other approaches may aim at technological
solutions based on Topic Maps operating “covertly behind the scenes” to create
organizational and/or navigational overlays to existing data sources. In the latter case, emphasis is not so much on developing and sharing new, and hopefully
better, information products but rather on integrating resources already in place
in novel and interesting ways.
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Since Digitaliser.dk is intended to be a platform for knowledge sharing and collaboration for organizations and individuals, there is no reason whatsoever why
topic maps should not be uploaded, tagged and distributed via the site. Topic
maps can be associated with certain user groups or uploaded to a section specifically set up for the purpose of disseminating and sharing topic maps relevant
to e-government in Denmark. The vision of the latter solution might be the
emergence of a national hub, or clearing house, for OIO topic maps.
XTM 2.0 seems to come in handy for this purpose. One important reason
is that XTM 2.0 makes it possible to “package” conceptual information with
OIOXML. Since an internal occurrence, or more precisely the <ResourceData>
element, is permitted to contain arbitrary XML structures in XTM 2.0, OIOXML
schema content, typically element declarations, can be embedded in a topic map
thus allowing concepts to “travel together” with their valid OIOXML data values.
Another is that the format allows topics to have several subject identiﬁers. This
means that a topic representing an OIO concept may point to its PSI, i.e. semantic deﬁnition, through the normal “human readable” interface of Digitaliser.dk
as well as its REST API. For instance:
<topicMap version="2.0" xmlns="http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/">
<topic id="enke">
<subjectIdentifier href="http://digitaliser.dk/resource/123"/>
<subjectIdentifier href="http://api.digitaliser.dk/rest/
resources/123/artefacts/enke.xml/content"/>
<instanceOf>
<topicRef href="#OIOconcept"/>
</instanceOf>
<name>
<scope>
<topicRef href="#DA"/>
</scope>
<value>enke</value>
</name>
<occurrence>
<type>
<topicRef href="#OIOXML"/>
</type>
<resourceData
datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyType">
<MaritalStatusCode>widow</MaritalStatusCode>
</resourceData>
</occurrence>
</topic>
...
</topicMap>
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This way of connecting conceptual information, semantic descriptions and OIOXML representation rules will no doubt alleviate the current problem of undocumented “stand-alone” OIOXML schemas mentioned above.

8

Topic Maps Throughout

The primary aim of this paper has been to demonstrate the relevance of Topic
Maps within the national data standardization framework being proposed by
ITST and the current technical infrastructure provided by Digitaliser.dk. But
the application of sound Topic Maps principles, in particular the insistence on
transparent, consistent and robust subject identiﬁcation, may actually be taken
a step further, i.e. to the framework and infrastructure as such. A simple example
may illustrate this:
The REST API of Digitaliser.dk provides, as already noted, an interface to
the site’s contents and metadata. The XML structure of the data which may
be extracted via the interface is speciﬁed in a number of XML schemas. But
information on how these XML schemas themselves are to be understood is
nowhere to be found (at the time of writing). And this can, and probably does,
lead to ambiguity or even confusion sometimes. One may wonder, for instance,
whether “TaggedItem” and “TaggedObject”, the names of two XML elements
in two separate schemas, are really labels denoting diﬀerent subjects or just
synonyms for the same thing, that is to say site resources that have been tagged.
In other words, to make the most of Topic Maps in a data standardization
context like the Danish one, the principles of the paradigm should not only be
applied to the data resources themselves but preferably also to the whole system
underpinning their design, creation and dissemination.

9

Final Remark

I am indebted to three anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments on an
earlier version of this article.
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Abstract. Variant personal names for the same Japanese historical individuals exist, and when handling historical data it is desirable to control
these. Furthermore, by grasping the position the family an individual
belongs to within a genealogy or organization, it is possible to estimate
the individual’s social position and the power he might command. At
present there is no database providing such information in Japan, and
there is a need to construct the authority information for personal names
structured in a standardized data descriptive language. On this basis, the
present study describes a project to construct authority information for
the former Japanese noble families, which played a central role in the
modernization of Japan, and for persons related to them, using a topic
map.

1

Basic Construction of Authority Information for
Personal Names and Organizations

The authors are undertaking a project to construct the authority information
concerning socially or culturally signiﬁcant persons in mainly the pre-WWII era
of Japan. The present project constructs the social and cultural information
focused on the former Japanese nobility, which played a signiﬁcant social and
cultural role in the pre-WWII period.
The former Japanese aristocratic system intended here is the Japanese aristocracy existing from immediately after the Meiji Restoration in 1869 until immediately after the end of WWII in 1947. They were formed from the various
lords of the Edo period bakuhan system, and also from the court nobility that
served the Imperial family. In the post-Meiji world, these noble families possessed socially privileged rank, and were in leading political, social, and cultural
positions in the modernization of Japan. A grasp of the information concerning
these noble families is a necessary and indispensible factor for the analysis of the
social and political systems of Japan in recent history.
However, in order to stabilize their continuance and management, these noble
families adopted persons from various other families and intermarried, and had
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
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a marked tendency to change their family and given names. Moreover, due to
political changes in the Meiji period and afterwards, a large number of these
families changed their family names, and in addition, within the main and branch
families of the powerful families there were many individuals with identical family
names, and also many with identical family and given names.
As discussed above, by grasping not only the names of individuals but also
the relations by marriage among families, the close relationship these had with
the various social and political events and movements of the pre-WWII era
can be known. Accordingly, the present study will construct a topic map of
personal name authority information through controlling the personal names of
aristocrats and grasping the network of interfamilial relations within the relations
by marriage in aristocratic society.

2
2.1

Constructing Personal Name Authority Information
Constructing Personal Name Authority Information

In the present study, personal name authority information is constructed from
various categories as in Table 1. These apply not only to aristocrats but also
to all people. First, the categories on source data for personal names and their
interrelations, and all categories inclusive of the interconnectivity among categories are considered to be topics within a topic map. Also, among personal name
sources each “personal name,” “geographical name,” or the relationships among
people are adjusted as associations. Categories of links to speciﬁc data resources
such as “date of birth,” “brief biography,” and related URL/URIs correspond to
of occurrences.
In addition, it is possible to classify by type the data contained within the
topics, associations, and occurrences. For the ﬁrst topics, topic types, association
types and association role types for associations and occurrence types for occurrences are given. Among the speciﬁc categories for these types are, for topic
types, nationality, person, place, organization or group, profession, rank, and
so on.
Regarding association types, those represented include friend, spouse, teacher/
student, parent/child relationships and place of employment. Association role
types reveal the roles of each topic which arises from the relationship, including
superior, fraternal, spouse, child, and student roles.
Among occurrence types are those such as the reading of the personal name
(hiragana), reading of the family name (hiragana), romanization of the name,
romanization of the family name, duration of relationship, place of birth and
source, position or role, aﬃliation and source.
2.2

Created Authority Control Topic Map

As the initial phase we created the ﬁrst Authority Control topic map and the
web application based on the topic map. About 2000 persons are included in the
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Table 1. Categories of personal name source data
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Fig. 1. Ontology diagram of Authority Control topic map

topic map. They are former nobilities and related persons. Fig.1 shows the ontology diagram of the topic map. In ﬁg.1 the topic types are represented by squares
and the association types are represented by lines. The main relationships between persons are master-pupil relationship, parent-child relationship, sibling
relationship, kinship, study group relationship and co-worker relationship.
We show the making procedure. The ﬁrst we decided the structure and items
of the Authority Control information. According to that we input the data using
dedicated entry system and Excel and output the csv format data. Next we
converted the csv data to topic map using DB2TM function of Ontopia. Then
we developed the web application using Navigator Framework of Ontopia. The
features of the web application are as follows:
– Display instance list of each topic type
– Display instance detail (names, occurrences and associations)
– Navigate the topic map start from topic types (person, place, country, occupation and organization) according to association
– Character string search
– Tolog query interface
– Graphical representation of the topic map
Fig.2 shows the example of graphical representation. This graph shows the
master-pupil relationships that played important role for popularizing photograph technology at an early stage of Meiji Period in Japan.
2.3

Diversity of Information Items and Problems of Centralized
Topic Map

There are two kinds of information items stored in the topic map. The ﬁrst is
fundamental information items that are common to many domains and views.
Those items are for example name, another name, nationality, gender, orders,
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the topic map

date of birth and death, born and lived place, etc. They are good candidate
for PSI (Published Subject Identiﬁer) and PSD (Published Subject Descriptor).
The second is speciﬁc information items that change according to individual
domain and view. Those items are biographical outline, achievement, personal
connection, position, expertise, etc.
Information items such as born and lived place, country, organization, etc
don’t depend on person but independent items. We cannot make exhaustive
lists of places or countries if we pick up them by occurrence basis. But if we
make the exhaustive lists of those, we can share them for many applications.
Authority Control information consists of diverse items and also includes
many independent items. Therefore it is very diﬃcult and troublesome to integrate those items into one centralized topic map. The topic map tends to become
complicated, hard to understand and diﬃcult to maintain. Moreover there are
diﬀerent relations depending on domain and range like the human relations, and
they change according to the point of view. In order to handle those relations effectively, it is desirable that we can ﬁlter speciﬁc relation and link other relations
ﬂexibly.
2.4

Toward the Distributed and Linked Topic Maps

In this section we explain our future plan. From the reason described previous
section, to make the topic map for the Authority Control, instead of the centralized topic map distributed and linked topic maps are preferable. Those topic
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Fig. 3. Distributed and linked topic maps

maps are specialized and relatively simple and small. They can be referred and
linked according to request ﬂexibly. Fig.3 shows the distributed and linked topic
maps.
As the ﬁrst step we created the Authority Control topic map that mainly
consists of the information about former nobilities and their human relations.
This project aims to create larger and wide range Authority Control topic map
for the people who played an active part in the social and the cultural ﬁeld.
Currently a large amount of person’s information is inherited by many libraries,
museums, research institutes, universities, etc. separately. We think it is natural
those organizations continue to manage their information and it is important
and eﬀective that the information can be cooperated mutually.
Reﬂecting disciplinary and historical background, information items for person that are owned by the organizations are not necessarily uniﬁed. First it’s
necessary to set the common basic items among the organization. Based on
them we create each Authority Control topic map for each organization and
open them on the network. Those topic maps can play the role of PSI and be
made possible to refer with each other. Next we create and open the topic maps
for place. Place topic maps consist of various granularity of places, relationship
between them, location, etc. Those topic maps also can play the role of PSI. In
similar fashion, in order to manage and make possible to refer as PSI, we create
dedicated topic maps for organizations, ranks and occupations and open them
on the network.
On the other hand we create Relation topic maps according to speciﬁc point
of views such as family tree, master-pupil relation, relationship with friends,
relationship in organization, etc. Referring those PSIs of person, place, organization and occupations and identifying those subjects, we make possible to
share, exchange and merge information among the Relation topic maps. As the
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way to realize this structure, we are planning to use the mechanism of TMRAP,
Subj3ct, ONTOPEDIA for topic maps fragment exchange and merge.
By adopting this kind of overall structure, each single topic map becomes
simple and easy to create and maintain. This structure may also have applicability to wide range of domains and applications. When using those topic maps,
according to request they can be referred and linked each other. In consequence
we think the ﬂexibility, usefulness, availability and extensibility of the topic maps
will increase.

3

Conclusion

Through the process described in the preceding section, this project expresses
personal name authority information in terms of a topic map, and after constructing these data entries they are stored. In this way the genealogies and
the structure of the network of the marriage interrelationships of the former
Japanese aristocratic families, who played a leading social and cultural role in
recent Japanese history, were made clear.
Within this construction the focus was on authority information of primarily
the noble families. At the same time, the specialized and distributed collection
of topic maps is structured so that it can be referenced and combined ﬂexibly
when required. For that reason, it is structured to interface with other cultural
or industrial source databases.
In this way, a database was constructed which can reveal the human networks
within politics and society of the noble families on the period in question, and
the roles they played in society. In the future, when consulting various historical records or documents, by making reference to this database which permits
a grasp of networks focused on the noble families, researchers will be able to
clarify how movements in social and political history and historical organizations and so on were structured. The data structure, the topic map, and the
system structure we propose has generality, scalability and ﬂexibility. Thus, this
system is adaptable for various ﬁelds in the future.
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Abstract. The idSpace project focuses on researching and developing
a platform for distributed collaborative product innovation and aims at
solving a number of shortcomings present in the currently available alternatives. Topic maps is an important factor in solving a number of
issues, such as sharing concepts, reusing ideas and knowledge and creating an integrated ontology that ties all the aspects of a creative process
together. It provides the project with a means to help the user establish
a fruitfull collaboration with other teammembers working in diﬀerent
locations.

1

Introduction

The process of product innovation is quite diﬀerent today compared to previous
decades. It is no longer an eﬀort of a small group from one organization sitting
around the table solving a problem. It has become collaborative eﬀort, joinlty
undertaken by several organizations working together, often working from in separate locations. This means that a large part of the face to face communication
is lost and has to be compensated by intelligent use of available technologies.
1.1

Problems Faced in Distributed Collaborative
Product Innovation

There are many tools supporting creativity on the market. Most of these only
support only one creativity technique, usually Brainstorming. But an innovation
process consists of several phases and each phase has its own requirements and
characteristics and thus requires a diﬀerent approach. In order to facilitate such
a process, a creative team should be able to use a varying set of creativity
techniques in one innovation project. The lack of pedagogical strategies, which
shape an innovation process, is even more prominent. No tool facilitates this
process by oﬀering a team ways of using diﬀerent teams and techniques for
diﬀerent phases in one project.
Another problem the creative team face is the lack of support for a tools that’s
usable in a distributed and collaborative fashion. The tools that are availbable
are either one or the other. Collaborative tools are usually restricted to the
desktop whereas tools supporting distributed working have low or no support
for collaboration.
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
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When a team starts an innovation process, there is often need to consult
earlier innovation processes in similar problem or knowledge domains. Team
members want to study earlier ideas or look at other resources such as documents
or websites. Existing tools oﬀer very poor support for reuse of ideas and no
support for reuse of knowledge.
An important aspect of teamwork is the proﬁle of the team members. Each
user brings a diﬀerent set of characteristics to the team. Also, depending on the
team and its members, there is a diﬀerent need for information. Or put in other
terms, there is a need for contextualization.

2

Approach Chosen for the idSpace Project

The ambitions for the idSpace project were set very high. The following goals
are formulated for the project:
– The idSpace platform should support a range of pedagogical strategies and
several types of creativity techniques
– The platform should facilitate distributed collaboration and support users
who are not experts either in the ﬁeld of creativity or in the ﬁeld of semantics.
– The platform should be build on semantic principles, speciﬁcally Topic Maps,
and should incorporate an ontology which integrates all elements of a creative
process.
In the paragraphs below these goals are explained.
2.1

Pedagogical Strategies and Creatvity Techniques

The idSpace platform should enable the leader of a creativity project, called
a moderator, to deﬁne a project in a ﬂexible way. This means that a set of
pedagogical strategies should be supported, each for a diﬀerent type of creative
process, such as Jigsaw or Pyramid.
The platform should also support a wide variety of creativity techniques, such
as SCAMPER, Six Thinking Hats, 5W1H and Brainstorming. These techniques
should be usable within one project, depending on the task that a team has to
perform.
2.2

Distributed Collaboration

The platform should enable collaboration between users across diﬀerent locations. The way to do this is by using web technology as a foundation and a mix
of visual as well as text based editing aids. All this should be designed in a way
that requires no knowledge of semantics. The user also doesn’t have to be familiar with the structure and principles of creative processes, whith the exception
of the moderator who deﬁnes the parameters of a creativity project.
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Semantic Approach

Creative processes are all about the generation of new ideas and associations between them. This idea generation always takes place in an enviroment of existing
knowledge and competences, harboured by the participants of the creative process. This vision of a creative process contain all the elements that are associated
with semantics, namely knowledge, competences, people, ideas and associations.
Thus the choice to base the idSpace platform on a semantic approach is very
obvious and sensible.
Semantics, by means of Topic Maps technology, should tie all the elements
of the creative process together. Pedagogical strategies, creativity techniques,
process phases and problem domain information should be tied together to provide an integral ontology of the creative process and its ingredients. Also ideas,
solutions, resources, user proﬁles and group composition should be tied together.
This semantic knowledge layer is the foundation on which the platform is
built. It is bricks and cement that provides the user with a seamless knowledge
map as well as a way to control the ﬂow of the application in a ﬂexible manner.

3

The Role of Topic Maps in idSpace

The idSpace platform is built using Topic Maps technology and uses the Ontopia
Knowledge Suite and Morpheus’ Kamala. Kamala is a tool used for capturing,
sharing, representing and integrating knowledge, which is also used as an ontology management environment. Kamala is built on Topic Maps technology and
is used on top of the OKS.
Liferay is a collaboration portal and its portal technology is used as a container for the idSpace modules. Kamala is used as a text based Topicmap editor
and has its own portlet. mxGraph is a visual editor used to edit the Topicmap
and also has its own portlet.
3.1

Integrated Ontology

Following the goal of a semantical approach, the platform is built on an integrated ontology, containing all aspects of the creative process. Figure 1 contains
a simpliﬁed overview of the process ontology. It focusses on the building blocks
of the creative process. These building blocks are the result of the sciemntiﬁc
research done earlier in the project.
Creativity techniques are used in operators, which are in essence the providers
of tasks and are linked to the goals that a team has to achieve.
A project is triggered by a problem. This problem is later formalized in the
deﬁnition phase of a project and can later be tied to speciﬁc goals. At the end
of the project, the ideas that came through the evaluation can be combined and
linked to a formulated solution, which is then in turn linked to the problem
statement that it solved.
The ﬁgure below, ﬁgure 2, contains a simpleﬁed overview of the connection
between ideas, solutions, problems and resources. This part of the ontology is
the content of a creativity project.
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Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed overview of a part of the ontology focusing on the process

Fig. 2. Simpliﬁed overview of a part of the ontology focusing on ideas, solutions and
problem

3.2

Establishing Shared Concepts

An essential element in teams working succesfully together is that they ‘speak
the same language’. The platform oﬀers teams the possibility to add concepts to
the projects’ repository and to give one or more deﬁnition for each concept. Of
all the deﬁnitions entered for a project, the team has to choose one ultimately,
before proceeding with the project.
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This repository, which is a part of the ontology, can contain concepts from
concerning the creative process itself, the problem domain, the solution domain
or knowledge dealing with the subject matter of the ideas.
By using PSI’s these concepts can later be reused in other projects supported
by the idSpace platform. In a later stage this can be extended to domains outside
of the platform. Resources can be added and exchanged concerning a concept.
3.3

Graphical and Text-based Editor Portlets

The idSpace platform supports two portlets in which the user can edit. There is
a Kamala portlet supporting text based operations on the information and there
is a Graph portlet supporting editing in a graphical environment.
The Kamala portlet is based on Kamala, which is originally built as an
administrator tool to edit a Topicmap and required expert knowledge to use it.
For this project it is extended with screens and functions to be used by nonexpert users. For example, Kamala oﬀered an administrator the possibility to
delete complete topic maps or to change association types. This is all blocked in
order to protect the integrated ontology. Instead the user can now add, edit or
delete topics of topictype idea, but not the topictype itself.
The Graph portlet uses mxGraph as a graphical editing tool. For the purpose of this project the functions oﬀered are limited to add, edit, delete, move,
associate an idea with another idea or moving an idea to another diagram. The
numer of symbols is limited to squares for topics and lines for ideas. Each user action leads to an update of the topic map. If the user wants to use other symbols,
then the resulting sketch, can only be added to the topic map as a resource.
3.4

Cross Portlet Trigger

The presence of these two portlets as well as the use by multiple users leads to
the need for a cross portlet and cross browser synchronization function. This is
dealt with by the cross portlet trigger.
When user A adds an idea, then other users of that same team should immediately see the idea appear in their own browser and on their own screen.
Since webtechnology in essence is one-directional, namely from the browser to
the server, a way had to be found to feed the browser based on the action of
another user. The best way to do this is by using a listener-object in the user’s
browser. When a user performs an action, this leads to a change in the Topicmap
backend which sends a message to the messaging-object. The listener-object in
each user’s browser regularly, usually each second, checks the messaging-object
to see if there are any changes. If so, then the change is retrieved and both
portlets in the browser are updated. Figure 3 contains a schematic overview of
this system.
3.5

Reasoning Module

This module enables the user to get a recommendation from the platform about
a new association between existing ideas. Its purpose is to trigger the user to
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Fig. 3. Cross Portlet Trigger

come up with new ideas in an ideation session. Each pedagogical scenario will
use one heuristic which is used as the method of reasoning for producing a new
association.
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Abstract. A knowledge base consisting of topic maps of various ﬁelds,
such as physics, chemistry, earth science, industry, daily life, history etc.,
was constructed for an online learning system. Topics in diﬀerent ﬁelds
were interlinked by using speciﬁc inter-ﬁeld associations. Also, topics
that were cited in more than one ﬁeld were put in the ﬁeld where they
are most central and were also linked in the contexts of each of the
other ﬁeld. This indicates the multidimensionality of topics linked with
multiple topic maps. In addition to the main knowledge base, two types
of topic map with smaller granularity were created for test cases. The ﬁrst
was for the expression of variant deﬁnitions of basic quantities for various
grade levels, and the second was for generating instruction scenarios.
These micro-topic maps were linked to the main knowledge base map
by attaching the same subject identiﬁers to corresponding topics in both
maps.

1

Introduction

In a previous paper, the author reported construction of a basic physics eLearning system in which topic map visualisation was implemented [1]. Visualisation of topic map of subjects stimulated students to explore a wider range
of subjects than covered in the classroom lecture [2]. This implied the further
possibility of constructing a trans-ﬁeld learning system in which learners explore
knowledge beyond physics. Also, understanding the linkage between subjects is
important for learners to understand the real world and to recognise the system of domain knowledge. From a generalised viewpoint, J. Park suggested that
Topic Maps applied in online learning systems function as a tool to facilitate
constructive learning [3].
Our previous system [1] consisted of three main layers of topic types: physics
subjects, learning resources, and learning records. Physics topics were associated
with the other two types of topics, not directly with learning resources or data.
Rather, the map of physics subjects provided a system of physics knowledge and
the backbone of the system. This architecture was favourable for the addition of
other ﬁelds of knowledge.
This paper discusses construction of multiple topic maps in the subject layer
to create an integrated knowledge system. The system is being developed and
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
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opened for use at http://tm.u-gakugei.ac.jp:8080/. Also, we consider the creation
of smaller topic maps that function by linking to the main topic map via subject
identiﬁers.

2
2.1

Construction of Main Topic Map
Structure of Subject Space

The top layer shown in Fig. 1 was generalised as ‘subject space’ consisting of several ‘ﬁeld subjects’, such as physics, chemistry, biology, earth science, industry,
daily life, policy, and history. Table 1 shows examples of taxonomy of topic types
for the case of physics and chemistry. Each ﬁeld subject is divided into sub-ﬁeld
categories. Classiﬁcation of sub-ﬁelds strongly reﬂects the characteristics of the
ﬁeld subjects.
Table 2 shows examples of association types. Figure 2 shows a schematic
representation of the above construction of the main topic map. Two types
of association were considered: intra-ﬁeld subject associations that link topics inside the ﬁeld subject, and inter-ﬁeld subject associations that link topics in diﬀerent ﬁelds. The intra-ﬁeld subject association ‘Physics_Trans-subﬁeld_is_based_on’ links topics in diﬀerent sub-ﬁelds of physics. This stimulates
learners to widen their range of study.

Fig. 1. Three layer structure of learning system topic maps for physics. The uppermost
layer contains topics in physics. The middle one is for learning resource topics associated
with the physics topics. The bottom one is for the learning record topics also associated
with the physics topics. The middle and bottom layers are linked with the top layer
(an example for the topic of force is schematically shown in the ﬁgure)
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Table 1. Topic map structure of the subject layer with multiple ﬁeld subjects. Two
ﬁeld subjects, physics and chemistry, are shown as examples

Table 2. Examples of intra- and inter-ﬁeld subject topic associations for three ﬁeld
subjects
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Fig. 2. Structure of a topic map with multiple ﬁeld subject spaces α − δ in the top
layer. Solid black straight lines show intra-subject ﬁeld associations indicated in Table 2.
Broken lines show inter-subject ﬁeld associations

Inter-ﬁeld subject associations link topics in diﬀerent ﬁelds. Physical concepts, in particular, often provide the basis of many other ﬁelds. Thus, the
‘TransSubject_is_based_on’ association links topics with physical bases.
2.2

Multidimensionality of Multiple Topic Maps

On constructing multiple topic maps, we frequently encounter the same topics
appearing in diﬀerent ﬁelds under diﬀerent contexts. For example, the Tyndall
eﬀect is associated with Mie theory in the study of light-scattering phenomena
in physics; it is also associated with colloidal phenomena in chemistry, and with
crepuscular rays in atmospheric optics in earth science. For consistency of topic
map, a topic cannot be duplicated in the same topic map. Thus, an inter-ﬁeld association such as ‘TransSubject_is_linked_with_Chemistry’ is used to connect
the topic directly from another ﬁeld to the chemistry ﬁeld.
By this method, multiple topic maps express the notion of the Tyndall eﬀect
in various contexts. That is, the same notion is located virtually at various
positions on the axis of diﬀerent topic maps. Thus, this notion is understood as
a function of these positions in multiple maps. In this sense, this integral form
of topic maps may work as a multidimensional topic map system via inter-ﬁeld
subject associations.
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Creating Micro-Topic Maps and Linking
With the Main One

The granularity of ﬁeld subject topics in the main topic map described in the
previous section was set not to be too small to ﬁt general learning resources.
Further, we created two kinds of small-scale topic maps for special purposes and
link them with the main topic map using subject identiﬁers.
3.1

Topic Map of Variant Definitions of Concepts

Many basic concepts have several deﬁnitions corresponding to the diﬀerent generalisation levels. In the classroom, a deﬁnition that is suited to the learner’s
mathematical ability is chosen to teach. To make the learning system useful to
many generations of learners, microscale topic maps describing various levels of
deﬁnition were created.
Figure 3 shows an example of the physics concept ‘work’, which has three
diﬀerent levels of deﬁnition in classical dynamics: simple multiplication of scalar
quantities, a scalar product of two vector quantities and a path integral of the
scalar products. Each deﬁnition was regarded as a topic instance and associated
with the topic instances of deﬁned quantity and variables.

Fig. 3. Structure of a micro-topic map that represents the deﬁnitions of ‘work’, a concept in physics, at various levels of generalisation. Topics that are represented by
double-line ellipses have common public subject identiﬁers with those of the main
topic map
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Many of the topics of basic quantities and mathematical operations used in
the micro-map also existed in the main map. Identical subject identiﬁers were
given to them, so that these topic maps were linked seamlessly in the learning
system.
3.2

Topic Map for Instruction Scenarios

Generating an instruction or learning scenario manually or automatically in
the learning system will be a signiﬁcant task. The main topic map provides
knowledge on scientiﬁc concepts, experiments, actual phenomena and engineering applications, together with the associations among them. Besides established
knowledge, several educational factors such as questioning, derivation and judging are required for active learning.
Figure 4 shows an example of making a sequential instruction scenario, using
the main topic map as a knowledge base. This simple instruction begins with
an introductory experiment that evokes several questions. Then, several experiments are carried out to answer the questions. The session ends by providing
physics and chemistry concepts that clarify the underlying fundamental laws of
nature relevant to the ﬁrst question.
In this topic map of an instruction scenario, topics for questions based on
experiments and topics of scenario template were newly constructed and linked
with the topics in the physics and chemistry subjects. The latter subject topics
were made identical to the corresponding topics in the main topic map by using
the same subject identiﬁer. Thus, the scenario topic map can not only to link to
learning resources but also expand the teaching scope through related subject
topics.

Fig. 4. A schematic representation of an instruction scenario topic map consisting of
basic subjects and experiments chosen from the physics and chemistry ﬁelds of the main
map. Squares indicate the ﬁelds from which the topics are drawn. Topics in double-line
squares have subject identiﬁers identical to those in the main topic map
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Concluding Remarks

Multiple-subject topic maps for science and technology ﬁelds were introduced,
and trans-subject associations were used to interlink topics in diﬀerent ﬁelds.
The multidimensional character of this topic map system was discussed. Also,
two types of micro-topic maps were created and linked with the main multidimensional map by using identical subject identiﬁers for common topics. It was
suggested that topic maps for various purposes could be created ﬂexibly, using
the main multi-ﬁeld subject topic map as a knowledge base.
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Abstract. This paper describes the ﬁrst stage of question analysis in
Question Answering over Topic Maps. It introduces the concepts of asking point and expected answer type as variations of the question focus.
We identify the question focus in questions asked to a Question Answering system over Topic Maps. We use known machine learning techniques
for expected answer type extraction and implement a novel approach to
the asking point extraction. We also provide a mathematical model to
predict the performance of the system.

1

Introduction

Question Answering (QA) is the task concerned with the delivery of a concise
answer to a question expressed in natural language. An answer is extracted or
constructed from textual data - whether (semi-)structured or structured. As in
many other tasks dealing with natural language understanding, a severe bottleneck in QA lies in the design of a generic or at least adaptive technology
that could be re-used to extract information from diﬀerent data sources and in
diﬀerent domains, not to mention in multiple languages.
This work addresses domain portable QA over Topic Maps (TM). That is,
a QA system capable of retrieving answers to a question asked against any
particular topic map. In this paper, we present test results on the Italian Opera
topic map3 .
In semi-structured data, answers are often associated with annotated types
(i.e. La Bohéme is of type opera). The question focus is the type of the answer in
the question terminology. For example, in the question What operas did Puccini
compose? the focus is operas because the answers we are looking for are operas.
That is, if the focus is mapped to the type opera, then all the operas available
in the source data will be possible answers.
In QA over Topic Maps, if an answer is explicitly available in the topic map,
the topic map can usually provide the type of this answer. For example, for the
question Who is the composer of La Bohéme, the answer is Puccini and as can
be seen in Figure 1, the type of this answer is Composer.
3

http://www.ontopedia.net/omnigator/models/topicmap_nontopoly.jsp?tm=
ItalianOpera.ltm

Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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Fig. 1. A graphical representation of a topic map

In this paper, we concentrate on an empirical approach to question classiﬁcation and focus extraction. The module is based on one dynamic and one static
layer, contrasting with previous work that uses static taxonomies [7].

2

Focus Definition and Evaluation

Focus extraction is particularly important for QA over semi-structured data as
many such data formats allow encoding of some kind of parent-child relationship,
be it via the hierarchical structure of an XML document4 , OWL relationships5
or supertype-subtype and type-instance associations in Topic Maps.
We will use the term asking point or AP when the type of the answer is
explicit, e.g. the word operas in the question What operas did Puccini write?
We will use the term expected answer type or EAT when the type of the
answer is implicit but can be deduced from the question using formal methods.
The question Who is Puccini? implies that the answer is a person. That is,
person is the expected answer type.
EATs are backed up by a taxonomy while APs can be considered dynamic
types. We consider that AP takes precedence over the EAT. That is, if the
AP (the explicit focus) has been successfully identiﬁed in the question, it is
considered as the type of the question, and the EAT (the implicit focus) is left
aside.
The following question illustrates this approach:
Who is the librettist of La Tilda?
4
5

http://www.w3.org/TR/xml11
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-features-20040210
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Fig. 2. Another excerpt from a topic map

The answer to this question is represented by the topic Zanardini and as can
be seen in Figure 2, the type of this answer is Librettist. The AP of the question
is librettist, while the EAT class is HUMAN. If we map (or “anchor”) the AP
to the topic map successfully, we get the type Librettist which has 57 instances
(one of which is the actual answer to the given question). Successfully mapping
the EAT class provides us with the topic Person, which is an ancestor topic for
1065 topics that represent people.
In order to measure the performance of AP and EAT in the example above,
one approach can be to compare the type of the answer in the topic map with
the anchored AP or EAT. However, the measures provided by this approach are
binary (equal/not equal) and will not reﬂect the fact that one type might be
a sub-type of another type (i.e. Librettist is a sub-type of Person).
Another approach, which is chosen here, is to measure the performance by
considering the instances of the topic types. Because the answers to the questions are annotated with constructs from the topic map, the type of answer for
a question can be automatically induced as it is the lowest common type of the
annotated answers.
For instance, in the example above, Librettist is our lowest common topic
type, and leads to relevant instances such as Ackerman, Zanardini, Zanoni, one
of which is the correct answer. The extracted AP, librettist, anchored to the
topic type Librettist leads to the same set of instances. On the other hand, the
taxonomy class HUMAN is anchored to the topic type Person and leads to
a much larger set of instances representing all the people referenced by the topic
map.
Therefore, we can consider the instances of the type of the actual answer as
the relevant instances, and the instances of the type anchored to the AP or the
EAT as the retrieved instances. This way, the precision (P) and recall (R) for
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Table 1. Precision and Recall of AP and EAT for Topic Maps
Name
AP
EAT

Precision
0.311
0.089

Recall
0.30
0.21

Table 2. Precision and Recall of AP and EAT for Topic Maps, taking into account
the branching
Name
AP when AP exists
EAT when AP exists
EAT when no AP

Count
55
55
38

Precision
0.565
0.379
0.151

Recall
0.546
0.109
0.333

the example above can be calculated as follows:
T
|{relevant} {retrieved}|
R=
|{relevant}|
T
|{relevant} {retrieved}|
P =
|{retrieved}|
For the question above, we ﬁnd that AP is more speciﬁc (PAP = 57/57 = 1)
than EAT (PEAT = 57/1165 = 0.049). Both AP and EAT have 100% coverage
(RAP = 57/57 = 1 and REAT = 57/57 = 1).
The claim that the exploitation of AP provides indeed better performance
in QA over Topic Maps has been tested with 100 questions over the Italian
Opera topic map [11]6 . AP, EAT and the answers of the questions were manually
annotated. The answers of the questions were annotated as topic map constructs
(i.e. a topic or an occurrence).
The annotated AP and EAT were anchored to the topic map using simple
anchoring methods (the details of which is out of the scope of this paper, however,
these methods included exact match, matching per words, conversion the words
to singular or plural, and synonyms).
Out of 100 questions, APs were annotated in 55 questions. For the remaining
45 questions, EAT annotations that are useful for anchoring (that is, every but
the OTHER class) were available for 38 questions. For 7 question no useful
annotation was provided by AP or EAT (the EAT taxonomy used is described
in a following section).
Table 1 shows that AP is not only more precise than EAT, it also achieves a
similar if not slightly higher recall. Table 2 demonstrates that in questions where
the AP was annotated, its performance is much better than that of the EAT.
This is somewhat expected because questions with an explicit focus seem
intuitively easier to answer. These results allow us to distinguish between AP
and EAT, and provide a viable reason for choosing to perform the branching
with the prevalence of AP for focus extraction.
6

Our corpus is more precisely described in a following section.
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System Architecture

We approach both AP and EAT extraction with the same supervised machine
learning technology based on the principle of maximum entropy [12]7 .
The advantage of supervised machine learning approach over rule-based approach is to automatically construct a statistical model from the training data
that can be used to classify unseen data according to a statistical model induced
from the training data.
One disadvantage of supervised machine learning is that it requires training
data that has to be annotated with the outcomes we expect to obtain while using
the trained model on unseen data.
Machine learning also requires a careful selection of features that discriminate
best between possible outcomes. Maxent8 was used as the maximum entropy
engine for EAT and AP extraction.
We annotated a corpus of 2100 questions. 1500 of those questions come from
the Li & Roth corpus [7], 500 questions were taken from the TREC-10 questions
and 100 questions were asked over the Italian Opera topic map.
The focus extractor operates as follows. First, the question is analyzed by
means of tokenization. That is, words and punctuation marks are identiﬁed in
the question string and put into a list of tokens. Spaces are discarded.
Next, the question is POS-tagged. That is, every word and punctuation mark
is assigned a part-of-speech tag, e.g. noun, verb adjective.
Subsequently, a syntactic parse is created over the question that identiﬁes
relationships between its various constituents by associating articles with nouns
that they determine or by assembling subjects, predicates and complements.
The outcome of the syntactic parse is a tree structure that represents syntactic
relationships in the question.
Finally, the AP extractor is ﬁred and, if the AP is found, it is used as focus.
Otherwise, the EAT extractor is used and its result is assigned to the focus.
While the tokenization is done by in-house software, POS-tagging and syntactic parsing are produced by OpenNLP.
3.1

AP Extraction

A model for extracting AP that is based on word tagging (i.e. AP is constructed
on word level not on the question level) is proposed, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Sample annotation of APs
What operas
O
AP
7

8

did
O

Puccini write
O
O

?
O

OpenNLP http://opennlp.sf.net, a popular software package for natural language
research.
http://maxent.sf.net
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Our annotation guidelines limit the AP to the noun phrase that is expected
to be the type of the answer. As such, it is diﬀerent from the notion of focus
as a noun likely to be present in the answer [3] or as what the question is all
about [9]. For instance, a question such as Where is the Taj Mahal? does not
yield any AP. Although the main topic is the Taj Mahal, the answer is not
expected to be in a parent-child relationship with the subject. Instead, the sought
after type is the EAT class LOCATION. This distinction is important for QA
over semi-structured data where the data itself is likely to be hierarchically
organized.
No AP is annotated for questions for which the answer is expected to be the
topic mentioned in the question. For instance, Who was Puccini? has no AP.
Indeed, the correct answer in the topic map is the topic Puccini, not a subtype of
Puccini. Also, most questions requesting a synonym or an acronym explanation
(What does CPR stand for? ) are not marked up with an AP. Topic Maps design usually encourages authors to provide this kind of information (synonyms,
abbreviations, lexical variations) directly in topic names.
On the other hand, descriptors are typical APs. A question such as Who was
J.F.K’s wife? would yield wife as AP. Annotation guidelines also speciﬁed that
in descriptive nominal phrases (NPs), the most speciﬁc noun should be chosen
so that the question What was J.F.K’s wife’s name? also yields to wife as AP,
rather than name. APs typically occur as WH-complements (What country
was Puccini born in) or as subjects denoting a supertype (What are the characters appearing in Joan of Arc by Verdi? ), or eventually as objects (Name
a philosopher ). Multiple APs could be annotated in a single question (What
operas and what plays did Puccini compose? ). Coordination (What operas
or plays) and modiﬁers – to the exception of relative clauses (Name Italian
librettists that lived between 1700 and 1800 ) – were included as APs, but determiners and articles were excluded (What were Christopher Columbus’ three
ships? ).
A ﬁnal requirement was that APs had to be explicit. Adverbial WH-complements (e.g. How far) and key verbal phrases were as such excluded from APs. We
devised a particular annotation scheme, the asking point hint, for key terms of
the question that hint at a type but would require some form of lexical inference.
For instance, far denotes a distance but would require further lexical inference to
match a topic map entity. Similarly, What is the oesophagus used for? yields no
AP, but used for could be extracted for type checking inference. Results for the
asking point hints are not reported in this paper as we found that inter-annotator
agreement was more diﬃcult to achieve.
Asking points were annotated in 1095 (52%) questions out of 2100. These
questions contained overall 19839 words, with 1842 (9.3%) of words marked as
belonging to the asking point. The distribution of AP classes in the annotated
data is shown in the Table 4.
A study of the inter-annotator agreement between two human annotators has
been performed on a set of 100 questions. The Cohen’s kappa coeﬃcient [2] was
at 0.781, which is lower than the same measure for the inter-annotator agreement
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Table 4. Distribution of AP classes
Class
AskingPoint
Other

Count
1842
17997

%
9.3%
90.7%

on EAT. This is an expected result, as the AP annotation is naturally perceived
as a more complex task. Nevertheless, this allows to qualify the inter-annotator
agreement as good.
For each word, a number of features were used by the classiﬁer, including
strings and POS-tags on a 4-word contextual window. The WH-word and its
complement were also used as features, as well as the parsed subject of the
question and the ﬁrst nominal phrase.
A simple rule-based AP extraction has also been implemented, for comparison. It operates by retrieving the WH-complement from the syntactic parse
of the question and stripping the initial articles and numerals, to match the
annotation guidelines for AP.
3.2

EAT Extraction

EAT is supported by a taxonomy of 6 coarse classes: HUMAN, NUMERIC,
TIME, LOCATION, DEFINITION and OTHER. This selection is fairly close
to the MUC typology of Named Entities which has been the basis of numerous
feature-driven classiﬁers because of salient formal indices that help identify the
correct class.
The class OTHER has been used for questions with less evident types and/or
for some questions that are expected to be successfully analyzed by the AP
extraction module and do not fall under any of the other categories. For instance,
Name the vessel used by the Atari Force in the DC comics or How do clouds
form? are both annotated as OTHER. In general, questions about manner,
cause, comparison, condition, and other circumstantials are assigned the OTHER
class.
The LOCATION class is assumed to only relate to geographic locations, thus
excluding questions about e.g. body parts. DEFINITION questions are limited
to the questions such as What is Tosca. The TIME class includes both date and
time related question, or questions asking for a period or an interval.
We purposely limited the number of EAT classes to 6 as AP extraction
already provides a ﬁne-grained, dynamic classiﬁcation from the question to drive
the subsequent search in the topic map.
The distribution of EAT classes in the annotated data is shown in the Table 5.
A study of the inter-annotator agreement between two human annotators has
been performed on a set of 200 questions. The resulting Cohen’s kappa coeﬃcient
[2] of 0.8858 allows to qualify the inter-annotator agreement as very good.
We followed Li & Roth [7] to implement the features for the EAT classiﬁer.
Features included the ﬁrst six words from each question taken literally, as well
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Table 5. Distribution of EAT classes
Class
TIME
NUMERIC
DEFINITION
LOCATION
HUMAN
OTHER

Count
136
215
281
329
420
719

%
6.5%
10.2%
13.4%
15.7%
20.0%
34.2%

as their POS tags. The WH-complement at the start of the sentence had its own
feature, except for the pairs who-whose, and what-which that were abstracted
into two aggregate features.
Adjectives and adverbs occurring after how were also abstracted as a feature.
The adverbs many and much occurring in the 2nd position in the question
received each a feature, due to their frequency.
The forms of the verb be and do counted each for a feature, as well as the
presence of verbs, nouns or adjectives at the 2nd position. The presence of an
article at the 3rd position was used as a feature.
Four lists of words related to locations, people, quantities and time have
been established, each wordlist being used as a feature to account for semantic
similarity.

4
4.1

Evaluation
Evaluation Methods

The performance of the classiﬁers was evaluated on our corpus of 2100 questions
annotated for AP and EAT. The corpus was split into 80% of training and
20% data. In order to account for variance, we ran the evaluation 10 times,
shuﬄing the training and test data every run and calculating the sample standard
deviation and the standard error of the mean.
Table 6 lists the ﬁgures for the accuracy of the classiﬁers, that is, the ratio
between the correct instances and the overall number of instances. As the AP
classiﬁer operates on words while the EAT classiﬁer operates on questions, we
had to estimate the accuracy of the AP classiﬁer per question, to allow for
comparison. Two simple metrics are possible. A lenient metric assumes that the
AP extractor performed correctly in the question if there is an overlap between
the system output and the annotation on the question level. An exact metric
assumes that the AP extractor performed correctly if there is an exact match
between the system output and the annotation.
For example (Table 7), a question such as What are Italian operas leads to
a lenient accuracy of 1, and an exact accuracy of 0. Precision for the AskingPoint
class will be 1 and its recall will be 0.5.
Note that for overall focus evaluation, the exact metric was used.
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Table 6. Accuracy of the classiﬁers
Accuracy
EAT
Lenient AP
Exact AP
Focus (AP+EAT)

Value
0.824
0.963
0.888
0.827

Std. deviation
0.020
0.020
0.052
0.020

Std error
0.006
0.004
0.009
0.006

Table 7. Evaluation example
Gold
Sys.

What are
O
O
O
O

Italian operas ?
AP
AP
O
O
AP
O

Table 8. EAT performance by class
Class
DEFINITION
LOCATION
HUMAN
TIME
NUMERIC
OTHER

4.2

Precision
0.887
0.834
0.902
0.880
0.943
0.746

Recall
0.800
0.812
0.753
0.802
0.782
0.893

F-Score
0.841
0.821
0.820
0.838
0.854
0.812

Evaluation Results

Table 8 shows EAT results by class (with an overall accuracy of 0.824).
Tables 9 and 10 show AP results by class for the machine learning and for
the rule-based classiﬁers.
Note that for AP, the AskingPoint F-score is more relevant than the overall
extractor accuracy as the prevalence of Other tokens in the data set largely
accounts for the high accuracy. The rule-based AP extractor performed at 0.536
F-score against 0.789 for the machine learning approach.
As shown in Figure 3, when AP was found, it was used for focus. During
the evaluation, AP was found in 49.4% of questions. We call this number the
branching factor.
It is expected that the focus accuracy, that is, the accuracy of the focus
extraction system, is dependent on the performance of the AP and the EAT
classiﬁers. We provide the formal reasoning below using the following symbols:
– TPAP is the number of questions where AP was provided by the system and
this was correct (true positive);
– FPAP is the number of questions where AP was provided by the system and
this was incorrect (false positive);
– TNAP is the number of questions where AP was not provided by the system
and this was correct (true negative);
– FNAP is the number of questions where AP was not provided by the system
and this was incorrect (false negative).
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Table 9. AP Performance by class
Class
AskingPoint
Other

Precision
0.854
0.973

Recall
0.734
0.987

F-Score
0.789
0.980

Table 10. Rule-based AP performance by class
Class
AskingPoint
Other

Precision
0.608
0.948

Recall
0.479
0.968

F-Score
0.536
0.958

Fig. 3. Focus extraction ﬂow diagram

Given N being the total number of questions, the branching factor, that is,
the percentage of questions for which AP is provided by the system, is deﬁned
follows:
T PAP + F PAP
Y =
N
The precision and recall of the AskingPoint class of the AP classiﬁer is deﬁned
as
T PAP
PAP =
(T PAP + F PAP )
RAP =

T PAP
(T PAP + F PAP )
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For the EAT classiﬁer, we deﬁne
– CEAT as the number of incoming questions that are assigned a correct class;
– IEAT as the number of incoming questions that are classiﬁed incorrectly;
EAT branching accuracy is therefore
AEAT =

CEAT
CEAT
=
CEAT + IEAT
T NAP + F NAP

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the sum T PAP + CEAT represents the overall
number of questions that were classiﬁed correctly. Therefore the overall accuracy,
so the accuracy of the focus is
AFOCUS =

T PAP + CEAT
N

This accuracy can be further developed to present the dependencies as follows:
T PAP CEAT
T PAP + CEAT
=
+
N
N
N


T NAP + F NAP
T PAP
CEAT
 T P +F P  +
=
AP
AP
T NAP + F NAP
N
(T PAP + F PAP )
N


T PAP
CEAT
N − T PAP − F PAP
=
+
(T PAP + F PAP ) /Y
T NAP + F NAP
N


T PAP
T PAP + F PAP
CEAT
=
1−
Y +
T PAP + F PAP
T NAP + F NAP
N
AFOCUS =

= PAP Y + AEAT (1 − Y )
That is, the overall accuracy is dependent on the precision of the AskingPoint
class of the AP classiﬁer, the accuracy of EAT and the branching factor.
The formula above has been checked using the numbers from the 10-run
evaluation. Given TPAP = 1724, FPAP = 350, TNAP = 1841, FNAP = 285,
CEAT = 1749 and IEAT = 377, the AFOCUS was found to be identical to the
reported value of 0.827.
The branching factor itself can be predicted using the performance of the AP
classiﬁer and the ratio between the number of questions annotated with AP and
the total number of questions. We ﬁrst deﬁne this ratio as
DAP =

T PAP + F NAP
N

Using the ratio DAP , the branching factor is calculated as follows
Y =

T PAP + F PAP
DAP RAP
(T PAP + F NAP )T PAP (T PAP + F PAP )
=
=
N
N (T PAP + F NAP )T PAP
PAP

That is, if precision and recall are perfect the branching factor is equal to DAP .
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Previous Work

Lehnert [5, 6] introduced the notion of focus (or asking point) for QA and described 13 conceptual question categories in a taxonomy later extended and
grounded both theoretically and empirically by Arthur Graesser [4].
A few decades later, the term is still widely used but with somewhat various
deﬁnitions. [3] characterised the question focus as “a noun or a noun phrase likely
to be present in the answer ” or at least nearby the answer (free text QA). [9]
presented the focus as a mean to resolve the expected answer type when the
WH-word is not speciﬁc enough. The focus is deﬁned as “a word or a sequence of
words which deﬁne the question and disambiguate it in the sense that it indicates
what the question is looking for, or what the question is all about ”. For instance,
Which city has the oldest relationship as sister-city with Los Angeles yields city
as a focus. The focus of Where is the Taj Mahal is the Taj Mahal.
Our deﬁnition of expected answer type is similar to taxonomic question types
found in previous work. On the other hand, our notion of asking point, is slightly
diﬀerent from what has previously been called a focus/asking point. In particular,
the AP extraction is speciﬁcally aimed at the retrieval of a parent type in an
ontology, rather the identiﬁcation of the central topic of the question.
In open domain QA, machine learning approaches to question classiﬁcation
have proved successful since Li & Roth [8], who reported state of the art results
with a hierarchical classiﬁer guided by layered semantic types of answers (92.5%
accuracy on coarse classes tested over 1000 TREC questions and 89.3 % for
50 ﬁne-grained classes, trained on 21,500 questions). Features include syntactic
information about the question as well as semantic features (Named Entities,
list of words grouped by similarity and by semantic classes).
[1, 10] describe MOSES, an multilingual QA system delivering answers from
Topic Maps. MOSES extracts a focus constraint deﬁned after [13] as part of the
question analysis, which is evaluated to an accuracy of 76% for the 85 Danish
questions and 70% for the 83 Italian questions. The focus is an ontological type
dependent on the topic map, and its extraction is based on hand-crafted rules.
In our case, focus extraction – though deﬁned with topic map retrieval in mind –
stays clear of ontological dependencies so that the same question analysis module
can be applied to any topic map.

6

Future Work and Conclusion

We presented a question classiﬁcation system based on our deﬁnition of focus
geared towards QA over semi-structured data where there is a parent-child relationship between answers and their types. The speciﬁcity of the focus degrades
gracefully in the approach described above. That is, we attempt the extraction
of the AP when possible and fall back on the EAT extraction otherwise.
We identify the focus dynamically, instead of relying on a static taxonomy
of question types, and we do so using machine learning techniques throughout
the application stack.
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A mathematical model has been devised to predict the performance of the
focus extractor.
Despite using similar features, the F-Score (0.824) for our EAT classes is
slightly lower than reported by Li & Roth [8] for coarse classes. We may speculate that the diﬀerence is primarily due to our limited training set size (1,680
questions versus 21,000 questions for Li & Roth). On the other hand, we are not
aware of any work attempting to extract AP using machine learning in order
to provide dynamic classes to a question classiﬁcation module. We are currently
analysing the errors produced by EAT and AP extractors to improve on performance.
On-going work also includes working on the exploitation of the results provided by the focus extractor in the subsequent modules of the QA over Topic
Maps, namely anchoring, navigation in the topic map, graph algorithms and
reasoning.
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Abstract. Using traditional full-text search on Topic Maps is the most
common approach to search in Topic Maps applications today, and while
it works quite well in most cases it also has substantial weaknesses. This
paper explores an alternative approach, which attempts to interpret user
searches in terms of the topic map being searched, to produce tolog
queries representing the interpretation of the user’s search.

1

Introduction

Today a large number of information retrieval applications are based on Topic
Maps, such as internet portals, intranets, and document and multimedia repositories of various kinds. These applications exploit Topic Maps to produce better
search results than most comparable applications, and also to provide better
ﬁltering of search results.
However, current use of Topic Maps in search is still quite naive, and as this
paper shows, by exploiting the semantics inherent in Topic Maps it is possible
to do much better.

2

The State of the Art

In most Topic Maps-driven applications today, search means searching in the
topic map and, possibly, external resources attached to the topic map. Search
hits are generally topics where the string given by the user has matched a topic
name, an occurrence, or, possibly, an external resource attached to that topic.
This provides a simple and eﬀective model for search, where all objects being
searched are equal (they are all topics), and where all objects being searched
have a precise semantic description (for the same reason).
Implementing this model is also simple, since it can be done using existing
search engines (like Lucene). Creating one search object per topic name and
occurrence, and, if desired, external resource, and then connecting these to the
topic they belong to is suﬃcient. The same approach can also be used with the
full-text search features provided by many databases.
For single-word searches this model generally performs very well in most
cases. This can be illustrated by a simple example. Let’s say we search for
“Hansen” (a common Norwegian last name) in the city of Bergen portal [1].
This produces 14 hits in the current portal, which can be grouped as follows:
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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– Person topics where “Hansen” is part of the topic name. These are clearly
the best hits, and with a properly tuned search engine they would be the
top hits.
– Organizational units where “Hansen” occurs in the value of an occurrence
(for example in the address). These are poor hits, and should be ranked low.
– Articles where “Hansen” occurs in the text of the article (which is not stored
in the topic map). These might be relevant, and should be in the middle.
The search model described above works well as long as the user only uses
search terms relating to a single topic, and which appear in the same topic name
or occurrence. As soon as the user uses terms referring to diﬀerent topics (or
appearing in diﬀerent names/occurrences) the search performs much less well.
A user of Bergen.kommune.no looking for a kindergarten in the district of Arna
would be quite likely to search for “kindergarten arna” (in Norwegian, of course).
In the current portal this produces: two services (wrong), four articles (not good),
four kindergartens in Arna (very good), and one kindergarten in Fana (wrong).
The four kindergartens are only found because their names happen to contain
“Arna”. However, the portal contains 12 kindergartens in Arna, so only one in
three are actually found by the search. Note that the addresses of some of these
kindergartens contain the word “Arna”, but they are still not found, because the
word “kindergarten” does not appear in the address. Similar problems can be
observed in most Topic Maps-driven portals today.
A simple solution to this is to, in addition to the normal indexing, make
a big search object for each topic, which includes the string values of all names
and occurrences, plus the names of all related topics. This would be just about
trivial, and would improve the recall in the example above with little loss of
precision.
However, it is possible to do much better. The subject of this paper is how.

3

Goals and Requirements

The phrase “semantic search” can be interpreted in a number of diﬀerent ways,
and so we need to deﬁne what exactly it is we are trying to achieve. Our starting
point was the search feature in public portals, and if a semantic search is to be
a replacement for ordinary search that sets a rather strict set of criteria for what
can and cannot be done.
The implication is that users cannot be expected to go through a learning
phase where they learn how to use the semantic search. Instead, the search tool
has to cope with the sorts of inputs that users usually throw at the search box
in a portal. In other words, it must work with the type of searches real users are
doing on portals without semantic search today.
Since portals generally have a closed domain we only intend to create a
solution which works in a closed domain, as opposed to an open domain search
like, say, Google’s. Of course, this also greatly simpliﬁes the problem.
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A more powerful approach to search, a true semantic search, requires using the
information in the topic map to interpret the search terms provided by the user.
In the example above, it is enough to look up the two terms given to see that one
is a topic type (“kindergarten”) and the other is an instance of the type “district”.
In this case it seems reasonable to assume that the user is looking for instances
of the topic type which are related to the instance of “district”; in other words,
that the user is looking for kindergartens related to Arna.
Our approach can be described in terms of an informal algorithm, as follows:
– Match the terms in the query against the topic map to produce a list of
search criteria. A criterion might be composed from several terms, and some
terms might be rejected altogether.
– Search criteria might belong to one of several categories. Initially, we use
this set of categories: topic type (T), instance (I), association type (A), or
other (X).
– Attempt to formulate an interpretation of the search string based on the list
of criteria.
– If an interpretation is found, execute it as the query. If no interpretation is
found, fall back to normal full-text search.
In other words, this algorithm yields the same results as the old algorithm,
except when it manages to construct an interpretation for the user’s search string.
In the user interface, it is clearly crucial that the interpretation be communicated
to the user, so that the user understands what is going on. The user must also
be given an opportunity to override the algorithm to fall back to the old model.
4.1

Matching Terms

The query needs to be broken up into individual terms, and each term matched
against the topic map individually. A term is considered to match a topic when
the term is nearly the same as the name of the topic. At the moment we do
matching by stemming the words and ignoring case, but other than that the
comparison is a strict equality comparison.
Stop words are not matched. Note that this, and the use of stemming, means
that the search tool needs to be tailored to the language used.
Further, we support compound terms, so that, say “New York”, “Topic Maps”,
and “Lars Marius Garshol” are all recognized as referring to single topics.
In other words, “kindergarten” and “kindergartens” both match the topic type
“Kindergarten”, whereas “kinder” and “kinder garten” do not match. “The” and
similar words are ignored.
4.2

Interpreting Topics

Having found a matching topic we need to interpret it. Interpreting a topic can
be done very simply, following the algorithm given below:
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– If there exist topics which are instances of the topic being classiﬁed, the topic
is a topic type. (If we have access to a schema this becomes easier: the topic
is a topic type if the schema says it is.) This we denote as T.
– If there exist associations whose type is that of the topic being classiﬁed, the
topic is an association type. (Again, if a schema is available the information
can be found there.) The code for this is A.
– If the topic is not a type, but has a type, it is an instance (I). (If it is both
a type and an instance, we treat it as a type.)
– If none of the tests above succeed, or if the term does not match any topics,
then it is an “other” (X).
4.3

Formulating an Interpretation

Having interpreted the search terms, we go on to produce an interpretation of the
entire search phrase, in the form of a tolog query. In order to match the model of
non-semantic search we produce an interpretation that only ﬁnds a single topic
in each result row. The diﬀerent criteria are represented as constraints on the
result topic (denoted $T), and the diﬀerent criteria are ANDed together.
Topic Type The simplest case is “T”, which is interpreted to mean topics of
the given type. This can be formulated in tolog as:
instance-of($T, topic-type)
This case needs to be treated with caution, however, as some topic types have
very large numbers of instances. Paging the search results should be enough to
solve that problem.
Instances Another simple case is “I”, which is interpreted to mean that the
sought topic should have some relation to the given instance topic. This can be
formulated in tolog as follows (assuming the existence of a related-to predicate):
related-to($T, instance)
If a schema is present, this can be used to verify that a relationship from the
topic type the I is an instance of exists to the T topic type. If no such relationship
exists, the interpretation must be abandoned, and the criterion is reclassiﬁed as
an X.
Hierarchies However, the simple interpretation given above is in many cases
not suﬃcient. In some cases, topics may be relevant for the search, without being
directly associated with the instance topic. This may happen if the instance topic
is part of a hierarchy (such as a taxonomy or a geographical hierarchy).
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Kal Ahmed has published a PSI set which can be used to indicate that an
association type is hierarchial, and which role types are the parent and child
roles [2]. These PSIs can be used to check whether the given instance topic is
part of a hierarchy, and to adjust the query accordingly.
A self-or-descendant inference rule can be created from the annotation
of the association type, and the tolog interpretation can then be adjusted to the
following:
related-to($TOPIC, $MID),
self-or-descendant($MID, instance)
Other The tokens denoted as X (that is, the ones which didn’t match any
topics) are handled using full-text search. The interpretation is that the topic
being searched for must match the term using full-text search. In tolog this is
expressed as:
value-like($OBJ, "the search term"),
{ topic-name($TOPIC, $OBJ) |
occurrence($TOPIC, $OBJ) }
4.4

Exceptions and Difficulties

One diﬃculty occurs when there is only a single term and that term is an I.
In this case, the normal interpretation will be to return all topics related to the
given topic. However, there will most likely be a page speciﬁcally for this topic in
the portal, and that page will display the same information, but in a far better
way. In these cases we therefore fall back to ordinary full-text search, which will
return the topic (that’s how the algorithm found it, after all).
Another diﬃculty is that quite often a phrase matches more than one topic,
and in this case we need to choose one of the topics. The current solution is to
prefer topic types over instances. If all the topics are instances the topic whose
type has the fewest instances is chosen, on the grounds that this is more likely
to be a topic used for classiﬁcation than a topic which is itself classiﬁed.
An example may make this clearer: consider the term “church”. In the photo
topic map it matches a large number of individual photos and one category. The
category is of course what the user is referring to, and the heuristic described
above will handle this correctly.
In the future we should also use the schema-awareness to disambiguate terms,
since terms which produce no consistent interpretation should not be favoured.
4.5

Schema-awareness

If a topic map contains an schema from the Ontopoly Topic Maps editor which is
part of Ontopia, that schema is used to verify that the interpretation is correct.
This is done by checking whether there actually exist topics in the topic map
which can match the query interpretation.
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For example, say we search for “foo bar”, which gets interpreted as “foo (T) bar
(T)”, but there exists no topic type which is related to both the “foo” and “bar”
topic types. In this case, the interpretation cannot possibly produce anything,
and must be abandoned.
Similarly, if in the photo topic map (see below) we search for “lars marius
garshol oslo”, which gets interpreted as “lars marius garshol (I) oslo (I)” analysis
of the schema tells us that only photo topics can match this query, and also
by what association types photos can be related to the two topics in the interpretation. This helps us explain the query interpretation to the user in a more
understandable way.

5

Evaluation

In order to evaluate to what degree the proposed semantic search model can
be said to work as intended we use the author’s Topic Maps-driven personal
photo gallery. This gallery has a full-text search function already, following the
naive model described initially. A prototype of the semantic search has been
implemented in Jython and integrated in the gallery web interface.
5.1

Examples

The photo application has a simple ontology consisting of the following topic
types: photo, person, place, event, and category.
The query “photos of sam oh” is interpreted as “photo” (T) and “sam oh” (I).
In other words, we ﬁnd photos related to “Sam Oh”, which is the photos where
he is depicted.
“sam oh in canada” is interpreted as any topic related to “Sam Oh” (I) and
related to “Canada” (I) or places below Canada in the hierarchy of places. This
works, ﬁnding all photos of Sam Oh that were taken in Canada.
The longer “sam oh in canada during extreme markup 2005” also works, since
“extreme markup 2005” is recognized as an event, and so adds the condition that
the photos must be related to that event.
If we expand it even further to “sam oh in canada during extreme markup
2005 at a meeting” it still works as intended, since “Meeting” is a category, and
so we ﬁnd photos attached to that category. (In practice this is photos from the
ISO meeting preceding the conference itself.)
The query “places in canada” ﬁnds all instances of “place” (T) which are
below “canada” (I) in the hierarchy of places, thus returning Canada itself, three
cities in Canada, and the Hotel Europa in Montréal.
The query “statues of sam oh” ﬁnds all photos in the category “statue” (I)
with a relation to “sam oh” (I). This works in a way, returning a single photo that
meets both criteria, but it shows Sam Oh posing next to a statue of Winston
Churchill. So strictly speaking this fails, because the search does not understand
the intention behind the “of” relation (which, in fairness, does not exist in the
ontology).
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Real Searches

Using the logs from the gallery site we can see what queries users have been
doing for real, using the normal full-text search. This allows us to verify to what
extent the proposed search model would actually work in practice.
The search log at the moment contains 894 searches, performed by all kinds
of users. Of these searches, 737 (or 82%) are single-word searches, and thus
irrelevant for our purposes. 74 (8%) consist of two words, 50 (6%) three words,
19 (2%) four words, and 11 (1%) ﬁve words. There are no 7- or 8-word searches,
and one 6-word and one 9-word search.
Of the multi-word searches, quite a few refer to a single concept, such as “Ole
Magne Stene”, “oslo plaza” (a hotel), “jan slotten’s orchestra”, and so on. Some
are uninterpretable, such as “stall mester”, and “xaver postler in memmeldorf
german”.
Yet others make sense, and could even be interpreted, but refer to concepts
which are not in the ontology, and thus cannot be used for evaluation purposes.
Examples are (translated to English): “phone number Kiel ferry”, “open hours
Ullevålseter”, “when is open Rasnov castle”, “what cherchill said”, and “hotels
near olympiapark”.
Of the ones that remain, however, a good number make sense and can be
interpreted. Below are the results of trying them out. Note that these are the
results after marking “photo” topics as un-matchable. In the “Works” column,
“K” means “kind of”.

Search
Interpretation Works
camel statue
XI
Y
statues in quebec city
II
Y
statue, Ming dynasty - Beijing IXXI
Y
photo from london
TI
Y
cityhall muenchen
XX
N
Przemysl People
IX
K
statue on horse, beijing
IXI
Y
pictures taken by lars marius XXXX
N
pictures in gronland
XX
N
pictures from leipzig with stine XIX
N
pic arendal castle
XII
N
photos of geir in pubs
TXI
K
photos of buildings
TX
K
man in chains statue
XXI
Y
lm beer
XI
Y
geir in pubs
XI
K
Table 1. Results of search evaluation

Fixable

N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Out of a total of 16 searches, 7 are successfully interpreted, 3 are kind of
successful, and 6 fail. Of the 9 which fail or fail partially 7 can be ﬁxed by either
adding new names for existing topics or (in one case) adding a new category.
It is worth noting that two diﬀerent searches specify dates, in the form 200808. It would be interesting to attempt to handle such queries as well.

6

Conclusion

This paper has described an idea for a more semantic approach to Topic Maps
search, and gone some way towards developing and evaluating it. However, it
has to be admitted that more work is necessary in order to turn this approach
into a true semantic search.
The remaining steps are primarily:
– Improve the algorithm so that instead of producing a single interpretation
and then using or rejecting that, it generates and ranks all possible interpretations.
– Add support for correcting misspelled terms in user queries.
– Improve the user interface so users understand more clearly what is going
on.
– Evaluate the current approach more carefully with real users in a real project
to establish how well it works.
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Abstract. This paper presents a proposal for a Topic Maps query update language, which is an extension to the already existing tolog query
language, partly based on the compact CTM syntax for Topic Maps.

1

Introduction

At the moment, many Topic Maps implementations provide a query language for
accessing Topic Maps data, but none provide an update language for modifying
the data. This paper describes an update language based on tolog [1] and CTM
[4] which will be (and partly already is) implemented in the Ontopia Topic Maps
engine in order to provide useful functionality and to allow the community to
gain experience with Topic Maps update languages.
Tolog is used as the base language because Ontopia already has a tolog
implementation, and a query language is an integral part of the update language.
Using tolog was therefore the shortest route to the goal.
1.1

Why an Update Language?

An update language strictly speaking does not provide new functionality, since
Topic Maps engine APIs already provide all the support necessary for modifying topic maps in any imaginable way. However, API programming is timeconsuming and tedious, and the same modiﬁcations can be expressed much more
simply and concisely using a well-designed update language.
Further, an update language can be learned and used by a large group of technical users who are not willing or able to perform the same task by programming.
Thus, an update language empowers a large group of users to perform a task
that is a crucial part of developing and maintaining any real-world Topic Maps
application.
However, perhaps one of the most important considerations is that a Topic
Maps engine API like TMAPI provides API clients with a very granular view
of the topic map, which is not suitable for remote use over the network, and at
the same time prevents engine implementors from using a wide range of possible
optimizations.
Similarly, an update language allows much more eﬃcient updates than an
API, because an update language allows the developer to communicate intent
much more clearly, thus allowing the engine to choose more eﬃcient strategies
for performing the update.
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
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Essentially, the arguments for using an update language over an API are the
same as the arguments for using a query language over an API. However, once
both an update and a query language are available an additional alternative
becomes available to engine developers. In this situation it becomes possible to
create Topic Maps engines whose only API is something like JDBC or ODBC.
That is, an API that only lets clients interact with the topic map via the query
and update language. Such interaction can easily take place over the network,
thus greatly increasing architectural ﬂexibility. It also becomes possible to use
internal Topic Maps representations that would be very diﬃcult to implement
underneath an API like TMAPI.
1.2

Use Cases

Ideally, the update language should provide all the functionality provided by the
existing core API in Ontopia, thus allowing applications to be built directly on
tolog instead of using the API.
For example, it should be possible to build the Ontopoly editor that is part
of Ontopia using only tolog queries and updates. Today it uses mostly queries
for reading data, but the API is used for all updates.
To take another example, it should be possible to build the photo tagging
application in tmphoto [3] entirely using tolog updates. Today editing is done
almost entirely via the API, and only some of the bigger lists in the application
are built via tolog queries.

2

The Update Language

The proposed tolog update language provides the following statements:
–
–
–
–

INSERT: Inserts a CTM fragment into a topic map.
UPDATE: Modiﬁes the string value of a name, variant, or occurrence.
DELETE: Removes some objects from the topic map.
MERGE: Merges some pairs of topics in the topic map.

Each statement type is deﬁned in a separate section in the following.
As in ordinary tolog, nothing in the query itself indicates which topic maps
are being operated upon. Determining this is up to applications and frameworks
which use the query language.
2.1

Common Language Elements

Topic references in tolog updates have exactly the same syntax as in ordinary
tolog. In addition, preﬁxes are also declared in the same way as in ordinary
tolog. None of these syntaxes are perfect, but there seems no reason to make the
update language deliberately incompatible with the rest of the language.
CTM template deﬁnitions are not supported at the moment, but might be
added in the future.
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DELETE

The DELETE statement is the simplest, and is syntactically deﬁned as follows:
delete ::= ’delete’ (litlist | funccall) (’from’ fromclause)?
litlist ::= literal (’,’ literal)*
literal ::= variable | topicref
funccall ::= funcname ’(’ paramlist ’)’
paramlist ::= (string | literal) (’,’ (string | literal))*
The fromclause is the same as what comes after the from keyword in ordinary select statements. Thus, when using the litlist (literal list) the eﬀect
of DELETE is simply to run the query as though it had said SELECT instead of
DELETE, and then remove all objects in the query result. It is an error if any of
the result values are not Topic Maps objects, although NULL is accepted.
The following deletes all categories which have no description:
delete $CAT from
instance-of($CAT, category),
not(dc:description($CAT, $DESC))
Note that in the literal list direct topic references are allowed, in order to
facilitate simple use cases like:
delete oks
Deleting a Topic Maps object also deletes all its child objects, according to
the following containment hierarchy:
– Topic map
• Topic
∗ Name
· Variant
∗ Occurrence
∗ Association (in which topic plays a role)
· Association roles
Thus, deleting a name also deletes all its variants. Deleting an association
deletes all the roles in the association. Deleting a topic deletes all its names,
occurrences, and all the associations it plays roles in.
Topics need special treatment, since they can be used as types, in scopes,
and as reiﬁers. Anything directly typed by a topic being deleted (except topics)
will be deleted, too. If the topic is used in a scope it will be removed from the
scope. If it is used as a reiﬁer it will be removed as reiﬁer. If it directly types
a topic it is removed as a type from that topic.
Finally, in order to make it possible to modify some of the properties of
topics and Topic Maps objects, there is the funccall form of the delete clause,
where a delete function can be invoked to do the deleting. The function is called
once for each row in the query result, with the parameters given. The following
functions are supported:
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– subject-identifier($TOPIC, $URI), which removes the given URI as a
subject identiﬁer of the given TOPIC.
– subject-locator($TOPIC, $URI), which removes the given URI as a subject locator of the given TOPIC.
– item-identifier($OBJECT, $URI), which removes the given URI as an
item identiﬁer of the given OBJECT.
– scope($OBJECT, $TOPIC), which removes the given TOPIC from the scope
of the OBJECT.
– reifies($OBJECT, $TOPIC), which removes the given TOPIC as a reiﬁer
of the OBJECT.
– direct-instance-of($INSTANCE, $TYPE), which removes the given TYPE
as a type of the INSTANCE.
If the value cannot be removed because it is not present the call is ignored.
It is possible to deﬁne the eﬀects of deleting a topic using tolog updates:
delete $TYPED from type($TYPED, %topic%)
delete scope($SCOPED, %topic%) from scope($SCOPED, %topic%)
delete reifies(%topic%, $REIFIED) from reifies(%topic%, $REIFIED)
delete direct-instance-of(%topic%, $TYPE) from
direct-instance-of(%topic%, $TYPE)
2.3

INSERT

The INSERT statement is also fairly straightforward, and is syntactically deﬁned
as follows:
insert ::= ’insert’ ctm (’from’ fromclause)?
The ctm production corresponds to the template-body production in CTM.
If there is no from clause, this statement is equivalent to just importing the
CTM into the topic map. Any preﬁxes declared for the tolog query can also be
referenced by qnames in the CTM content.
The following adds a topic representing the Ontopia open source product:
insert
ontopia isa software-product;
- "Ontopia".
However, if there is a from clause, the eﬀect is to run the query in the from
clause, then for each row in the query result to instantiate the CTM template.
This is quite powerful as it allows existing Topic Maps data to be transformed
into a new form. The old form may then be removed with a DELETE statement.
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Of course, any variables used in the CTM must be deﬁned by the query (but
not all variables deﬁned in the query need be used in the CTM). It is an error if
a used variable is NULL.
The following creates a belongs-to association between the TMCL schema
and each TMCL constraint in the topic map:
insert
tmcl:belongs-to(tmcl:container: $SCHEMA, tmcl:containee: $C)
from
instance-of($SCHEMA, tmcl:schema),
instance-of($C, tmcl:constraint)
(Note that if there were more than one schema topic present every constraint
would be connected to every schema.)
The CTM speciﬁcation deﬁnes strict rules for the creation of item identiﬁers
from wildcards in CTM templates. However, if these rules were followed to the
letter it could easily cause topics created by diﬀerent queries to merge. tolog
updates therefore does not specify the form of the created item identiﬁers, but
only requires that they be unique within the topic map.
2.4

MERGE

The MERGE statement could hardly be simpler:
merge ::= ’merge’ literal ’,’ literal (’from’ fromclause)?
The variables must all be topics, and the eﬀect is to merge the pairs of topics
that appear into single topics. For example, the following would merge all topics
which have the same email address (where email is an occurrence type):
merge $T1, $T2 from
email($T1, $EMAIL),
email($T2, $EMAIL),
$T1 /= $T2
While in the example we verify that T1 and T2 are not the same topic this
is strictly speaking unnecessary, since cases where they are the same will be
silently ignored. The two variables must be bound to the same kind of Topic
Maps construct in each row, and it is allowed to merge topics, topic names,
variants, occurrences, associations, and association roles. It is an error if either
variable is NULL.
A consideration is what to do when there are three-way merges. That is,
what if there are three persons in the query above which have the same email
address? tolog will handle this gracefully, leaving only a single person at the end
of the update.
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UPDATE

The UPDATE statement is deﬁned as follows:
update ::= ’update’ funccall ’from’ fromclause
The eﬀect is to run the query in the from clause and then for each row to
call the given update function. There are three update functions:
– value($OBJECT, $STRING), which sets the string value of the object to the
given string, where the object can be a name, a variant, or an occurrence.
The datatype defaults to xsd:string.
– value($OBJECT, $STRING, $DATATYPE), which sets the string value and
datatype of the object. The object can be a variant or an occurrence. The
datatype must be a URI.
– resource($OBJECT, $STRING), which sets the string value of an object to
the given URI and the datatype to xsd:anyURI. The object can be a variant
or an occurrence. (This function is not strictly necessary, but provided because it is conceptually useful, and because tolog has a resource predicate.)
This statement provides the ability to change string values in objects which
have them, but not to make any other modiﬁcations. The assumption is that
these are the only true modiﬁcations made in topic maps, but it remains to be
seen if this is really the case. It may be that a role-player function will also
have to be added for changing the topic playing a particular role.
The following, for example, would change the name of all topics named “Ontopia Knowledge Suite” to just “Ontopia”:
update value($NAME, "Ontopia") from
topic-name($TOPIC, $NAME),
value($NAME, "Ontopia Knowledge Suite")
The UPDATE statement is strictly speaking unnecessary, because it could always be replicated by a DELETE followed by an INSERT, but where it can be
used it is more eﬃcient and also simpler, which is considered suﬃcient reason to
include it.

3

Considerations

In addition to the language itself there are a number of other questions that
need to be addressed.
3.1

API Design

The tolog implementation in Ontopia already has an API, consisting of an interface for query processors (QueryProcessorIF), with as series of overloaded
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methods called execute(), which runs queries and returns a QueryResultIF object with the results.
In theory the addition of the update statements to tolog do not require the
API to change. Update statements could be passed to the existing processor via
the execute method, and return a QueryResultIF object.
It is not clear what the QueryResultIF should contain, however. For DELETE
statements there is nothing to return, since all objects touched by the query have
been deleted. For INSERT it’s hard to see how the inserted data could sensibly
be returned in tabular format. For MERGE one could return the merged topics.
For UPDATE one could return all updated objects.
The JDBC API is the standard Java API for accessing SQL databases, and
it lets update statements be passed to the same method as select statements,
but does not return result sets for update statements. Instead, the count of rows
aﬀected by the update statement is available through a separate method on the
statement object.
One could take a similar approach in the Ontopia API, by adding a getUpdateCount() method to the QueryProcessorIF interface, which returns the number of updated rows by the most recent update statement. This is, however, not
very elegant, since it decouples the result of the execute() method call from the
call itself.
There is also another consideration: security. Existing code built on top of
Ontopia can safely assume that queries passed to the execute() method do not
change the topic map. If we allow update statements to be passed to this method
that suddenly changes, which might not be entirely safe.
After some consideration it seems that the best approach is to add a new
method to QueryProcessorIF, called update() which returns the number of rows
modiﬁed. If the processor does not support the update language it can throw an
UnsupportedOperationException.
3.2

TMRAP

The TMRAP [2] web service protocol allows tolog queries to be sent to the
server and returns results in a few diﬀerent formats. The protocol can now be
extended with support for tolog updates, although obviously there are security
considerations in exposing such an interface.
For this reason, and also because of the concerns with what to return (as
discussed above) a separate request is added to TMRAP to allow tolog updates
to be sent to the server.
3.3

Transactions

The moment support for changes are introduced into a computational framework the issue of transactions pops up, and tolog is no diﬀerent. Ontopia already
has API support for transactions, but no explicit support for transactions has
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been added to the tolog update language. Instead, the thinking is that transactions must be handled by the interface through which update statements are
submitted.
This implies that when using the query API transactions must be handled
using the normal tolog API. When using TMRAP each request will eﬀectively
be a separate transaction.
In the implementation of update statements it is assumed that the underlying
topic map is transactional. This means that delete statements, for example, will
run down the query result deleting objects, even if this means that delete number
500 might fail and abort the update, leaving the topic map in an inconsistent
state. Applications must handle this themselves by rolling back the transaction.
It should be noted that only the RDBMS backend of Ontopia is transactional,
so that using tolog updates with the in-memory backend carries a certain risk.
This is, however, no diﬀerent from developing using the API.

4

Related Work

In the strict sense there is no related work, as no update languages for Topic
Maps currently exist.
In related ﬁelds, a proposal for SPARQL/Update [5], an update language
for RDF, has been published. It provides INSERT and DELETE delete like the
language proposed here, except that INSERT has no WHERE clause. There is
also MODIFY, which is basically DELETE followed by INSERT, with a WHERE
clause. MERGE is missing. However, LOAD (ﬁle into database), CLEAR (empty
graph), CREATE (create graph), and DROP (delete graph) are also provided.
To fully replace the API tolog updates would need something similar, but this
is left as future work.
SPARQL/Update is comparable to tolog updates, but somewhat more complete as a database administration language. It also perhaps weaker as a modiﬁcation and transformation language.
An older update language for RDF is RUL [6], which focuses on avoiding
violations of the RDF model and speciﬁc RDFS schemas, and as a result update
operations are somewhat unusual.
In the XML world there are a number of update languages, but these are not
considered relevant, given the magnitude of the diﬀerence between the Topic
Maps and XML data models.

5

Conclusion and Further Work

This paper has presented a proposal for a tolog update language to be implemented as part of the Ontopia Topic Maps engine. It is believed, but not yet
established, that the features of the language correspond to the update needs of
users.
The next part of the work is to ﬁnish the implementation of the language.
Currently, the delete statement is implemented with all deletion functions, and
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a small test suite for it has been written. The next step is to implement merge,
update, and insert, and then to evaluate the language through real-world use.
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Abstract. Competitive intelligence supports the decision makers in understanding the competitive environment by means of textual reports
prepared based on public resources. CI is particularly demanding in the
context of larger business clusters. We report on a long-term project featuring large-scale manual semantic annotation of CI reports wrt. business
clusters in several industries. The underlying ontologies are the result of
collaborative editing by multiple student teams. The results of annotation are ﬁnally merged into CI maps that allow easy access to both the
original documents and the knowledge structures.

1

Introduction

Competitive intelligence (CI) is an ethical business discipline that supports decision makers in understanding the competitive environment. Its main vehicle
are CI reports, prepared on the basis of open sources such as web pages, articles or business registries. A business cluster is a geographic concentration of
interconnected businesses, suppliers, and associated institutions in a particular
ﬁeld.3 CI eﬀorts within clusters are more complicated than those within individual companies, as diﬀerent cluster members may perceive the market situation
diﬀerently and also establish liaisons with other industries in diﬀerent ways. On
the other hand, the cost of CI can be shared across the cluster, assuming the
beneﬁts of exploiting them can also be shared to a similar degree.
We report on an ongoing project on ‘semantization’ of CI reports in the context of business clusters, by means of Topic Maps. An earlier phase of the project
was presented in [1]; the contribution of the current paper is in introducing a content management system (CMS) into the CI report workﬂow, in the coverage
of the last phase of the workﬂow, posterior evaluation of the integrated map,
and in explicitly discussing issues related to Topic Maps modelling. Section 2
3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_cluster
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lists the core facts on the massive involvement of (business informatics) student
teams, which is crucial for the project. Section 3 discusses the underlying models
of problem domains as well as of CI. Section 4 explains the complex workﬂow
of activities leading to the creation and exploitation of semantic CI reports, including some observations from the evaluation. Section 5 discusses issues related
to the usage of Topic Maps as technology. Finally, section 6 summarises the
contributions of the paper.

2

CI Efforts of Student Teams

Within the joint activity of Tovek, an SME specialised in knowledge technology, and University of Economics, Prague (UEP), in the course of three academic semesters (September 2007 – January 2009), undergraduate students were
trained to collect and assemble information relevant for CI goals as well as to
master several knowledge technology tools. A base of about 130 annotated CI
reports arose by the coordinated eﬀort of student teams; about 500 students
got involved overall in the (joint) role of report writers, annotators and ‘ontologists’. The average size of a textual report was about 3 000 words; there were,
on average, several tens of annotations per report. Four domains, in which business clusters explicitly exist or can potentially be formed, were addressed: water
management, packaging industry, glass industry and information industry. Every
cluster was examined from the point of view of about 20 key organisations.

3

Domain Models and CI Model

For each domain a speciﬁc domain ontology was built, taking a core CI ontology
as start-up. In the ﬁrst run of the experiment, each student team expanded
the core ontology separately so as to accommodate the needs of their annotation
activity. However, posterior mapping of ontology versions then was quite tedious.
Therefore in the subsequent experiments the student teams designed (extended)
the ontology collaboratively from the beginning.
The underlying CI model for all four domain-speciﬁc studies was that of
Porter’s Five Forces, which is a business methodology for qualitative evaluation
of company’s strategic position [2]. In accordance with this model, the reports
primarily focused on the following issues: the threat of new entrants, the bargaining power of customers, the threat of new substitute products, the bargaining
power of suppliers and the rivalry of existing competitors.

4

Semantic CI Report Workflow

The workﬂow of semantic CI report creation is depicted in Fig. 1: boxes correspond to activities, solid arrows to interdependencies involving direct data/artifact
ﬂow among activities, and dashed arrows to interdependencies without direct
such ﬂow. The activities on the left-hand side (underlined text) were carried out
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Fig. 1. Schema of workﬂow

by CI experts from Tovek; the ‘merging’ activity in the middle bottom (with
slanted text) was carried out by experienced knowledge engineers (and teachers)
from UEP; all the remaining activities were carried out by UEP students under modest supervision of teachers. Three software tools, visualised by means of
shadowed background, were used in diﬀerent phases of the workﬂow: the Topic
Maps editor Ontopoly,4 a CMS based on Joomla!,5 and the CI-speciﬁc software
Analyst Notebook (AN).6
The initial impetus was from the CI experts who designed the core ontology of CI (covering, in particular, numerous notions deﬁned in Porter’s Five
Forces) and also suggested interesting business clusters. The student teams bid
for companies from the given domain pool and then started to collect relevant
textual documents such as news articles and web pages that were relevant with
respect to ‘their’ company. Information collected from these resources was the
basis for writing textual CI reports. At the same time, the students collaboratively extended the core CI ontology with domain-speciﬁc concepts and relations
and then populated it with instances such as companies, products or people
and their interrelationships. For the purpose of collaborative ontology editing
and population, Ontopoly was adapted so that students could remotely update
ontology data stored on a PostgreSQL server.
4
5
6

http://www.ontopia.net/solutions/ontopoly.html
http://www.joomla.org/
http://www.i2.co.uk/products/analysts_notebook/
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Fig. 2. Schema of navigation from topic map to text in CMS

The textual reports created in MS Word, with automatically generated tables
of content (TOC), were then loaded into the CMS ; their fragments corresponding
to TOC headings thus became addressable by URIs. These URIs were then stored
in the topic map as external occurrences, the texts thus obtaining ﬁne-grained
semantic annotation. As a result, by clicking on the topic in a Topic Maps
browser, the user can immediately navigate to the occurrences of the topic in
the text and view the whole context of each occurrence. An example is shown
in Fig 2, where both the topic type Competitive Rivalry within an Industry and
the instance ASIO s.r.o. (a commercial company) allow to navigate, through the
same URL in the top middle, to a fragment (namely, the ‘Existing Competition’
section) of CI report focusing on another company, EVH s.r.o., in which ASIO
is mentioned as competitor to EVH.
This approach (only used in the last semester) is superior to the previous one,
described in [1], where the annotation was carried out manually in a dedicated
annotation tool and textual fragments were stored in internal occurrences of
the topics. The new approach has many practical advantages: the text with
full content (including even ﬁgures or links) in the CMS is more intelligible than
fragments in internal occurrences, which were often a product of chaotic clicking;
the CMS is better adapted than Ontopoly for storing non-Latin-1 characters
(common in Czech); further editing of an article is possible in the CMS without
invalidating the annotation; ﬁnally, the full-text search feature of the CMS can be
exploited, while in the old approach the original Word documents were unlinked
to the topic map and had to be searched manually.
The last phase, (to date, tentative) evaluation from the point of view of
a ﬁnal user of the CI map, was carried out by an advanced student with exten-
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Fig. 3. Fragment of water management CI map in Analyst Notebook (labels are in
Czech)

sive knowledge of CI, in collaboration with experts from Tovek, for a single use
case, namely, that of water management. The content of the integrated map was
further enriched with information from a large, public business database, Magnus,7 which characterises more than a half million organisations in the Czech
Republic. The database is relatively poor in relationships but has large coverage of economic parameters of individual companies; this makes it an excellent
complementary resource to the original topic-map-aware CI reports, which primarily contributed by relations among entities and by information about products/services. Eventually, the map was imported into the AN tool. A fragment
of the map, showing interconnected companies (pentagonal shape), product categories (squares) and persons, as displayed by this tool, is in Fig. 3. It seems that
business-oriented tools like AN, to which CI users are fully accustomed, can often
be more suitable for detecting complex, high-level relationships in business data
than generic tools that strictly adhere to a knowledge representation standard
such as Topic Maps.
Experts generally found the integrated map useful for CI purposes. They
however noticed the problem of imbalanced density of the map; while some companies were involved in dozens of links (to products, people, other companies,
regulations etc.), some other were nearly isolated as nodes in the integrated map.
Further eﬀort will be needed to check how much of this phenomenon is due to
7

http://www.magnus.cz/?idf=magnus-magnusweb
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inherent structure of the market and how much to uneven capacity of the students either in the report writing (and initial resource discovery) or semantic
annotation phase.

5

Topic Map Modelling Issues

The most critical caveat we initially encountered in our project was the posterior
alignment of ontologies created by each of the student teams. Ontopoly oﬀers
string-based and PSI-based8 alignment. PSI-based alignment is reliable but requires that annotation guidelines are in place and followed. Additionally, it is
only usable for a small number of entity types.9 In our experience, string-based
alignment (exact match) resulted into numerous duplicate entities in the merged
ontology. This was the main reason for shifting to collaborative editing of the
ontology: there is only one copy of the ontology at a time, and each team contributes with the entities needed for the annotation of its report, provided such
entity was not yet present in the ontology. The case when the same concept was
added simultaneously by two students then occured much rarely. In our opinion
this problem could be suppressed even more if the ontology design software 1)
featured fast string-based concept search and 2) alerted the annotator upon insertion of a new concept if a concept with similar string representation already
existed.
Although most students did not have prior experience with ontological modelling, they generally found Ontopoly easily usable and characterised the Topic
Maps model as simple and intuitive. The most tricky modelling issues were the
use of role types and relations with higher (> 2) arity. Students were typically
unable to grasp the meaning of role typing and consequently left the role untyped. When modelling relations such as ’X competes with Y in product type
Z’, they usually reduced the complexity of the actual relation (e.g. to ’X competes with Y’). Having been reminded about the possibility of n-ary relation
modelling, they found this notion useful. Unfortunately, only binary relations
entered the ﬁnal phases of the workﬂow anyway due to limitations of AN.

6

Conclusions

The presented project is one of the ﬁrst attempts to systematically apply semantic technologies in connection with textual CI report authoring, especially in the
context of large business clusters. The ultimate goal of the project is to develop
a methodology for eﬃcient mapping of information about the competitive environment aiming at fast retrieval of relevant information in order to support
8

9

PSI, Published Subject Indicator, is a subject indicator that is published and maintained at an advertised address for the purpose of facilitating topic map interchange
and mergeability.
In our case, these were only Czech companies: these can be unambiguously described
by a PSI containing their national id number.
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operational decisions, as well as lucid presentation of complex situations in order
to support strategic decisions.
As a technological side-eﬀect, the project may also serve as generic testbed for
collaborative ontology design; this nowadays popular approach [3] has probably
not been extensively tested in connection with the Topic Maps formalism yet.
We believe the semantic workﬂow, which is the output of our project, in combination with the Ontopia Knowedge Suite, a CMS such as Joomla! and professional analytical tools such as AN, is in the stage in which it is applicable at least
as a case study for education purposes both on undergraduate- and graduatelevel knowledge engineering courses. Moreover, even if the required amount of
manpower prevents this approach from large-scale adoption in business environments, it could at least be used in mission-critical applications, where budget is
not the main constraint.
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Abstract. Interesting patterns in a dataset can be expressed in the
form of an association rule (AR) data mining model. Expressing this
model with a topic map can foster new ways of search and inference
in mining results. This paper introduces the Association Rule Ontology
(AROn), which comes out of the industry standard PMML 4.0 XML
Schema. A use case featuring a topic map query previews the AROn’s
interoperability with topic map formalized background knowledge.

1

Introduction

It is not unusual for an association rule mining task to output hundreds or even
thousands of rules. However, only rules that are either conﬁrming or conﬂicting
with the background knowledge of the subject domain are typically of interest.
Semantic web technologies open new possibilities for post-processing of datamining results as well as for dealing with background knowledge. Once these
pieces of information are represented in a machine-readable way, data integration
capabilities of semantic web technologies can help to merge results of disparate
tasks with expert knowledge fostering semantic search and reasoning.
As a ﬁrst step toward this goal, we introduce the Association Rule Ontology
(AROn). This topic map is derived from PMML 4.0, the latest industry standard
for interchange of mining models1 , and from the GUHA method [4], which allows
to express more types of association rules than covered by PMML.
AROn was built upon the Ontopoly metaontology of the Ontopia Knowledge Suite2 . Excluding metaontology topics, current AROn version 0.9 contains
roughly 50 association types, 20 occurrence types and 60 topic types.
The presented use case demonstrates how can a topic map query help pruning
mining results if AROn is combined with ontologies for background knowledge
and schema mapping (the latter two are work in progress [2]).

1
2

The work presented here falls into the scope of the SEWEBAR project
(http://keg.vse.cz/sewebar), which aims to semantize knowledge relating to datamining (DM) tasks. SEWEBAR has been supported by grants No. 201/08/0802
of the Czech Science Foundation, No. ME913 of the Czech Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sports, and No. IGA 21/08 of the University of Economics, Prague.
http://www.dmg.org/v4-0/
http://code.google.com/p/ontopia (metaontology v1.9)
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This paper also references the work-in-progress on ontologies for background
knowledge and schema mapping, for the purpose of showing a sample tolog query
that demonstrates the beneﬁts of linking mining results (the Association Rule
Ontology) with the expert knowledge.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces association rule mining and justiﬁes extending the ontology with support for GUHA rules. The
ontology is described in Section 3 and Section 4 presents the topic map query
usecase. Section 5 contains conclusions and an outlook for further work.

2

Association Rule Mining

Association rule (AR) mining belongs along with clustering and classiﬁcation
among the most important data-mining tasks. The goal of AR mining is generally
deﬁned as ﬁnding interesting pieces of knowledge of the form A ⇒ B, where the
sets of items (for short itemsets) A and B are called antecedent and consequent
of the rule. Input for AR mining is constituted by a data table, a pattern for
generating itemsets A and B and thresholds for selected interest measures that
an association rule must meet.
The mainstream apriori algorithm [1], which was probably taken as a basis
for representation of association rules in PMML, uses conﬁdence and support
for interest measures3 . However, there are alternative algorithms, such as GUHA
[4], that produce more general association rules. It is shown in [3] that GUHA
association rules are generalization of the mainstream association rules. GUHA
association rule takes the form of ϕ ≈ ψ/χ, where ϕ is antecedent, ψ consequent
and χ condition of the rule, all are Boolean attributes, and ≈ is a 4ft-quantiﬁer.
A 4ft-quantiﬁer can be a combination of multiple interest measures. Boolean
attribute is a recursive structure that is either a conjunction or disjunction of
multiple boolean attributes, a negation of a boolean attribute or a basic boolean
attribute. Basic boolean attribute has a form of a(σ), where the coeﬃcient σ is
a subset of possible values of the data-ﬁeld a. Item of apriori can be represented
as a basic boolean attribute with coeﬃcient of length 1.
For example, the Above Average Dependence can be deﬁned by the following
a+c
a
≥ (1 + p) a+b+c+d
, where p is user-deﬁned parameter. It can be
condition: a+b
verbally interpreted as Among object satisfying ϕ, there are at least 100p per
cent more objects satisfying ψ than among all observed objects.
2.1

GUHA as Foundation for the AR Ontology

In the previous, we have brieﬂy introduced the most important aspects of the
knowledge representation used in apriori as well as GUHA.
Apriori is an established algorithm in a data-mining community and the
representation it uses is well-known. Despite these signiﬁcant advantages, we
3

Conﬁdence of a rule is deﬁned as the number of transactions (data rows, instances)
that satisfy the rule divided by the number of transactions that satisfy the antecedent
of the rule. Support is the percentage of transactions that satisfy the rule.
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have opted not to use the apriori representation as a basis for the AR ontology,
because it is not general enough to accommodate more advanced features of the
recent algorithms such as disjunctive association rules or novel interest measures.
On the other hand, the GUHA method is more general and is thus a more suitable
basis for an AR ontology.
Boolean attributes are recommended for expressing association rules in AROn,
but, the less generic formalism based on itemsets is also supported. However, to
foster the ease of use for users of apriori-like algorithms, the ontology also contains a parallel formalism of items.

3

Ontology for Association Rule Mining

This section introduces the Association Rule Ontology (AROn). Its objective is
to allow representation of the whole data mining process – not only of the AR
mining task but also of the underlying data and their transformations.
Using PMML (Predictive Model Markup Language) 4.0 as a basis for the ontology was therefore a natural choice. PMML 4.0 is the latest version of a holistic and widely adopted XML-based standard for deﬁnition and sharing of data
mining and statistical models, which also covers association rules. All leading
commercial and most open source data mining systems can export to PMML.
3.1

Description of PMML

PMML consists of several components (second-level XML elements):
Header contains task metadata such as version of the DM application.
Data Dictionary describes the input data by listing available Data Fields
and optionally describing their content through enumerating Values or listing
Intervals of permissible values.
Data Transformations (optional) describe preprocessing of input data ﬁelds.
Most typical operation is mapping or discretization of multiple Data Field Values
onto one output value. Preprocessed values are contained in a Derived Field.
Mining Model contains deﬁnition of zero or more mining models (typically
one). PMML 4.0 deﬁnes 13 diﬀerent mining models as reusable elements with
their own unique structure. Most models begin with Mining Schema, which lists
ﬁelds used in the model and the treatment of outlying, missing and invalid
values. Its Targets element allows for scaling predicted variables. Both Targets
and Mining schema are independent of the type of model. The largest part of
Mining Schema is however model speciﬁc and contains information necessary to
apply a speciﬁc kind of data mining model (clustering, neural networks,...).
Mining Build Tasks (optional) contains setting related to the training run
that produced the model. Its content is not elaborated in PMML 4.0.
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AROn Design Principles

The ontology goal is to support PMMLs containing an Association Rule Model
and the model-independent PMML components. Figure 1 presents the core topics
of the ontology using GTMalpha notation [5]. Its top level structure corresponding
to PMML components is depicted on Figure 1A. This section describes principles
that were followed when translating PMML nodes to ontology topics:
1. Topics are assigned same names as PMML nodes, allowing for changes in
word boundaries, capitalization and word forms. E.g. Cyclic → Cyclicity
2. XML elements become topic types E.g. DerivedField → Derived Field
3. Enumeration restrictions on attributes are mapped to topic types with Enumeration superclass. Enumeration members are represented as instances.
E.g.: dataType → Datatype
4. Attributes that could be interpreted as reference to other elements are represented as associations. E.g. item/@value → Have Value association
5. Other attributes become occurrence types. E.g. @leftMargin → Left Margin,
6. Superclasses are introduced for semantically similar XML nodes.
E.g. Data Field Content for DataField/Value and DataField/Interval
7. Named elements used as children in other elements that carry most of the
semantics of their parents are merged with parent.
E.g. DiscretizeBin/Interval → Discretize Bin (encapsulates Interval)
Association types and association role types were introduced to interlink
related topics observing the following additional principles:
8. Names for association types are arbitrarily chosen so that they are most
descriptive. E.g. Contain Value(Value, Value Mapping Bin)
9. Topic Types used to map PMML Elements are used as Role Types,
10. unless multiple topics are permitted in association end. In that case their
superclass is used as a role type, or a new role type is introduced. E.g. Field
Content is used as a role type in Have Value association (see Figure 1B)
The content of a data ﬁeld (interval or value) is transformed into content of
a derived ﬁeld by value mapping or discretization as seen on Figure 1B. Figure
1C discloses the part of ontology covering the Association Model: antecedent,
consequent and optionally condition of the rule can be either itemsets, which
compose of one or more items, or they can be expressed more subtly using
boolean attributes, which similarly drill down to basic boolean attributes (BBA).
Both individual item or a BBA value may come either from the preprocessed
Derived Field or directly from the raw Data Field if it is categorical.
The less generic itemset-based representation is also kept, because of its familiarity to most data miners. Additionally, its ﬂat structure is easier to use in
search queries compared to the recursive structure of boolean attributes.
3.3

Ontology Scope

The ﬁrst public version 0.9 of the AROn described here omits the functionality covered by PMML 4.0 that cannot be used with an AR model: speciﬁcally
Targets, Output, ModelVeriﬁcation and ModelExplanation.
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Additionally, the following salient PMML elements (usable with an AR model)
are not covered: Extension, Taxonomy, Derived Field of other types than MapValues and Discretize, Local Transformations, Statistics other than NumericInfo
and Counts, and Functions including built-in.

4

Query Use Case

It is not unusual for an association rule mining task to output hundreds or even
thousands of rules. Additionally, solving one problem usually requires running
the DM task multiple times with diﬀerent parameters and possibly even dealing
with multiple datasets. However, the end user needs to be presented only several
most interesting rules that capture novel and non-obvious patterns in the data.
Addressing this problem requires that AROn is complemented with a background knowledge ontology for expert knowledge and a schema mapping ontology
for interlinking mining results with the background knowledge (BK) [2].
Using preliminary version of such ontologies [2] in addition to AROn, Figure
2 illustrates a sample query that could help to ﬁlter out the uninteresting rules.
Consider an AR mining task aiming to identify client characteristics that
have impact on loan quality. By mining customer data, several hundreds of
ARs were discovered. Using existing understanding of the problem – it is known
that quality of loans in the Central Bohemia region is above average – we can
construct a query that returns all association rules that are similar to the BK.
Answering such a query requires formalization of the BK and its linking with
AROn. Figure 2A represents the expert knowledge as a “BK association rule”.
Schema mapping addresses the case, when BK uses diﬀerent naming than the
real dataset as shown on Figure 2B. For simplicity sake, similarity is deﬁned as

Fig. 2. TM query ﬁnding similar discovered association rules to the BK AR
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a mere inclusion: “BK AR” is similar to a discovered AR if it is contained in it.
For example, Figure 2B shows how a location of the client on the region level
used in BK is mapped to the district level used in the data.
Evaluation of the query against the knowledge base complying to the merged
ontologies returns one result being an association rule Duration(2y+) & District
(Prague) ⇒ Loan Quality(Good). This can be either presented to the expert as
a nugget conﬁrming his/her knowledge or ﬁltered out as a non-interesting rule.

5

Conclusion

Semantic postprocessing of mining results is an emerging ﬁeld with little existing
work done. This paper contributed to the development of this area by presenting
one of the ﬁrst ontologies for association rule mining. AROn is, to our best knowledge, the ﬁrst ontology that aims for interoperability with the industry standard
PMML. AROn is from a signiﬁcant part model independent, and thus can serve
as an inspiration for other data mining ontologies in the future. A live demo and
an up-to-date version of the ontology is available at http://keg.vse.cz/sewebar.
Although there is still much of PMML missing in the ontology, further research should primarily focus on its trial applications. In this respect, there is an
ongoing work on an automatic transformation of PMML speciﬁcations to AROn
and on development of user-friendly search interfaces.
An up-to-date version of AROn is available for download in the XTM format
at http://keg.vse.cz/sewebar.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to present the architecture and functionalities of Free-TM, a web-based tool for creating, managing and
sharing topic maps. A client/server architecture was developed that enables several clients to interact simultaneously online with the topic map
based-system enabling the distribution of knowledge via a simple Internet browser, anywhere and anytime. The user-friendly GUI serves as
a useful guide at the overall process of managing Topic Maps.

1

Introduction

Semantic Web Technologies such as Topic Maps (TM), provide a revolutionary
way for information description and knowledge management [1-2]. Topic Maps
are a stable and reliable international standard implying that they are ideal
for knowledge management applications [3-7]. However, in order to exploit the
potentials of TM technology there is an increasing need for software development
to manage topic maps in an eﬃcient way. A number of commercial and noncommercial tools that support editing and managing of Topic Maps are available.
These tools could assist the TM developers in creating topic maps as well as in
eﬃcient management, query and storage of TM based knowledge bases. However,
after a short evaluation of existing TM tools, we haven’t been aware of the
existence of a complete free software editor for TM that provides all the features
that could support TM developers [8-11]. There is still place for a free and
eﬃcient software tool for TM editing, and this was the main motivation for this
research work.
The aim of this paper is to present a software tool, FreeTM, which helps endusers to access information in an organized way, by employing Topic Maps, so
as to make it ﬁndable and more relevant. The main point in which the proposed
editor diﬀers is the fact that is a complete free TM tool which is web based and
provides easy and eﬃcient Topic Map managing and sharing among multiple
users.
It is built on recognized international standards regarding the organization
of information and on best-practice information architecture. The proposed software tool is a Topic Maps editor that is based on the separation of the Topic
Map knowledge structure from the actual content, which is data-driven, allowing
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
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a high degree of ﬂexibility while manipulating both Topic Maps and Schemas in
an eﬃcient way.

2

Describing Previous Work

In our previous work we implemented Topic Maps accompanying to other technologies in an eﬀort to revolutionize the ways in which we access information.
The ultimate goal of the research eﬀorts of our team has been the modeling
and the representation of knowledge in an interchangeable form so as to provide a unifying framework for knowledge and information management in many
cases.
During this research eﬀort, our ﬁrst attempt resulted to the design and implementation of two TM tools, TMed [9] and Atop [10] aiming to meet most of
the requirements that such a tool should employ, giving to our team valuable
inputs .
Another approach based on Topic Maps has been an advanced TM software
tool, Yellow TM [11], implemented to support the development of TM-based
knowledge management systems and applications. Yellow-TM was a Java-based
application that has been implemented as a module under NetBeans platform
[12] while client/server communication was established via Web Services. In YellowTM approach an open source Java library, TM4J [13], was used for TM
manipulation in conjunction to TMAPI interface [14], in a way that any client
developer that worked with TMAPI, could connect and display the topic maps
in its own way. The structure of any Topic Map was derived from TM Schema,
which is a collection of rules.
We concluded that a number of design principles should be implemented in
a way that an application for Topic Maps should be useful. That is, ﬂexible extendable architecture, persistent storage of TM, more comfortable user interfaces
oﬀering enhanced editing functionalities, visualization for interactive exploration
and editing of topic maps, as well as implementations of constraint languages,
query and reasoning support via friendly user interfaces [8-11].
Problems with previous approaches that have been overcome in FreeTM are
stated below:
– Diﬃcult installation process on both server and, especially, client side
– Time consuming
– Necessity for great amounts of memory

3

Architecture and Implied Technologies

Topic Map standard refers to knowledge management, so it is essential that a
software tool for administering topic maps should support simultaneous access
by numerous clients. A 3-tier architecture that supports eﬀective distributed
client/server design was implemented supporting increased performance, ﬂexibility, maintainability and scalability. Due to this approach any complexity of
distributed processing is not visible to the client.
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The proposed software tool, FreeTM, employs a 3-tier architecture where a
repository that contains all the XTM ﬁles, the TM engine and the web server
are on the server side. Free TM is a Java-based application implemented using NetBeans IDE [12]. The client-server communication in a network is established via making remote procedure calls (RPC) supported by the Google
Web Toolkit (GWT) [15]. This approach contributes to reduced bandwidth, improved performance, reduced server load, and improved user experience. The
most important feature of RPC is the support of asynchronous calls which renders true parallelism in the FreeTM application, even without multi-threading
[15-17].
The Topic Map engine that resides in the server uses tinyTIM [18], which is
a very small, easy to handle, in memory Topic Map engine. tinyTIM implements
the TMAPI interfaces and as a consequence it can work with Topic Maps via
the TMAPI standard. TMPAPI is a programming interface for accessing and
manipulating data held in a Topic Map providing a single common API which
can be adopted for coding by all developers [14].
The “TM Engine” is the core of the FreeTM software tool. It is a software
development kit that implements the Topic Maps standard and allows end-users
to access and manipulate all the elements that are associated to TMs, such as
topics, occurrences, associations, roles and properties.
In the proposed implementation of the Topic Map Editor, FreeTM, the collection of rules which constraint the structure of each Topic Map is deﬁned by
the accompanying Topic Map Schema which is also an XTM ﬁle. Each Schema
provides the constraints for validating new TM entries at run time so as to follow the predeﬁned structure of each TM. FreeTM is based on open standards to

Fig. 1. Architecture of FreeTM
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provide end-users with easy manipulation of Topic Maps and the accompanying
TM Schemas.
In the application server, all Topic Maps reside under a speciﬁc directory,
in which each Topic Map accompanying to a certain schema comprises a folder
named after the name of the Topic Map. As a consequence, the end-user has
access to the whole number of the Topic Maps, except from one, called “Users”.
This speciﬁc folder contains the topic map that describes all the users, of Topic
Type User, that have been created accompanying to other information that refers
to the Topic Maps. That is, information that describes which Topic Maps belong
to each user, which of them can be seen to each user etc.

4

Functionality of the Proposed Tool

FreeTM is a software tool that supports the manipulation of numerous Topic
Maps and as a result it can be used at almost any large project that uses Topic
Maps. Using FreeTM does not indicate the user’s awareness of particular syntaxes and speciﬁcations relating to Topic Maps even though the knowledge of
some basic concepts, i.e. association, occurrence, types, is essential. In that sense,
the user does not need to know the exact syntax of the XTM ﬁles due to the
user-friendly GUI that serves as a useful guide at the overall process of managing
Topic Maps.
FreeTM provides a great potentiality when a user needs to create, edit and
manage a Topic Map (Figure 2).
Editing of Topic Maps is based on the constraints that have been deﬁned
by the owner of the Topic Map using Topic Map Schema GUI (Figure 3). As
a consequence this set of rules guides the user when editing Topic Maps and any
further modiﬁcation on the rules does not have any impact at the end-user.
Furthermore Topic Maps can be shared among the users of the system via
web in an easy and eﬃcient way which contributes signiﬁcantly in integration
and distribution of knowledge.
FreeTM provides:
– an overview of a subject domain in high level, as the Topic Map can be
browsed independently of the content.
– rich sets of relevant links for content, which are always up-to-date.
– integration of diverse data sources.
Functionalities of Free-TM editor are illustrated in Figure 4.
As far as query support is considered, the use of TinyTIM, even though it
implies a light implementation, it does not supports querying as it does not support the use of TOLOG [19]. Nevertheless, end-user can search among knowledge
and locate information and relevant resource data, in an easy and initiative way,
using TM Search GUI (Figure 5) .
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the FreeTM Editor

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the FreeTM Editor
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Fig. 4. Functionalities of FreeTM Editor
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Fig. 5. Screenshot of the FreeTM Editor (Search)

5

Conclusion

The proposed editor for Topic Maps, named FreeTM, has been designed and
implemented in order to serve as a software tool for complete management and
distribution of Topic Maps. Topic Map technology oﬀers the necessary framework for knowledge management to support sharing and reusing of information.
Features like stability, expandability and scalability are reassured by the means
of the applied technology. Furthermore, the use of FreeTM does not imply any
diﬃculty as far as installation process is concerned.
The main advantage of this editor is the fact that any user can have free
access to the system via a simple Internet browser, anywhere and anytime. Easy
to use user interfaces, oﬀer rich editing functionalities as well as visualization for
interactive exploration and editing of topic maps.
Currently the proposed editor is in evaluation phase on a technical and functional level. FreeTM is available for download (http://freetm.el.teithe.gr:8080/
freetm/freetm.html), so that researchers that are interested, are encouraged to
explore all the features it oﬀers. Potentials user’s opinions may provide valuable
input on how FreeTM could be reﬁned and integrated.
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Abstract. Nowadays semantic networks become more important in industry and modern science. For this reason there is a need for an eﬃcient
tool allowing preparation and navigation through complex data spaces.
We present the novel Topic Map tool H-Maps, which oﬀers a web based
navigator providing an enhanced utilization and graphical visualization
of semantic networks. Present applications transform existing content to
subject-centric Topic Map representations in a one-way fashion. Preserving the advantage of transferring diverse back ends into an uniﬁed topic
map in existing applications the H-Maps approach goes one step further. The resulting topic map structure can be examined and extended
using an iterative procedure. Especially in science this procedure leads
to a considerable improvement of ﬂexibility and performance as can be
shown within projects of computational biology.

1

Introduction

Constructed for high amounts of information and fast data access, conventional
database systems often exhibit a lack of clarity and ﬂexibility. Semantic networks
use a rather intuitive approach of knowledge representation. Complex relationships can be transformed into a graph based format describing associations of
diﬀerent subjects with distinct properties. First used in certain areas of computer
science, e.g. artiﬁcial intelligence or knowledge representation, semantic networks
became popular in a wide range of applications. Especially the Topic Map standard has become an important component for knowledge transformation and
semantic network representation. This standard is not restricted concerning the
data source and any kind of data can be processed. Unlike conventional database
systems Topic Maps are capable to describe and merge knowledge from diﬀerent
and distributed domains or resources.
In computational biology Topic Maps allow an optimal representation of biological data [1]. Metabolic processes, signal transduction, or cell cycle control
are just few examples where biological systems form highly complex networks.
Nevertheless, presently Topic Maps is rarely used for biological data. One explanation can be the fact, that current Topic Map tools often have very limited
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
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or no resources for graphical visualization. As a consequence the advantages of
Topic Maps are not always visible for scientists and other users. Within the
interdisciplinary project PASSAGE we developed the novel Topic Map tool HMaps, whereas H represents the company logo. H-Maps allows interactions and
extensions by the user and can easily be adapted to any kind of function.
Within PASSAGE the tool is used to edit and visualize gene expression data
derived from the new high throughput sequence technology. H-Maps is able to
import data from diﬀerent sources. The input data are converted by the Topic
Maps mapping framework according to application speciﬁc ontologies and user
deﬁned mapping rules. The generated Topic Maps are managed by the H-Maps
core engine. Residing on that core engine a Topic Maps server module adds
application speciﬁc logic such as authentication features, preparation of data,
searching capabilities and the like. Finally the Topic Maps can be visualized
within a browser based Silverlight navigator serving as web application layer.

2

Application of H-Maps in Computational Biology

Biological data often exhibit a networked structure, which is not always known or
visible to the respective scientiﬁc user. In this context a semantic representation
of the data via Topic Maps may help to clarify the relations within the biological
system and the underlying concept. Although H-Maps can be used for any kind
of networked data, the program was basically developed to edit and visualize
biological data schemes. H-Maps is integrated into the projects Endoplas and
PASSAGE.
2.1

Endoplas – H-Maps Representation

Endoplas is a project to develop new technologies to prevent contaminations
caused by medical instruments. The objective was to establish a comprehensive
knowledge base with research and query possibilities, which should be made publicly accessible via a browser-based web application. The knowledge base contains
information about the substances, which can cause fever, their classiﬁcation and
the corresponding literature.
Pyrogenes, which can cause inﬂammation, are an important subject of the
project. Within the ﬁrst phase of the project currently existing literature was
investigated according to the material properties of pyrogenes, plasma processes
and detection methods concerning distinct classes of pyrogenes. A Topic Map
containing the application ontology was created as a basis for the classiﬁcation
of the results gained from the literature study. The study was mainly carried
out as internet research, whereby the content was collected with the Zotero tool
[2]. Zotero is a freely available add-on for the Firefox browser, which enables
the users to collect, manage, and cite research from all types of sources. The
collected references can be exported in RDF format.
In a second step, the RDF export from Zotero was mapped into a Topic
Map using the H-Maps converter. Topics Maps allows a better visualization of
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the data in comparison to the RDF format. Based on the application-speciﬁc
ontology, which is deﬁned at the beginning, a set of mapping rules to transform
the RDF constructs to Topic Maps constructs can be conﬁgured interactively
with the converter’s GUI. The rule set can be stored in a separate XML ﬁle. As
a consequence, mappings can be repeatedly applied to the source data as often
as their content has changed. Slight variations of the mapping rules can also
be achieved by storing the rules in distinct ﬁles. Finally, the resulting XTM ﬁle
can be imported into the Topic Maps engine and rendered by the Topic Maps
navigator.
Both the H-Maps converter and the navigator were speciﬁcally aimed at be
user-friendly. Even inexperienced users, who were not familiar with the concept
of Topic Maps, were able to operate the H-Maps suite without any problems.
2.2

PASSAGE – H-Maps Representation

The project PASSAGE is based on the high throughput sequence technology.
In contrast to conventional sequencing systems, which just can determine the
nucleotide sequence of one single DNA molecule, the new high throughput sequencing systems are able to analyze hundreds of thousands up to several million
DNA molecules. As a consequence the high throughput sequencing systems are
used for a wide range of methods in molecular biology. Within PASSAGE the
new technology is used to generate expression proﬁles. Expression proﬁles allow
conclusions about the genes activated in the cells under the respective experimental conditions. If a gene is activated, copies of the gene are generated, which
consist of mRNA molecules. The new high throughput sequencing systems are
able to display the whole transcriptome including almost all mRNA molecules
via sequencing.
Our approach uses certain methods of experimental probe generation and
evaluation of the sequencing results. Another important unique feature is the
close collaboration between the program PASSAGE and H-Maps. The topic
map generated by H-Maps is successively extended depending on the stage of
expression proﬁle analysis. In the beginning a small topic map is induced. This
map gives an overlook about the most important statistical data of the diﬀerent
experiments. In the next step the data of diﬀerent experiments are compared
by PASSAGE. The result is a statistic about the similarity and diﬀerences of
the experiments. These statistics are stored as new topics in the Topic Map
connecting the experiments to a large network.
Figure 1 shows a section of a network. The topic in the center represents an
experiment. The occurrences of a topic are displayed as a list within a panel. The
occurrences describe the parameters and conditions, under which the experiment
was performed. The browser window to the right contains a diagram, which
belongs to the topic in the center. PASSAGE creates diagrams, which are stored
as images in PNG format. During the transfer into the topic map the respective
path to an image is stored as occurrence. Selection of the respective occurrence
activates the diagram and the image is displayed in a browser window. The
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Fig. 1. The Topic Maps navigator H-Maps depicts experiments with their environment
as topics. The occurrences of a topic are listed in the left panel. Occurrences can contain
references to images, which can be displayed in a browser window

connections to other experiments are described by further topics located in the
boundary area.
Since it is not reasonable to display all the sequencing data and every statistical value, interesting data are summarized to histograms providing an overview.
As a consequence, a good balance between knowledge and information layer is
achieved. Additional information can be gathered from attached resources whenever required.

3

Representation of Topic Maps via H-Maps

Based on the experience we made with our leadoﬀ version of a Topic Maps
browser on building subject-centric application systems [3], we reworked crucial
parts of the software evolving in a reﬁned design. While the ﬁrst version provides
technically matured navigation capabilities, but does not oﬀer any graphical
visualization, the second version is focused on the visualization of the presented
knowledge structures to further improve navigation and the data retrieval. In
this context a change of technology from the traditional combination of HTML
and JavaScript to Silverlight was chosen. Silverlight is designed to develop rich
internet applications and delivers improved performance and interactivity.
The import of data is enhanced by a new Topic Maps converter, which is able
to integrate content from multiple data sources. The integration of heterogeneous
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Fig. 2. The schema describes the data ﬂow starting from the converter module to
integrate heterogeneous content systems through the Topic Maps engine. Finally the
results are visualized in a browser

content allows for a uniﬁed view on the information space and serves as a key
feature to build a more coherent and robust knowledge management tool.

3.1

Architectural Overview of H-Maps

The main design objective for the H-Maps suite was a highly modular architecture. As a result the program suite is both easily extensible and adaptable to
diﬀerent scenarios. Figure 2 illustrates the core components of H-Maps demonstrating the data ﬂow from data integration of external resources to knowledge
presentation.
The Topic Maps core engine supports TMAPI [4], which is the de facto standard for accessing and manipulating Topic Maps. TMAPI is a set of Java interfaces which was adopted and ported to the C# .NET programming language.
The implementation of the interfaces has been aligned with the TMDM ISO
standard [5]. The Topic Maps server is designed as middleware infrastructure. It
adds application speciﬁc functionality to the core engine, such as authentication,
and provides a set of services, which can be accessed from clients, especially the
browser-based Topic Maps navigator.
The following sections describe two of the main Topic Maps modules of the
H-Maps suite, the mapping framework and navigator. These two application
modules build up the endpoints, providing interfaces, which are operated by the
end users.
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Silverlight Navigator as Intuitively Usable Web Frontend

The TMDM [5] speciﬁes a graph-based data model for visualizing semantic networks. Consequently, one of the main design goals of the navigator was to visualize the knowledge structures of discourse in such a graph. Providing data as
graph is most intuitive as it has proven in wide-spread mind maps [9].
Work is in progress on standardizing a graphical notation to deﬁne ontologies
and represent Topic Maps instance data. Topics and associations are the two
fundamental Topic Maps elements. Within graph visualization these elements are
represented by symbols. Topics are represented as nodes, whereas associations
are rendered as edges between the topic symbols. The graph is enriched by
further information such as association roles, which are played by topics in the
association, and a signiﬁcant name for each topic.
Besides the graph visualization additional list and tree views containing characteristics of the focused topic are provided. Occurrences may either be a value
inside the topic map or an external information resource. Text values can be
viewed directly, with embedded links being parsed and rendered in the same
way as in common browsers. External addressable links can be shown directly
in a separate browser window.
Information is supplemented by properties of the relevant knowledge models
in order to anchor the topic’s subject in the underlying ontology. In particular
this comprises the complete type hierarchy of the topic, the topic’s names with
variants, and its subject identiﬁers.
The coexistence of listings and the visualization graph side by side yields in
a good survey of the displayed Topic Map section. Clicking on a symbol or item
would retrieve all data of the topic in question. This oﬀers a multitude of access
paths to navigate through the displayed knowledge model.
3.3

Format Converter as Highly Extensible Connector Framework

One of the great features of Topic Maps is its standardized merging process.
Using the merging process, several approaches were made towards uniﬁed and
integrated knowledge maps [7, 8]. The result is a much more coherent and robust
knowledge management infrastructure, instead of using singular user interaction
layers of diﬀerent data sources.
H-Maps provides a set of converters, which can read data from distinct
sources in diﬀerent formats. The converters are highly conﬁgurable and adaptable to varied user scenarios.
In a ﬁrst step an application-speciﬁc ontology has to be created by the user.
Based on that ontology, an individual user deﬁned mapping from the external source data onto Topic Maps constructs can be speciﬁed in a second step.
Afterwards the topic map can be persisted via the standardized exchange format XTM [6]. The converter allows to automatically generate uniﬁed knowledge
spaces, which can be extended by heterogeneous content systems and can be
conﬁgured according to the user’s preferences. The resulting knowledge space is
not static but can be updated and replenished by subsequently inserted data
amendments.
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Conclusions and Further Work

We presented an approach for a new highly modular application for both an
extensible integration mechanism on the back end and an eﬃcient graphical
visualization and navigation on the frontend. The approach has been used to
manage and visualize biological data with excellent results. H-Maps has become
an important feature of the projects Endoplas and PASSAGE. It allows a perspicuous view on the relationship of scientiﬁc literature and reveals common
properties of diﬀerent experiments.
Due to the graphical visualization our navigator results in beneﬁts at the user
interface level. Providing a multitude of access paths, the users can intuitively
navigate through the topic maps without having any background knowledge of
the subjects of discourse.
On the back end our combined mapper & converter module provides a way
to readout the content of multiple data sources, which are in distinct formats.
Thus a uniﬁed view on multiple content resources of interest can be achieved.
By the use of the converter in various application scenarios it has provided proof
of its universal applicability in practice. The navigator was handled by users,
who were not familiar with the concept of Topic Maps, without any problems.
Thereby the ease of operations of the navigator and the fast accessibility of
complex data could be shown. As a consequence, the easy accessibility of the
expert results for non-experts was proven.
The project is currently in progress but has yet reached an advanced degree
of maturity. For now, the navigator displays the whole characteristics of exactly
one focused topic without any restrictions. Within the next design step we will
focus on data reduction and consolidation. As a promising approach we plan to
rank the Topic Maps constructs by relevance. The ranking is based on weightings, which will be derived as a combination of computed and user deﬁned values.
By focusing on the most relevant topics, the navigator will be enabled to display
a wider area of the Topic Map clearly represented. Changing the weightings will
lead to diﬀerent ﬁltering of constructs in each case. The result is an improvement
of diﬀerent views on the rendered knowledge structures. As a consequence, nonobvious coherences can become apparent. Quick retrieval of relevant subjects
will further be enhanced by providing intelligent and eﬃcient searching, sorting,
and ﬁltering capabilities. On the other hand the converter will be successively
extended to support additional formats, whereupon we regard supporting relational data bases as a must.
Furthermore H-Maps will be enhanced by editing functionality to not only
display networked knowledge areas but also manage knowledge repositories in
a graphical-interactive manner.
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Subj3ct – A Subject Identity Resolution Service
Graham Moore and Khalil Ahmed
Networked Planet Ltd, Innovation House, Mill Street, Oxford, UK
{graham.moore,khalil.ahmed}@networkedplanet.com

Abstract. Subj3ct is an online service that provides a resolution capability between identiﬁers for subjects and the web addresses of encoded
statements about a subject. This paper explains the underlying concepts
and protocols of the service and discusses diﬀerent usage scenarios.

1

Introduction

Subj3ct [1] is an online Subject Identity Resolution service. Subject Identiﬁers [2]
are URIs that are used to unambiguously identify some ‘notion’, ‘concept’ or
‘subject’ about which people want to make statements.
The service stores identiﬁers for subjects and the web addresses of representations of statements about a subject. Clients of the service can look up a
subject identity record so that they can choose an appropriate identiﬁer to use
in an application or to look up where on the web they can ﬁnd more information
about a given subject. All information stored in Subj3ct comes from some source
and that source is recorded. Clients can make use of this provenance information
to decide what identiﬁers they want to trust and use.
Subj3ct is a registry service for subject identiﬁers for the Semantic Web. The
goal is to provide the functionality required to realize the vision of the Semantic
Web or Web 3.0. Using the Subj3ct portal and APIs it is possible to register
XML feeds that provide information and identiﬁers for the concepts that people
or applications are interested in and to connect identiﬁers with other identiﬁers
created by other people for the same concepts. By enabling the sharing and
publication of subject identiﬁers on the web, Subj3ct is a platform that enables
communication between applications and human-beings across the Web.

2

What are Subjects?

Subjects are the corner-stone of the Semantic Web or Web 3.0 as it has been
called. Quite simply, a Subject is absolutely anything you want to talk about –
a person, a place, a piece of music, a feeling . . . anything at all. What makes
a subject special is that every subject has its own identiﬁer. Identiﬁers are just
a unique URL (a web address) that is used by Web 3.0 applications when they
want to refer to that Subject.
Although the basic concept is very simple, using subjects in Web 3.0 successfully faces three signiﬁcant challenges:
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
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1. Any number of diﬀerent identiﬁers could be created for the same subject. The
creators of identiﬁers need some way to agree that their diﬀerent identiﬁers
actually identify the same Subject, and users of identiﬁers need to be able to
see all the identiﬁers that identify a given Subject in one place. Subj3ct allows
users to assert that an identiﬁer has another equivalent identiﬁer and uses
trust metrics to give an indication of how much those declarations should be
trusted.
2. Identiﬁers by themselves are not useful. Just being able to identify a subject
is not quite enough for an application to be useful. To be truly useful, it
should be possible to use the identiﬁer to ﬁnd resources that talk about that
subject. Subj3ct allows users to specify the web pages, pictures, RDF ﬁles,
topic maps or other Internet resources that provide information relevant to
a particular subject.
3. Identiﬁers need to be trusted. Before using an identiﬁer, assuming that two
identiﬁers really do talk about the same Subject or following a suggested
resource for an identiﬁer a user needs to have some level of trust in the identiﬁers being used and the information they are given about those identiﬁers.
Subj3ct provides users with a simple system of trust metrics based on identifying the users who can create identiﬁers under speciﬁc web domains and
correlation of statements made by one user with those made by other users.

3

Subj3ct Glossary

The following is a short glossary of some key terms that are central to the Subj3ct
service.
Feed
A Feed is a web resource that provides information about subjects that can be
crawled and parsed by the Subj3ct crawler. Currently we support syndication
feeds that use the ATOM [3] syntax with some Subj3ct-speciﬁc extensions to it
and SKOS [4] RDF/XML. As Subj3ct develops we will gradually add support for
other types of information resources. Any user can register a feed with Subj3ct feeds that have been suggested anonymously are given the lowest level of trust;
feeds that are registered by a user signed in with a Subj3ct account are given
higher trust; and feeds registered by a Registered Publisher are given the highest
trust level.
Registered Publisher
A Registered Publisher is an individual or organization that has registered with
Subj3ct and claimed control over a particular Namespace. Feeds registered with
Subj3ct by a Registered Publisher that are contained under the Namespace that
the publisher owns and that provide information about the identiﬁers that are
contained under the same Namespace are accorded the highest level of trust.
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Equivalent Subject Identifier
Any Subject Identiﬁer can have any number of equivalent subject identiﬁers.
Equivalence here simply means that the two identiﬁers are used to identify
the same subject. To prevent accidental or intentional hijacking of identiﬁers,
Subj3ct only records statements of equivalence that come from the same feed
that provided the subject identiﬁer. When a feed declares that identiﬁer X is
equivalent to identiﬁer Y, the feed that provided identiﬁer Y may reciprocate
with a declaration that identiﬁer Y is equivalent to identiﬁer X. Alternatively
the owner of identiﬁer Y may not agree that X and Y identify the same concept,
in which case they are under no obligation to make the reciprocal statement.
The statement that identiﬁer X is equivalent to identiﬁer Y is seen as an
outgoing equivalence for identiﬁer X, meaning that X is the subject that they
equivalence statement is about. The same statement is seen as an incoming
equivalence for identiﬁer Y. When you see a record for subject, the equivalence
statements it participates in are divided into incoming and outgoing equivalences
and you should note that while the person that registered the identiﬁer has
control over the outgoing equivalence statements, they have no control over the
incoming statements (this is a bit like a page on the Web - the creator of the
page has control over where that page links out to, but has no control over who
links back to the page).
Subject
A subject is any concept that you want to talk about or share between people
or applications. Subjects are identiﬁed using Subject Identiﬁers.
Subject Identifier
A Subject Identiﬁer is a unique URI that is assigned to a particular Subject.
A Subject Identiﬁer can have any number of Equivalent Subject Identiﬁers and
any number of Subject Web Addresses associated with it.
Subject Web Address
A Subject Web Address is a resource on the web that provides information
relevant to a particular subject. A Subject Web Address is always provided
in connection with a Subject Identiﬁer which identiﬁes the Subject that the
resource is related to. A single resource may be relevant to many subjects, but
the best resources are those that are related only to a single subject (such as
an encyclopedia entry that describes that subject in some detail, or a series of
RDF statements about the subject) - however, because a single Subject may
have many Subject Identiﬁers, it is possible that the same Subject Web Address
is provided for a number of Subject Identiﬁers. Any user can provide a Subject
Web Address for a Subject Identiﬁer, but a reasonable level of trust is assigned
only when the user is a Registered Publisher of either the Subject Identiﬁer or
the Subject Web Address.
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Subject Identity Record
A subject identity record is the data structure returned by Subj3ct for a given
subject identiﬁer. This record can be accessed by people via the portal or by
machine using the API. The record contains information about the subject including the identiﬁer, equivalent identiﬁers and links to web resources that are
said to contain more information about the subject. It is intended that these
records can be cached maintained by intermediate resolution services similar to
Subj3ct.

4

The Subj3ct Feed Processing Service

Subj3ct acts as a registry and clearinghouse service for subjects. It periodically
crawls sources of subject information that have been registered either by the
publisher of that information or by other interested parties and imports the
identiﬁers used for subjects, any statements of equivalence between subjects and
any links provided to related resources for subjects.
The main format for publishers to expose subject information is to publish
it in an ATOM feed. The following fragment shows a single ATOM entry being
used to express the identity of a subject and also linking to equivalent subjects
and to online resources about the subject.
<entry>
<title>Hierarchical Relation Type</title>
<id>http://www.techquila.com/psi/hierarchy/index.atom/1</id>
<updated>2003-12-04T14:39:10Z</updated>
<summary>
A type of association type. Associations which are typed by
a topic which is an instance of this type represent
a parent-child relationship between two or more topics.
</summary>
<link rel="SubjectIdentifier"
href="http://www.techquila.com/psi/
hierarchy/#hierarchical-relation-type" />
<link rel="SubjectRepresentation"
href="http://www.techquila.com/tmsinia4.html" />
<link rel="SubjectEquivalence"
href="http://www.networkedplanet.com/psi/
hierarchy/hierarchical-relation-type" />
</entry>
Subj3ct doesn’t require identiﬁer publishers to use any ATOM XML extensions;
instead the semantics of each link are indicated through the ‘rel’ attribute. The
allowed values are ‘SubjectIdentiﬁer’, ‘SubjectRepresentation’, and ‘SubjectEquivalence’.
A feed can contain many entries and each entry results in information about
a subject being stored in the Subj3ct database.
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This imported information is then given a trust score based on the identity of
the person who registered the information source, the URI of the subject information source itself and the URIs used for the identiﬁers and related resources.
This provenance information is a key aspect of Subj3ct as it allows for webs
of mutual trust to be asserted between co-operating parties while still exposing
identiﬁers and equivalences in an open world environment.
4.1

Trust Scores and Identifiers in Subj3ct

In Subj3ct, all statements about identiﬁers are assigned a basic Trust Score. The
Trust Score provides a rough measure of how likely it is that the creator of an
identiﬁer agrees with any statement being made about the identiﬁer. NOTE:
The Trust Score does not tell you if you should trust the creator of an identiﬁer
or the individual who creates statements about that identiﬁer, nor does it assert
anything about the content that might be found if you follow the URLs contained
in those statements.
The Trust Score for a statement is calculated based on the URL of the feed
that contains the statement, and the URLs contained in the statement itself. The
highest score is assigned if all the URLs contained in the statement are contained
within the same parent directory as the URL of the feed itself. A lower score
is assigned if the URLs contained in the statement are all contained within the
same DNS sub-domain as the feed itself. The lowest score is assigned if the URLs
contained in the statement are from diﬀerent domains or sub-domains from the
feed. In addition, much higher trust scores are assigned to statements from feeds
that are registered through an active Subj3ct user account, and at the other end
of the scale, zero trust is assigned to statements from a feed that is suggested
anonymously and refer to URLs in a diﬀerent domain or sub-domain than the
feed itself.

5

The Subj3ct API

As well as portal that can be used by humans to search for identiﬁers Subj3ct
also provides an API for accessing information about subjects.
The API consists of the following operations:
Get Subject Identity Record By Subject Identifier
The format for this request is
http://api.subj3ct.com/subjects?
identifier={identifierUri}
&format={format}
The request will return a SubjectIdentityRecord for the given subject identiﬁer
in a format speciﬁed in the optional format parameter.
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Search for Subject Identity Records by Web Resource
The format for this request is
http://api.subj3ct.com/subjects/webaddresses?
uri={representationUri}
&skip={skip}
&take={take}
&format={format}
The request will return a search result. Subjects are included in the result if they
have a corresponding web resource whose URI matches the URI speciﬁed. The
search result is returned in format speciﬁed in the optional format parameter.
Search for Subject Identity Records by Identifier URI
The format for this request is
http://api.subj3ct.com/subjects/identifiers?
uri={uri}
&skip={skip}
&take={take}
&format={format}
The request will return a search result. Subjects are included in the result if the
start of their subject identiﬁer matches the query term provided. The take and
skip parameters allow for accessing paged results.
Search for Subject Identity Records by Text Query
The format for this request is
http://api.subj3ct.com/subjects/search?
query={query}
&skip={skip}
&take={take}
&format={format}
The request will return a search result. Subjects are included in the result if the
name, description or any part of their subject identiﬁer matches the query term
provided. The take and skip parameters allow for accessing paged results.
The subject identity record has the following structure as deﬁned using
XMLSchema:
<Subject
xmlns="http://subj3ct.com/schema/data"
xmlns:i="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<Identifier>http://psi.ontopedia.net/Axel_Borge</Identifier>
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<Provenance>
http://www.garshol.priv.no/tmphoto/subj3ct.atom
</Provenance>
<Name>Axel Borge</Name>
<RecordLink>
http://api.subj3ct.com/subjects?
identifier=http%3a%2f%2fpsi.ontopedia.net%2fAxel_Borge
</RecordLink>
<Trust>25</Trust>
<EquivalenceStatements />
<RepresentationStatements>
<RepresentationStatement>
<RepresentationUri>
http://psi.ontopedia.net/Axel_Borge
</RepresentationUri>
<Provenance>
http://psi.ontopedia.net/ontopedia/subject/atom_stream
</Provenance>
<Trust>20</Trust>
</RepresentationStatement>
<RepresentationStatement>
<RepresentationUri>
http://www.garshol.priv.no/tmphoto/person.jsp?id=t83420
</RepresentationUri>
<Provenance>
http://www.garshol.priv.no/tmphoto/subj3ct.atom
</Provenance>
<Trust>125</Trust>
</RepresentationStatement>
</RepresentationStatements>
</Subject>
The subject identity record (which can also be retrived in JSON and SKOS
format) can then be used by client application to mash together semantic data
that is referenced by the representation links based on identiﬁers for similar
subjects.

6

Embedding Subjects

One of the important mechanisms for creating a habit for using subject identiﬁers is to have available very simple tools for content authors and systems
developers to make use of. The API is one such tool but another one is the set of
‘embeddable’ mark-up that subj3ct provides for inclusion in things such as blogs
posts and other published content. The ability to embed references to subjects
as part of content provides authors with a powerful way to classify content using
common vocabulary terms.
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The following is an RDFa fragment, using Dublin Core that can be included
in a page to indicate that the page is about that subject.
<span xmlns:dc=http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
rel="dc:subject"
href="http://psi.ontopedia.net/Axel_Borge">Axel Borge</span>
The powerful thing about this is that google and other search engines are beginning to recognise and index semantic mark-up. This reinforces the cycle of
identiﬁers, content and usage.

7

Applications for Subjects and Subj3ct

Subjects are the corner-stone of the Semantic Web. They can be used to classify
resources; to identify key entities in text; or to discover relevant information
quickly. Below are three categories of usage.
Resource Classification
The identiﬁers for subjects are much better ways to say what a piece of content
is about than simple textual tags. Tags are limited because they are usually
language-speciﬁc and because it is too easy for the same tag to refer to very
diﬀerent concepts (consider the tag "Paris" for example, is it referring to a place
or a person?). By comparison, Subject identiﬁers are URIs which are inherently
language-neutral and always refer to a particular subject regardless of the language used to name or describe that subject. Subject identiﬁers are also more
speciﬁc than tags in that they always refer to the subject that they were made
for, they cannot be misinterpreted or confused and because subject identiﬁers
are unique URIs, there is no way for one identiﬁer to be confused with another
one.
Identiﬁers can be used anywhere where traditional tags or controlled vocabularies are used, including in HTML documents; in tagging applications such as
your favourite online photo sharing application; and even in desktop applications
such as word processors.
Classiﬁcation has traditionally been a manual activity, requiring a human
being to view the content before then picking the terms used to classify that
content from some controlled list. More recently classiﬁcation has started to be
done (with varying levels of accuracy) by computers. Subject identiﬁers can be
used to record the results of either manual or automated classiﬁcation.
Entity Identification
As well as classiﬁcation of entire resources (such as the tagging of a document
with the key terms that it is ’about’), Subject identiﬁers can also be used to
record the results of identifying the key entities (things, people, places, events)
discussed in the content of a document. Online services such as OpenCalais [5]
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attempt to automatically ﬁnd these entities in text content and return identiﬁers for the entities they ﬁnd. By registering this identiﬁers with Subj3ct and
connecting the identiﬁers returned by these services to other identiﬁers created
through other means it is possible to not only label key entities within text but
also to link to many other relevant resources.
Information Discovery
Subj3ct provides an online search form and APIs that allows users and applications to ﬁnd subjects either using an identiﬁer gleaned from somewhere (maybe
sent in an email to a user, or attached to a document as classiﬁcation metadata,
or embedded in content as a result of entity identiﬁcation); or by searching from
a resource to ﬁnd the subjects that claim to be relevant to that resource; or even
by searching against the name and description registered for the subject by the
creator of the subject identiﬁer.
The resources related to an identiﬁer can be HTML pages or other humanreadable content but they can equal be resources that provide information in
RDF [6] or Topic Maps syntax [7]. Semantic Web applications can make use
of the Subj3ct API to quickly discover if there are any useful data sources in
their preferred syntax and use this to enrich the application experience for the
end-user.

8

Current Limitations

A lack of Multi-lingual names for subjects is major limitation. At the time of
publication this limitation has been addressed and the subj3ct service now allows
subject identiﬁer authors the ability to register multiple names for a subject. This
feature was not implemented in earlier versions.
The ability to remove an identiﬁer is not currently oﬀered. This partly because we think that once an identiﬁer comes into existence it can be in use and
it makes no sense to retract it. It’s description and name can be updated
A general limitation is that while Subj3ct now contains many identiﬁes and
equivalences it still lacks tools for easily using the service in editorial or information ﬁnding contexts. This is a focus for future work.

9

Relationship to Other Work

One obvious comparison can be made with the ‘sameAs’ service [8]. This service aggregates identiﬁes for resources, and equivalent ones as deﬁned using
owl:sameas [9]. The main diﬀerences between sameas.org and Subj3ct are:
1. Subj3ct distinguishes identiﬁers for subjects and identiﬁers for the addresses
of statements about those subjects.
2. Subj3ct records who registered the identiﬁer, allow clients to ﬁlter equivalent
identiﬁers and
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3. Subj3ct puts a trust score onto an identiﬁer based on the domain from which
it was registered.
4. Subj3ct works at two levels, identiﬁers and addresses for resource that contain statements about that resource. In this sense it provides a DNS [10]
for the semantic web, whereas sameAs only provides unregulated resource
equivalence capabilities.

10

Conclusion

Subj3ct is a key service in providing a resolution mechanism between subject
identiﬁers, equivalent identiﬁers and web resources that contains further statements about a subject.
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Multidimensional Topic Maps
A brief introduction to the theoretical foundation
of the Topic Grid
Thomas Schwotzer
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Abstract. Topic Maps are means to formalize an ontology. Ontologies
are used to describe a domain of discourse. In same cases, a domain comprises facets from diﬀerent domains. This short paper brieﬂy describes
such domains and give an idea how to deﬁne multidimensional Topic
Maps. The concept of more dimensional Topic Maps are basis of the
Topic Grid system.

1

Topic Grid – General Concepts

There are two general approaches to understand distributed nature of knowledge based systems: world knowledge and micro theories[1]. In short: The world
knowledge concept assumes that (theoretically, not in practise) any knowledge
can be merged into a single knowledge base. This idea has several implications.
It assumes the possibility of a single vocabulary for any knowledge. Moreover,
it assumes that a general agreement about relations between concepts of this
world wide knowledge base can (at least theoretically) be achieved.
I claim, that (at least the origins of) Topic Maps as well as RDF/OWL
follow this idea. An indication is the presence of the concept of ontology merging
in both standards. A concept of fragmentation, separation isn’t deﬁned. Note,
queries languages like TMQL[2] or SPARQL[3] are means to search in an existing
ontology but not to split them. It can also be shown that creation of a world wide
vocabulary is be possible. A general accepted set of relations between concepts
cannot be achieved, though.
The opposite model is the model of micro theories. It states that the overall
knowledge must be seen as a collection of independent local knowledge bases
(micro theories). It isn’t necessarily possible to merge two micro theories. Moreover, it isn’t necessarily possible to ﬁnd a common vocabulary between two micro
theories at all. Thus, there are cases in which local knowledge bases aren’t able
to exchange something due to the lack of a shared vocabulary. But even with
such a vocabulary, merging of knowledge can fail due to logical contradictions
between the sources.
I claim that the micro theory models the nature of knowledge in the real
world. Every moment, knowledge is created in somebodies mind. Of course, it
is created with a huge amount of background knowledge. But this background
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
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knowledge isn’t any knowledge in the world. Any new knowledge is created
based on individual experiences and from knowledge that is borrowed, received
or whatever from (a limited number of) sources. Each knowledge is created –
so to say – on an island. Islands can communicate. They can cooperate. But
they remain islands – local theories. They can evolve independently without
restrictions even if they cooperate.
Topic Grid is based on micro theories, Topic Maps and the P2P paradigm.
The Topic Grid (TG) has a single entity: The TG peer. A TG peer is software
with a single owner. The owner can be a person or a group of person, e.g.
developer team, company etc. A group can recursively contain other groups.
A TG peer has a local knowledge base. Peers can communicate directly.
The TG system is an application created on top of the Shark framework (e.g.
[4]). A TG peer is a Shark peer1 . Each TG peer hosts it’s own local knowledge
base and can communicate via the Shark Knowledge Exchange Protocol (KEP).
There are TG implementations on J2SE and Android.
Topic Grid is a semantic P2P system for knowledge exchange. It uses the
concept of Distributed Context Spaces (DCS) which is based on Topic Maps
and the basis of the Shark data model. In the next sections, the concept of DCS
will be motivated and introduced. Knowledge exchange is the key feature of
Topic Grid. Strategies of learning in distributed micro theories based on DCS
are introduced. A summary and outlook will be at the end of this paper.

2

Knowledge

Knowledge is something that helps to solve a problem. This understanding of
knowledge is common in knowledge management (KM) and diﬀers from deﬁnitions in artiﬁcial intelligence. AI knowledge is often deﬁned by its structure and
not its content or usage. Each AI ontology is knowledge – per deﬁnition. I follow
the understanding of knowledge management. Knowledge can be represented as
ontology but an ontology isn’t necessarily knowledge.
Knowledge is something that helps to solve a problem. What does it mean in
practise? What is the thing that helps to solve a problem? It is a e.g. text with
pictures, a video explaining something or maybe a audio ﬁle with explanations
about an interesting topic. The help is usually stored in a ﬁle of an appropriate format (audio, text, video, picture or multimedia). We call it information
resource (IR) in Topic Maps. An IR is attached to a topic in TM. The topic
describes a thing of the real world (a subject) to which this IR ﬁts.
There might be e.g. the topic of the Ontopia software system. An appropriate
information is e.g. how to get the source and to run the system. From another
point of view we could say that the topic is the context in which this information
is valid or useful. This interpretation ﬁts to the knowledge deﬁnition of KM.
Context is just another name for the technical concept topic in a speciﬁc use
case: It underlines the special usage of a topic as holder of information in a KM
1

in the of object-oriented sense: a TG peer is special Shark peer
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system. A topic map can e.g. also be used as basis for an AI that plays chess. In
this case a topic would not be a context. It would be (maybe) part of a decision
tree or something else.
Thus, a network of topics form a net of context to which information resources
are attached. Finding knowledge is process with two steps: a) ﬁnd the context
and b) ﬁnd information.

3

Context and Interest

Let’s have a deeper look into context. This shall be done by an example. Let’s
assume we are about creating a knowledge base about tourist information. This
is a KM system because it helps to travellers.
Assume, we have a topic Oslo which represents the city of Oslo, capital of
Norway. We can attach diﬀerent information resource e.g. about history, restaurants etc. Furthermore we won’t forget to use at least two basenames, (Oslo and
Christiania) in diﬀerent scopes.
Finding information about Oslo is pretty simple: We look for the appropriate
context (topic Oslo) and get information. Moreover, we could deﬁne a couple of
occurrence types the distinguish diﬀerent types of information, e.g. restaurant
information and historical data etc. This approach works very well in the good
old Web 1.0. It does in Web 2.0 applications.
Web 2.0 sums up WWW based applications that allows users to change the
content. Imagine our tourist information application goes Web 2.0. Now, any
(registered) user can add information.
Information will be diﬀerent. Without any doubt it makes a huge diﬀerence if
a well-educated historian writes an article about the Oslo harbour or if a young
foreign school boy makes notes about the restaurant in the same area. I don’t
talk quality. For other youngsters, information from their comrades might be
more interesting than this serious historical stuﬀ from our historian. And vice
verse of course.
Web 2.0 applications oﬀer information from a diﬀerent authors. Authors have
diﬀerent background knowledge, diﬀerent interests and diﬀerent meanings about
the world. What does an information seeker need to ﬁnd appropriate information
(knowledge) in a Web 2.0 application? She/he needs to know a topic (e.g. Oslo).
But she/he must also declare in some way her/his background knowledge and
interests. Our young information seeker isn’t interested in historical documents.
He probably wants to get a good beer.

4

Modelling the Context Space

How can these facts be put into a Topic Map. There are diﬀerent possible approaches:
– We deﬁne a topic (Oslo) and two topics (youngster and historian). The later
two topics are used as occurrence types. Information of e.g. our youngster
will referenced with the occurrence type youngster.
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Unfortunately, this approach does not scale. Imagine, the concept of time
shall be added later. We would need occurrence types representing information of an historian which are valid in the 17th century, in the 18th century
etc. pp. This leads to a fast growing number of types.
– We could deﬁne a topic Oslo and related topics representing Oslo in diﬀerent
times. There can be e.g. a topic Oslo in the 17th century. This wouldn’t solve
any problem. There would be the same number of concepts than in the ﬁrst
approach.
This problem is obviously. E.g. Authorship and topics2 are independent features. They can be seen as a two dimensional matrix. In Shark, we say that
they form a two dimensional context space. Each dimension is an ontology e.g.
represented by a Topic Map. A concept inside the map is called context point.
The following ﬁgure illustrates two context points in a two dimensional context space. Both represent the topic Oslo. One is from our youngster, the second
one from our historian. Information can be added to each context point.

Fig. 1. Two two-dimensional context points

The context space model scales. A new independent facet of knowledge can
be modelled by a new dimension. The context space itself can be modelled by
a Topic Map. A context point can be represented by a topic. The identity of the
context point is deﬁned by n parameters (n is the number of dimensions of the
actual context space). A context point can have an arbitrary number of attached
information (occurrences if Topic Maps are used).
More speciﬁc, each context point has n sets of subject identiﬁer (SI). Each set
describes a subject on a dimension. One set describes e.g. Oslo in our example.
The other set describes the author.
Actually, there are three ontologies in our example: One ontology for each
dimensions and the third for the context points. All ontologies together represent
the context space.
Topic Grid follows the concept of micro theories. Each TG peer has its own
context space. Context points hold the actual content of the peer. The dimensions
are the vocabulary which are used for knowledge exchange.
2

in the sense of our sample application and not as Topic Map topic
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Thus, the context point are necessarily locally stored on each peer. It is the
local knowledge, the local theory of the peer. The dimension ontologies can also
be stored locally on the peers. They can even be stored in a single Topic Map
as already described in [5].
Dimension ontologies can also be external ontologies. A context point can
reference e.g. a social network webpage like LinkedIn to identify an author, It
can use a Website like Subj3ct to deﬁne its topic. In this case, the external
ontologies are used as vocabulary. There is at least one vocabulary for each
dimension.
Moreover, a peer can use multiple vocabularies for each dimensions. A context
point can use an arbitrary number of SI to deﬁne a subject on a dimension. The
topic Oslo can be identiﬁed by a reference to Wikipedia but also to a page on
Subj3ct. Both, Wikipedia and Subj3ct play the role of a vocabulary. Now, our
context point became bilingual on the topic dimension.

5

Topic Grid

Topic Grid (TG) is a P2P system based on the Shark framework. A TG user
can deﬁne his/her interests. An interest comprises following information: A set
of concepts on each dimension (called anchor, list of potential communication
partners, two ﬂags declaring if whether knowledge is to be sent or retrieved (can
be both), fragmentation parameter, time which describes how long a interest is
valid (can be for ever), list of addresses over which the peer is getting data (e.g.
URL for a webserver, Bluetooth service, TCP address).
Fragmentation parameter are non-negative value depth, a set of allowed association types and a set of forbidden association types.
Based on these parameters, a context map is calculated which is a n-dimensional context space but without content (context points). This process starts
be ﬁnding the anchor in the local n dimensional knowledge base. It copies these
anchor to the context map. It copies also any concepts which are reachable via
allowed and not forbidden association types over a distance not longer than
depth. We call this process fragmentation. The result is the local context map.
If two TG peers meets they exchange their context maps with the other
information of the interest. An intersection of the received and the local context
map is created. If the intersection isn’t empty and the other interest-parameter
ﬁt – knowledge is extracted from the local knowledge base. This knowledge is
send from the peer with a sending interest to a peer with a receiving interest.
Figure 2 illustrates parts of this process. The TG owner on the left side declares anchor which are concepts in his/her local knowledge base. It also declares
a fragmentation depth of 1. A context map can now be fragmented which contains few concepts than the original context space. The same process take place
in another peer.
TG peers can now exchange their context maps and calculate a kind of intersection. this process is similar of the fragmentation and uses the local fragmentation parameter. Thus, the result can diﬀer on both sides. A possible result
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Fig. 2. Generating Context Maps

is illustrated in the middle of the ﬁgure. We call it the eﬀective context map
because it can be used to extract context points from the local knowledge base
and send it to the remote peer. This ﬁnal step isn’t illustrated in ﬁgure 2.

6

Status and Outlook

Major parts of this theory are already implemented in the Shark framework.
Based on the framework there is a general system called Shark Grid. Currently,
it runs on Android and J2SE. It is written in Java 1.3 and thus compatible with
J2ME. It should run on Symbian devices.
Topic Grid is a special Shark Grid edition which uses Topic Maps as persistent
storage for the context spaces. We already used tinyTIM in the framework but
Topic Maps and not fully integrated. We will have a booth at CeBIT 2010
and show several mobile spontaneous but also Internet based semantic P2P
applications.
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Topic Maps Web Service: Case Examples
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Abstract. We have implemented several Topic Maps-based web applications which use Topic Maps web services, and these applications have
been deployed on the internet. By using these services, the web applications can get richer information from other topic map web applications
easily and eﬀectively using identiﬁed subjects. In this paper, we describe
usable components for such services. We describe the case examples of
Topic Maps web applications and Topic Maps web services which we
implemented. They use PSIs to identify subjects across diﬀerent applications. They also use TMRAP (Topic Maps Remote Access Protocol)
which is a Web API to exchange Topic Maps fragments. We also consider
the general structure of Topic Maps web services.

1

Introduction

Many topic maps have already been made and many web applications based
on Topic Maps already exist. We expect that more and more topic maps and
Topic Maps web applications will be developed. The same topics (subjects) can
sometimes be found in diﬀerent topic maps belonging to diﬀerent applications
and organizations. But in most cases the topic characteristics (i.e. topic name,
occurrence and association role the topic plays) are diﬀerent in each topic map.
If Topic Maps web applications can provide those characteristics to others, each
application can contain richer information than if the applications were entirely
isolated. We call such mechanisms “Topic Maps web services”.
In this paper, we report the case examples of Topic Maps web services. We
also consider the general structure of such services. In section 2, already existing
components for the Topic Maps web services are given. In section 3, case examples of the services are reported. In section 4, more generic structure for Topic
Maps web services is discussed. Finally conclusion and future work are shown in
section 5.

2

Existing Components for the Topic Maps Web Services

To exchange and share subject-based information, PSIs (Published Subject Identiﬁers), PSI servers, and Web APIs which exchange information among web applications are required. In this section we provide a survey of already available
components.
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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Ontopedia’s PSI Server and subj3ct.com

Ontopedia’s PSI Server [5] is established and operated by Ontopedia.net. The
server manages PSIs and PSDs (Published Subject Descriptors) for many subjects including Topic Maps-related subjects such as person, event, place, presentation, organization, etc. The subjects and PSIs are searchable using the PSI
Server. PSI Server describes itself as “A server that allows to deﬁne and present
Published Subject Identiﬁers”.
Subj3ct.com [8] has launched and been operating by NetworkedPlanet. According to its web page, Subj3ct is a registry and clearinghouse service for subject
identiﬁers for the Semantic Web. Subj3ct provides a web service for discovering
registered subject identiﬁers and related web resources. More than 15,000,000
subjects have been managed by subj3ct.com at the time of writing.
2.2

TMRAP

TMRAP [6, 11] is a web service interface included in Ontopia [7]. It makes it
possible to retrieve Topic Maps fragments from remote topic maps and also to
modify the topic maps stored on the server. The interface consists of a number
of methods such as get-topic, get-topic-page, set-tolog, add-fragment and deletetopic. There are interfaces using both plain HTTP and SOAP.

3

Case examples of Topic Maps Web Services

There are already some web applications which provide and use web services. We
describe the applications which use Ontopedia’s PSI Server to identify subjects
and TMRAP to exchange topic characteristics. The applications are accessible
on the internet at the time of writing.
3.1

Lars Marius’s Photos (tmphoto)

Lars Marius Garshol’s photos [9] is the topic map and Topic Maps web application created by Lars Marius Garshol in Norway. We call it “tmphoto”. It manages
photos taken by him. More than 13,000 photos have been managed at the time
of writing. As topic type, there are photo, person, event, location and category
in the topic map. A key element here is the get-illustration web service [12] provided by the server. The service provides URLs of photo of people in response
to requests with the PSIs of a person from another web application.
3.2

Topic Maps Case Example Web Application (tmcase1)

Topic Maps case example topic map [1, 10] is the topic map and topic map
web application created by Motomu Naito in Japan. It collects Topic Maps
case examples. We call it “tmcase1”. As topic type there are Event, Session,
Presentation, Person, Country, Activity, Industrial domain, etc. in the topic
map. It contains 67 presentations from the Topic Maps 2007, TMRA 2007 and
AToMS 2007 conferences. The highly important is client of the tmphoto. This
application requests to tmphoto to get URL of person’s photo.

TM web service
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Fig. 1. The get-illustration Web Service between tmcase1 and tmphoto

3.3

Topic Maps Web Services Among Them

We explain get-illustration web service betweeen tmcase1 and tmphoto. tmcase1
has web pages that show the information for persons who presented about Topic
Maps project, activity, products, etc. but tmcase1 doesn’t have photos for those
persons. In contrast tmphoto has lots of photos of people who have been active
in the Topic Maps community. The person pages of tmcase1 are enriched by
the use of person’s photo owned by tmphoto. This is done by using the getillustration web service provided by tmphoto. Figure 1 shows the outline of
the get-illustration web service. The service is realized on the basis of TMRAP
and its get-topic-page request. tmcase1 requests tmphoto person’s photo and
tmphoto return tmcase1 the photo address. tmcase1 display the photos in their
pages. In order to identify persons, both topic maps are using the same PSI
managed by Ontopedia’s PSI Server.

4

General Structure

We consider the general structure of Topic Maps web services. Then we show
the big picture of the services. We propose the Identiﬁed Subjects Networking.
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Identifying Subjects

In order to enable web services to connect topics across diﬀerent applications
it is necessary to attach PSIs not only to ontology topics, but also to instance
topics. Moreover, it is necessary to use commonly recognized PSIs, in order to
increase the chances that other applications will use the same PSIs for the same
subjects. In subj3ct.com and Ontopedia’s PSI Server, we can search for PSIs for
any subjects, and also ﬁnd web pages which provide information (in any format)
about the subjects.
4.2

Hub Service

In our examples section we showed one application integrating directly with
another application to extend its set of useful information. This is a rather
limited approach, however, and it would be better if applications could query
a central point (a hub) for information about a subject and have the hub query
all known TMRAP services for more information, as shown in ﬁgure 2. This
would greatly simplify connecting to new services, as these services could then
simply register with the hub, instead of registering with each individual client
service. The hub would implement the TMRAP get-topic-page request, where
the query response is a topic map. This would mean that query responses from
diﬀerent servers could simply be merged using ordinary topic map merging, and
then returned to clients.
The biggest challenge in implementing such a hub server would be to ensure
suﬃciently fast response times for real-time use. This is a challenge because there
is no knowing how quickly upstream servers will reply. Most likely, the best way
to approach this is to send queries simultaneously in separate threads, and to
time out and respond rather quickly, but to allow queries which have not yet

Client #1

Client #2

Client #3

TMRAP requests

Hub
service

TMRAP requests

Server #1

Server #2

Fig. 2. Hub service structure

Server #3

TM web service
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PSI Server

TM web application

Hub service
TM web application
TM web application

Hub service

TM web application

Hub service

TM web application

Identifying subjects

PSI
clearinghouse

Fragment exchange

Fig. 3. Big picture: Identiﬁed subjects networking

ﬁnished to continue after the response has been sent to the client. Combined with
caching of responses this should ensure reasonable performance and response
times, at least on repeat requests.
4.3

Big Picture: Identified Subject Networking

Figure 3 shows the big picture of the Topic Maps web services network consisting of the components mentioned above. We propose the Identiﬁed Subject
Networking. In the network we can link equal subjects according to need and
gather information related to the subjects. Those subjects and information will
still be owned and managed by their original owners, but we can enjoy pure and
high quality information in the network. Moreover it is eﬃcient because only
identiﬁed web applications are connected.
Note that as the diagram shows, when the network grows it is likely that it
will assume a structure similar to that used by the Domain Name Service (DNS),
which also uses a hub structure for requests, but which maintains a hierarchy
of hubs. In other words, when a hub services queries a server that server need
not be the endpoint for the request, but might in turn be a hub which queries
further servers.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We showed and explained examples of Topic Maps web services and we realized
that they are very useful. We considered general structure and required com-
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ponents of the service. We also proposed Identiﬁed Subjects Networking which
would be built using such services.
It is impossible to gather all information about one’s subjects in one topic
map. So it is eﬃcient, useful and realistic to make topic maps distributed and
to complement one’s own information with related information from other topic
maps. By doing so, topic maps and their web applications can be simpliﬁed. In
result they can become easy to develop and maintain.
Today’s web search engines spider the entire internet continuously to update
their indexes. This is very wasteful and ineﬃcient. In contrast, according to
contexts and situations, to make it possible to link only suitable web application,
is very sensible and eﬀective but a big challenge.
We will continue to work out those web applications and required components
to realize generalized Topic Maps web services i.e. Identiﬁed Subject Networking.
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Abstract. Data integration of heterogeneous data sources plays a major role in the development of modern knowledge management systems.
Additional enrichment of this data with the use of ontologies opens up
completely new possibilities in leveraging the use of semantic technologies, and combining information from existing information systems. This
paper presents the architecture and prototype implementation of a semantic integration layer for transparent access to relational data sources
through the use of Topic Maps.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, when the rate in which data is gathered is higher than the rate it
can be processed by humans, one of the main obstacles in processing the data
available is the fact that the data is usually spread across heterogeneous data
sources with diﬀerent database designs and access methods.
Because the data available is not self-explanatory, when accessing a data
store, its design must be well understood. This becomes a much bigger problem
when several databases have to be accessed [9].
With the emergence of Semantic Web technologies, the demand for building
semantic-aware knowledge management systems is becoming more and more
a necessity. Technologies like RDF, OWL or Topic Maps have been developed to
represent knowledge in a way that makes it human- and/or machine-understandable. Such technologies can be used in order to annotate data with metadata
information and thus enabling the integration on a semantic level.
However, the details of wrapping available data with semantics remains open.
Because the amount of data is huge, and many times, also due to policy related
reasons, copying the data is out of the question. A semantic view over the available data has to be created, providing a semantic integration layer.
Multiple ontology-based approaches for data integration [12] have been researched in the past. This paper presents a prototype of a semantic integration
layer built on top of an open source Topic Maps engine [11].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First we present the
proposed mapping between relational data structures and Topic Maps in section
2, and outline our Semantic Integration Architecture in section 3. Section 4
discusses selected implementation details with references to the project that
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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motivates this approach. Some related work is listed in section 5, and the paper
is concluded with ﬁnal comments in section 6.

2

Mapping of Relational Data Structures to Topic Maps

Based on the notation deﬁned in the Topic Maps – Data Model [4], this section
presents the proposed mapping between arbitrary relational data structures to
Topic Maps constructs (please note that basically any possible mapping between
relational data structures and Topic Maps Constructs is valid, the presented
mapping is limited to the most common combinations to illustrate the concept
in a clean and structured fashion).
Relational database structures are typically composed of a set of tables, where
each table consists of certain elements:
– Primary Key: uniquely identiﬁes a data element in a database table.
– Column: contains information associated of a data element.
– Foreign Key: relates data elements with each other within a database.
From an abstract viewpoint, Topic Maps are quite similar to general relational data structures, but they have more advanced possibilities to identify
a data element, and to add semantic meaning to it.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Topic: represents a data element in a Topic Map.
Item Identiﬁer: uniquely identiﬁes a Construct1 within a Topic Map.
Subject Id./Locator: uniquely identiﬁes a Topic within a Topic Map.
Name: associates a common name to a Topic.
Variant: associates a diﬀerent form of a name to a Topic.
Occurrence: contains information about a data element (Topic).
Association: relationship between two or multiple Topics.
Role: part of a single Topic within one Association.

A possible mapping (see Fig. 1) between relational data structures and Topic
Maps would include the following:
– Primary Key Item Identiﬁer/Subject Locator/Subject Identiﬁer
– Column Name, Occurrence or Variant
– Foreign Key Role
With such a mapping, the information stored in a relational data structure can be
mapped into Topic Maps notation. Additional semantic information (as typically
found in Topic Maps) can be deﬁned in advance (see section 4.1) to include such
data elements into a type hierarchy system.
1

A Topic Maps Construct [4] is the collective for the concepts Topic, Association,
Name, Variant, Role and Occurrence.
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Fig. 1. A mapping of relational data structures to Topic Maps Constructs

3

Architectural Overview

The architecture (see Fig. 2) for the proposed semantic integration layer is built
around a freely available Topic Maps engine [11] which has been developed by
Space Applications Services.
A Topic Maps engine provides an interface for accessing, modifying and storing Topic Maps, and in our case, also provides access to data that resides in
heterogeneous data stores. Whereas the Topic Maps engine provides a uniﬁed,
structured view on the data from diﬀerent sources, all data remains at their
origin.
Clients can access the uniﬁed topic map either by using the TMQL query
interface [6] or programmatically through a TMAPI [3] compatible interface. The
ontology deﬁnition which is loaded by the Topic Maps engine contains only the
Topic Maps ontology, that is, the types of the topics, occurrences and associations
which practically constitute the structure of the topic map.
Access to external data sources is available through so called “connectors”,
which can be attached to the Topic Maps engine. Each connector contains a
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Fig. 2. Semantic Layer Architecture

“mapping definition”, describing which type of data source the connector is
attached to, and how the contents of the data source are mapped to appropriate
Topic Maps constructs (e.g. topics, names, occurrences, and associations). With
the use of such a connector, one can create therefore a “live” view of the attached
data source, which is accessible through a Topic Maps interface, annotating its
data with semantic information.
When accessing a topic map with multiple connectors attached, the Topic
Maps engine will access all suitable connectors in order to ﬁnd the relevant
information, the client is looking for. The described architecture is therefore
capable to seamlessly merge data from multiple attached connectors together
with ordinary Topic Maps.

4

Implementation Aspects

In this section, the implementation details of the proposed semantic layer are
presented. The mapping deﬁnition is detailed as well as the supported data
sources so far. The presented work is based on a prototype of the proposed
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semantic integration layer and is limited in certain aspects (see section 6) but
nevertheless illustrates the basic concept and the use in a real-world scenario.
4.1

Mapping Definition

The mapping deﬁnition ﬁle describes how information stored in a relational data
source should be mapped into appropriate Topic Maps constructs.
The syntax for deﬁning such a mapping has been derived from the Topic
Map Compact Syntax Standard [5], as this provides an intuitive and declarative
way to describe topic maps. Topics can be described with just a few syntactical
elements, while identiﬁers follow a special scheme in order to conform to the
CTM grammar:
–
–
–
–
–

Names: a dash followed by a quoted string
Occurrences: name/value pairs
Item Identiﬁers: followed by the id
Types: isa followed by the type
Associations:
association-type (role1:player1, ..., roleN:playerN)

With these simple constructs, it is possible to create a meaningful mapping
deﬁnition, where each topic map construct is mapped to an information element
in the attached data source.
An example mapping ﬁle for a relational database is provided in the following
code snippet:
%ctm 1.0
%prefix database <territories.db>
%prefix tablename <subbasin>
topic - "${subbasin.NAME}";
^ ${subbasin.TMID};
isa sub-basin;
size: "${subbasin.AREA_M2}";
latitude: "${subbasin.LAT}" .
is-located-in(location: topic, host: "${subbasin.BASIN_TMID}")
This deﬁnes a mapping for topics of type sub-basin which are stored in a SQLite
database. The name and item identiﬁer for the topics are located in the columns
NAME and TMID. Additionally there are two occurrences deﬁned (size and
latitude), which are mapped to the appropriate table columns in the database.
For each topic, an association will be deﬁned, that gives information in which
basin a speciﬁc sub-basin is-located-in. The association will be dynamically
created, based on the information in the BASIN_TMID column of the speciﬁc
topic.
A unique feature of Topic Maps is the so called Item Identiﬁer. An Item
Identiﬁer is essentially a well-known identiﬁer for a Topic Maps Construct. When
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Fig. 3. Uniﬁed Topic Map Example

connecting to external data stores, an item identiﬁer will be used to uniquely
identify an information element within the data store (e.g. the primary key in
a database table).
An excerpt of a uniﬁed topic map, created with the sample mapping deﬁnition
described before can be seen in Fig. 3. There one can see three sub-basins which
have an association to the basin they are actually located-in. The information
about the sub-basins comes from the data store, is transformed into Topic Maps
constructs and enriched with semantic data (type hierarchy, associations).
With such a mapping deﬁnition, it is very easy to wrap a custom knowledge
structure around existing data without modifying legacy data stores.

4.2

Data Sources

Vast amounts of data are stored in countless data sources, including text documents, CSV ﬁles, XML data, databases, web pages and information systems
(e.g. Lotus Notes).
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For the prototype implementation we focused on supporting simple relational
data sources (e.g. SQLite databases). Supporting diﬀerent types of data sources
will be possible, but needs to take caching into account, as the lack of eﬃcient
query facilities could have a major impact on the overall performance of such a
system.
The current implementation for accessing information stored in database
tables follows the Proxy Pattern. Whenever a method of the Topic Maps engine is
called, that would access data stored in a connector, the appropriate Proxy class
generates SQL statements “on-the-ﬂy”, executes them and returns the results as
Topic Maps constructs.

5

Related Work

Several research groups have recently studied the use of Topic Maps based approaches to integrate distributed knowledge models.
The proposed approaches range from using Topic Maps technology as a middleware framework for accessing knowledge models [1], implementing a protocol
to remotely access Topic Maps [2] to introducing the concept of a Topic Grid to
leverage the use of distributed knowledge models for the development of semantic
applications [7]. A conceptual predecessor of the presented work is the DB2TM
tool of the Ontopia Knowledge Suite [10], allowing to fully migrate relational
databases into Topic Maps.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the architecture and a prototype implementation
for a heterogeneous knowledge management system infrastructure, which allows
a client to query any number of data sources in a transparent manner, as if the
client would access one big uniﬁed topic map. The architecture uses a layered
protocol stack with standardized access methods (TMQL, TMAPI).
Our prototypical implementation in C++ is being used in the ESA funded
project SATOPI to provide uniﬁed data access to earth observation data (satellite images, glacial sensory data) stored in distributed databases. Using our approach, data collection and preprocessing of earth observation data can be performed by independent systems, whereas all this data is integrated into a uniﬁed
topic map to enable semantic interpretation and navigation.
However, many crucial aspects such as accessing diﬀerent data sources, modiﬁcation of external data, caching, performance and security considerations have
been neglected so far. These aspects will be the focus of future work.
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Abstract. The Topic Maps Application Programming Interface (TMAPI) provides a standardized way for working with Topic Maps on the
Java platform. TMAPI implementations in other programming languages
not available for the JVM use a diﬀerent stack - not harnessing the
existing Java code. In this paper we describe a diﬀerent approach, reusing
Java TMAPI implementations to build a high level Topic Maps API for
the Ruby programming language without a heavy wrapper layer around
the Java Objects. The high level API greatly simpliﬁes implementations
on top of the new API compared to TMAPI with minimal overhead. The
plain TMAPI methods can be invoked without any overhead at all. The
implementation was thought to be straight forward in the beginning but
– as usual – some pitfalls were encountered. The according solutions will
be outlined in this paper. The library, documentation, and tutorials can
be found on the project’s website1 .

1

Introduction

The original ActiveRecord-based implementation of RTM[1] (RTM::AR) provided the Ruby community with a persistent Topic Maps engine to be used in
Ruby web frameworks like Ruby on Rails2 . RTM::AR introduced some new features on top of a Topic Maps Data Model-compatible programming interface
inspired by the then de-facto standard TMAPI 1.0. The usage of the objectrelational mapper ActiveRecord allowed an eﬃcient initial implementation with
a concentration on API design and usability. However this academically motivated implementation proved to be disadvantageous performance-wise.
With the increasing popularity of JRuby3 and the open sourcing of Ontopia4
another perspective opened up. A strong demand for a well scaling implementation of a Ruby-style Topic Maps API and the opportunities of a Java implementation of the Ruby interpreter paved the way for the JRuby Topic Maps library
(JRTM) presented in this paper.
The next section ﬂeshes out the new requirements in detail, motivating the
design goals. In the third section the stack of JRTM is introduced to make
1
2
3
4

http://rtm.topicmapslab.de
http://www.rubyonrails.org
http://jruby.org
http://code.google.com/p/ontopia

Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
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the reader familiar with the architectural decisions made. After these normative
parts, the technical details of the implementation, and the API are introduced.
Consistently beginning at the bottom of the application stack, the TMAPI core
extensions are introduced ﬁrst. The next section addresses syntactic sugar provided by the library. In the following section an API for the navigation between
Topic Map constructs according to the TMQL axes is reviewed. The last engineering part of this paper introduces a JRTM I/O layer, providing a common
interface across diﬀerent Topic Map serialization formats and engines. The conclusion of this paper reviews whether all previously formulated requirements
have been met and a short outlook on future work is given.

2

Requirements

The Topic Maps Lab is in need of a high level API allowing to access various
Topic Map engines and building the fundament for a rapid Topic Maps application development. While there is TMAPI 2.0[2], its interface is neither adopted
by all engines nor is it available in the Ruby programming language. Even more,
the TMAPI provides no standard for the serialization and deserialization of Topic
Maps.
For this and other reasons, the following design goals have been taken into
account:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

3

TMAPI should be available to the user;
Usage independent of the underlying TMAPI implementations;
Support for multiple instances of diﬀerent Topic Map engines in parallel;
Implementation of all TMQL axes as single method calls on Topic Map
Constructs;
A single Ruby Interface for all the I/O API’s of the underlying engines;
Support for Ruby language style;
Maintaining the syntax known from RTM;
Possibility of passing Topic References as arguments of methods wherever
Topics are required;
Support of rapid adoption to a potentially changing standard;
Reasonable performance;
Extensibility to easily support further Topic Maps engines.

The Stack

The novel integration framework JRTM is designed upon the principle of modular design. This approach subdivides a system into smaller parts that can be
independently created and used in diﬀerent systems. Figure 1 depicts the stack
JRTM has implemented. The following paragraphs discuss each layer of this
stack, beginning from the bottom. The RTM::IO library is discussed later separately.
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RTM::IO

TMAPI::CoreExtensions
Ontopia

TinyTim

RTM(AR)

Fig. 1. The JRTM Stack

3.1

A Ruby Perspective on the TMAPI

Ruby is a modern programming language, promoting multiple programming
paradigms such as the object-oriented, the functional, and the imperative. Ruby
supports the programmer with dynamic typing, reﬂections, and garbage collection. The language was initially developed and designed by Yukihiro Matsumoto
due to his perception of other scripting languages as being insuﬃcient[3]. While
Ruby is not yet standardized, a de-facto standard is given by Matsumoto’s implementation of Ruby as an interpreter (MRI), written in the C programming
language. The MRI branch was discontinued after the still popular 1.8.x releases
in favor of a new virtual machine-based re-implementation introduced with version 1.9, called YARV. The newest version available at the time of writing is
1.9.2 preview 1. The technical speciﬁcation is formalized mainly by the teams of
the alternative implementations Rubinius and JRuby. A formal Standardization
with ISO was initially discussed in 20085, aﬃrmed in 2009 and is planned for
the coming years.
The above-mentioned alternative JRuby[4] is a pure Java implementation.
JRuby is alternatively compatible to Ruby 1.8 or 1.9, conﬁgured using command
line switches. The beneﬁt of using JRuby for our purpose is that the TMAPI
is written in Java and by leveraging its implementations in combination with
Ruby, programmers get the best of both worlds.
The access of Java from JRuby is straight forward; it is exemplary demonstrated with the creation of a new instance of a TMAPI TopicMapSystem:
tms = TopicMapSystemFactory.newInstance.newTopicMapSystem
The object assigned to the variable tms is a fully-ﬂeshed instance of org.tmapi.
core.TopicMapSystem providing all the methods the Java interface mandates.
One of our requirements is to support multiple instances of diﬀerent Topic
Maps engines in parallel. Thus, instead of employing standard TMAPI classes
and interfaces, classes speciﬁc to the implementations have been used; such as:
– org.tinytim.core.TopicMapSystemImpl for tinyTiM and
– net.ontopia.topicmaps.impl.tmapi2.TopicMapSystemImpl for Ontopia.
5

http://isotc.iso.org/livelink/livelink/JTC001-N-9289.pdf?func=doc.Fetch&nodeId=
7 647385&docTitle=JTC001-N-9289
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To allow the programmer connecting to these diﬀerent implementations in
a syntactically consistent way, RTM.connect is introduced. The connect-method
takes two optional arguments:
– a hash specifying the used engine and
– a hash which speciﬁes the parameters for the TopicMapFactory deployed.
The following line exempliﬁes this by the creation of a new instance of an Ontopia
TopicMapSystem with a relational database backend:
tms = RTM.connect(:implementation => :ONTOPIA,
:backend => :RDBMS,
:properties => "path/to/jdbc.props")
3.2

The TMAPI Core Extensions

The core extensions are providing Ruby style methods for Topic Map Constructs.
One of our prominent design goals facilitates the passing of Topic References
as arguments of methods wherever Topics are required. These Topic References
follow the syntax introduced by the Compact Topic Maps (CTM) notation[5] and
as suggested by R. Cerny as part of JSON Topic Maps (JTM)[6], respectively.
Thus, when a Locator gets preﬁxed with
– nothing or “si:” the Locator is speciﬁed as subject identiﬁer,
– “=” or “sl:” the Locator is speciﬁed as subject locator,
– “^” or “ii:” the Locator is speciﬁed as item identiﬁer.
To accommodate this while leaving the TMAPI methods unchanged, the different method naming conventions of Java and Ruby turned out to be useful. While the TMAPI speciﬁes method names according to the Java naming
convention (e.g. topic.addType), the Ruby convention suggests every method
name to be lowercase only and words to be separated by underscores (e.g.
topic.add_type)[7].
Even more, given the case that the method is a getter or setter, “get” or
“set” is usually omitted (e.g. topic.getName equals topic.name). We took the
approach to adapt the Ruby style methods, only. However, JRuby automatically creates such Ruby style aliases for Java method names[8]. Although this
automatic aliasing guarantees a smooth integration of Java into Ruby, it raises
some questions about where in the method table chain to insert our patched
methods.
Ruby provides several ways to add methods to an object: methods can be
added to
– a so-called meta class of each instance;
– the class of the object or a superclass thereof;
– a module included by the class or a superclass;
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Superclass
Class
Metaclass
instance_1

instance_2

Fig. 2. Ruby’s meta class, class, and super class inheritance

– a module which is named as the Java interface which is implemented by the
class.
Figure 2 depicts this class hierarchy.
The ﬁrst alternative has the disadvantage of the meta class to be in between
a single instance and the class. The methods ought to be added to each individual
object separately. Thus, additional methods could only be called on the instance
on which the process of adding methods had been carried out.
The second alternative is quite straight forward but requires the names of
the classes to be known beforehand, making it hard to keep JRTM independent
of the used TMAPI implementation at this step.
The third alternative of adding methods to a module also needs knowledge
of the actual classes, even though it is more modular.
The fourth alternative is a special case of the second one and relevant only
for JRuby. It allows keeping the additional methods independent of the used
implementation and has been chosen as the way to go. However, the automatic
alias generation mechanism of JRuby causes methods added this way to be
potentially unreachable by the instances.
Ruby instances each have their own unique state but include no method
table. Only a pointer from those instances to their meta classes and from there
on to their classes and super classes allows calling methods on instances. In this
serial manner the search for a called method stops at the ﬁrst method object
matching the call. If, as in the case of JRuby and TMAPI, an alias is created in
a class and the method inserted to a super class; the method call gets allocated
to the alias but not to the inserted method.
To overcome this issue, the Ruby-style methods which need to be augmented
were overwritten in the actual Java implementations to just call super6 . The
augmented methods implemented onto the TMAPI interfaces then called the
still available Java-style methods to avoid (endless) loops. As any TMAPI-based
implementation should be usable out-of-the-box, JRTM needs to know the names
of the Java classes which implement the TMAPI interfaces. We created a generic
solution using the Clapper Java utility library7 in connection with the ASM byte6
7

Overwriting methods is a standard Ruby feature.
http://www.clapper.org/software/java/util/
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code manipulation library8 to ﬁnd all implementing classes for each extended
TMAPI interface. Unfortunately, the searching of implementations drastically
degraded the initial startup time. This is of less practical impact on long-running
server processes but generally undesirable. A pragmatic solution was to hardcode all classnames of the best-known TMAPI implementations, Ontopia and
TinyTiM. Using the implementing classes, in the next step, the Ruby style entries
(auto-generated by JRuby) in the method tables of the classes are overwritten
with pointers to their super classes when needed.
By doing so, JRTM allows its users to call the patched methods (those which
follow the Ruby naming convention) as well as the unaltered TMAPI methods,
if needed.
3.3

The Syntactic Sugar

According to the creator of Ruby, his language is designed to make programming
more productive and fun[3]. Following this general design goal JRTM does not
only provide Ruby style method calls to original TMAPI methods, but adds
additional functionality that enables programmers to rapidly access, create, and
modify Topic Map Constructs. “Hash access” and the counterparts method are
the most prominent examples of the syntactic sugar which will be discussed in
this section.
The Characteristics of a Topic are its Names and its Occurrences and can
be accessed using the TMAPI methods getNames and getOccurrences, respectively. Optionally, both methods can be parametrized by a Topic constraining
the type of the Characteristic. While the core extensions already give the programmer the freedom to use a string Topic Reference as parameter, hash access
goes beyond that:
Instances of RTM::Topic can be used as a hash in which a key speciﬁes
the type and optionally the scope of the Names or Occurrences that should be
returned. If the key is a Topic, only Occurrences of this type are given back and
a scope may not be deﬁned. To diﬀerentiate between Names and Occurrences in
the case of a key being a Topic Reference, JRTM again makes use of the CTM
Syntax convention, i.e. a key for a Name is preﬁxed with “-” while a key for an
Occurrences is not[5]. This convention allows writing the type in square brackets
right after the Topic:
topic["-birthname"] # -> Set of Names
topic["age"]
# -> Set of Occurrences
Since a Topic can, according to the TMDM, have multiple Names or Occurrences of the same type, the result is a set similar to the original methods of the
TMAPI. If no type (i.e. key) is given, all Names and Occurrences of that Topic
are returned.
Beside this functionality as a getter, hash access can equally be used as
a setter if the square brackets are followed by an “=” as well as the Characteristic
that should be added:
8

http://asm.ow2.org/
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topic["-birthname"] = "Smith"
topic["age"] = 30
A key may also specify the scope a Name or Occurrence should have. This
is realized by appending “ @” as well as all themes of the scope, separated by
comma and/or space:
topic["-name @deu, at"] # -> Set of Names
topic["-name @fi"] = "Suomi"
A syntactic similar but semantic diﬀerent kind of hash access is provided for
Associations. The Association hash access takes as key a Role type and gives
back the set of Role players the Association has enacting the given role type.
If no type (i.e. key) is given, all Role players of that Association are returned.
Next to the getter functionality, the hash access for Associations provides a setter
functionality, too. In this case the value assigned to the hash item ought to be
a Role player provided as Topic or Topic Reference:
association["employee"] # -> Set of Topics (the Role players)
association["institute"] = topic_uni_leipzig
Further syntactic sugar provided by JRTM are the counterparts and counterplayers methods for Topics and Roles.
The counterparts method for Topics returns all Roles belonging to an Association in which tis Topic plays a Role, except for the Role the Topic plays itself.
An optional ﬁlter hash takes values for the keys :rtype and :atype, whereby
only those roles are given back which are of the type :rtype and play in an
association of the type :atype. Equally a counterparts method is available for
instances of RTM::Role.
The counterplayers method has a syntax and semantic similar to
counterparts. The diﬀerence is that it does not return the Roles itself but the
Role players. counterplayers can take the same optional parameters as the
counterparts method.
The methods internal_occurrences and external_occurrences are solely
available for Topics and return their internal and external occurrences9 , respectively. Furthermore, instances of RTM::Topic are equipped with the methods
locators and references, handing back an array of Locators and an array of
Topic References (as strings), respectively.
3.4

The TMQL Navigation

One of our initial requirements of JRTM has been that not only TMAPI 2.0
functionality is provided with syntactic sugar build on it, but also a mechanism
to navigate between Topic Map Constructs is implemented. The Topic Map
Query Language suggests twelve navigation axes; namely types, supertypes,
players, roles, traverse, characteristics, scope, locators, indicators,
9

The name external occurrence refers to occurrences having the datatype XSDanyURI.
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item, reifier, and atomify[9]. We decided to implement all of theses axes in
forward and backward direction as single method calls named according to the
axes in the TMQL draft. The TMQL axes methods for the backward direction
are preﬁxed with “reverse_”
However, the TMAPI 2.0 asserts the method getRoles for Associations and –
according to the Ruby method naming convention – JRuby provides the methods
get_roles and roles. Since the roles axis computes all Role typing Topics and
the TMAPI getRoles method returns the Roles participating in the Association,
a method naming conﬂict arises.
To overcome this conﬂict, proxy objects have been introduced, eﬀectively
allowing two diﬀerent methods sharing the same name. A proxy object wraps
a Topic Map Construct that acts as starting point of a TMQL navigation step
(e.g. Topics, Associations, Names, Occurrences, and Strings) hiding the TMAPI
and providing the TMQL methods.
To retrieve such a proxy object from a Topic Map Construct the method
tmql has to be called. Since multiple successive TMQL navigation steps are
supported the result of a navigation step is either again a proxy object or an
array consisting of proxy objects and extended by the TMQL methods. To leave
the TMQL mode, thus, to access the Constructs inside the proxy, the method
result has to be called. Consider the following line as an example.
topic.tmql.reverse_types.characteristics("TelephoneNumber").
atomify.result
The example code calls the TMQL mode on topic, gets its instances and collects
the characteristics of the type “TelephoneNumber” of these instances. The result
is either an empty array – if topic has no instances or if the instances do not
have names or occurrences – or an array of atoms representing the values of the
characteristics.

4

A Common I/O API

The serialization and deserialization of Topic Maps and its Constructs are a central aspect of many applications. While the TMAPI provides consistent and uniﬁed interfaces for creating, reading, updating, and deleting of Topic Map Constructs, it does not standardize an API for serializing and de-serializing them.
This lack of generally agreed I/O interfaces lead to manifold implementations,
making it hard to guarantee the modular substitutability between diﬀerent engines.
To exemplify this; the optional tinyTiM MIO package takes the following line
of code to de-serialize a XTM ﬁle, while the Ontopia I/O API takes the next
line.
new XTM10TopicMapReader(tm, new File("path/file.xtm")).read();
tm = new XTMTopicMapReader(new File("path/file.xtm")).read();
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Table 1. Supported (de-) serialization formats
tinyTim Ontopia RTM::AR
Format
CTM
I
I
CXTM
O
O
XTM 1.0
I/O
I/O
O
I/O
O
I/O
XTM 2.0
JTM
I/O
O
YAML
O
LTM
I
I/O
I
Snello
TM/XML
I
I/O
RDF10
I
I/O
-

Even more, the diﬀerent implementations support diﬀerent sets of serialization formats, making it almost impossible to create a Topic Map application
with I/O capabilities but without knowing the used TMAPI implementation beforehand; thus, diminishing the beneﬁts of having created a common application
programming interface in the ﬁrst place.
Table 1 gives the reader an overview on the supported serialization formats
of tinyTim, the Ontopia Topic Map engine, and the ActiveRecord-based RTM
implementation.
To provide at least a minimum of independence of the used engine, JRTM
provides a common syntax for serialization and deserialization.
This I/O library supplies for instances of RTM::TopicMap the read method
with the location of the resource to be de-serialized as mandatory parameter and
a hash of optional parameters. The hash of parameters takes values for the keys
– :MappingSource, if importing RDF, to specify the source to read the mapping vocabulary from,
– :BaseLocator to provide a base locator,
– :Format to specify the format.
It should be noted again that JRTM provides just a layer on top of the Topic
Maps processor used. Thus, the way the parameters are interpreted can possibly
vary form implementation to implementation. Exemplifying the syntax for the
deserialization, the following line of code is given.
tm.read("/path/file.xtm")
Equally, JRTM provides a common syntax for the deserialization, providing
the programmer “to_FORMAT” methods for Topic Maps for the supported
formats of the actual engine. Equally to the deserialization method call for
RTM::TopicMap is translated into calls of the appropriate syntax for the used
10

Being more precise; RDF is a data model, the respective serialization formats are:
N3, N-Triples, RDF/XML, TriG, TriX, and Turtle.
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engine. Consequently, the JRTM syntax for the export of a Topic Map to the
XTM2 format is as follows:
result_string = tm.to_xtm2
Furthermore, all other RTM Topic Map constructs are additionally equipped
with to_xtm1, to_xtm2 to_jtm, and to_yaml methods, allowing the export of
Topic Map fragments to these formats. Unlike in the case of the “to_FORMAT”
of RTM::TopicMap, solely wrapping the API of a particular engine, this deserialization functionality builds on JRTM’s own serializer methods and is present
independently of the used implementation. Whereby the to_yaml methods hands
back the valid YAML notation of the JSON Topic Maps format, as discussed
by Cerny[6]. Likewise, the other export methods return the valid format, as
expected.

5

Conclusion

In this article we suggested JRTM as a high level Ruby library build on top of
Java TMAPI implementations. Going this way JRTM tries to strengthen the
impact of already existing and well proven Topic Map engines by guaranteeing
access to them from another language. While implementing JRTM we think
we succeeded to meet the majority of our initially formulated requirements.
However, we are only partly satisﬁed with our success in implementing a common
Ruby API for serializing and deserializing of Topic Maps, reintroducing some
dependency on the actual implementation used.
Even though the library is still very young, it is already used by applications
such as Musica Migrans 2 and the generic Topic Maps browser Maiana, providing
us with valuable feedback. To further guarantee a maximum of possible stability,
the RSpec test framework has been applied11 with more than 600 test cases. An
interesting opportunity for the future is that RSpec test cases can be used to
generate documentation by the Yard12 tool, next to the already provided RDoc
documentation.
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Abstract. By now Open Source Topic Engines exist in abundance –
TM4J and OKS for Java, RTM for Ruby, Mappa for Python, Topincs for
PHP, Isidorus for Common Lisp, to name only a few. The same cannot be
said for generic Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) for Topic Maps that are
accessible to end-users. With the upcoming Topic Maps Constraint Language (TMCL) and the growing number of applications using JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) as transport format, the use of these two important technologies suggests itself to autogenerate GUIs, the challenge
answered by Isidor-UI. This paper explores this question in more details
and presents an Open Source Ajax-based GUI framework that builds on
TMCL and JSON to generate a user interface for a given ontology. It also
suggests a transport protocol for a loosely-coupled server-client model.

1

Introduction

By now Open Source Topic Engines exist in abundance – TM4J [1] and Ontopia
for Java [2], RTM for Ruby [3], Mappa for Python [4], Topincs for PHP [4],
Isidorus for Common Lisp [5], to name only a few. The same cannot be said for
interactive, web-based GUIs for Topic Maps that are both generic, i.e. not tied
to a particular application or ontology, and accessible to end-users typically not
well versed in the Topic Maps technology. Many of the listed engines provide
only or primarily API access to create, manipulate and query the underlying
topic map, with relatively little consideration for user-friendly data entry and
manipulation (this is diﬀerent for most commercial Topic Maps engines that do
oﬀer high-quality support for Topic Maps editing).
Yet, the challenges for data entry and manipulation are quite similar in most
contexts: Users have to capture topic-type speciﬁc data in conformance with the
constraints of a given ontology for that topic type. They must be able to ﬁnd and
edit existing topics. When editing, users have to be informed about mandatory
and optional elements, be they names, occurrences, associations, each with their
Maicher, L.; Garshol, L. M. (Eds.): Linked Topic Maps. Fifth International Conference on Topic
Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
Selected Papers. Leipziger Beiträge zur Informatik. ISBN 978-3-941608-06-1
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own types and possibly scopes. Non-validating entries must not be saved to the
server.
With the Topic Maps Constraint Language (TMCL) currently under development and the growing number of applications using JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) as transport format, the use of these two important technologies suggests
itself to autogenerate such GUIs, the challenge answered by Isidor-UI. This paper
explores this question in more details and presents an Open Source Ajax-based
GUI framework that builds on TMCL and JSON to generate a user interface
for a given ontology. It also suggests a transport protocol for a loosely-coupled
server-client model.
Isidor-UI came into existence as a front end for Isidorus [5]. However, since
it communicates with the server-side backend exclusively through a well-deﬁned
JSON format and a RESTful API, it is by no means bound to that speciﬁc
engine. This paper will start with a short explanation of the initial context of
this work, Isidorus, then present the JSON format and the UI-framework.
1.1

Isidorus – a Topic Maps Engine

The Topic Maps engine Isidorus was developed at the University of Applied Sciences in Worms as one of the reference implementations of the SDShare protocol
[6] that is part of the CEN Workshop Agreement eGovShare [7]. The authors
preferred for this task a programming language that is portable across the typical
desktop and server operating systems and encourages a functional programming
style; in the end, the convenience oﬀered by meta object model together with
the persistent object database Elephant [8] made them settle for Common Lisp.
The internal data model of Isidorus mirrors mostly the Topic Maps Data Model
(TMDM) [9], only minor extensions were necessary to support the versioning
of Topic Maps data [10]. Isidorus has im- and exporter for XTM 1.0 and XTM
2.0 and implements the full merging rules speciﬁed in the TMDM. Isidorus can
handle any number of diﬀerent topic maps in one store.
SDShare publishes Topic Maps and their update history via an hierarchy of
ATOM feeds [11]. Some of these feeds make full snapshots of the puplished topic
maps available, whereas others contain Topic Maps fragments, each of which
is associated with a particular topic, the main topic. Additionally a fragment
contains all associations in which the main topic is a role player . All further
topics referenced by the main topic or any contained association are included
as topics stubs. Topic stubs are the base structure of a topic including only
the topic’s identiﬁers, e.g. topic ID, itemIdentity(s), subjectLocator(s) and the
subjectIdentiﬁer(s).
At this point, Isidorus provided a fully operational (RESTful [12]) service
backend for the storage and publication of Topic Maps. However, the lack of
a convenient user interface that supports data capture and maintenance by users
not versed in Topic Maps in general and one of its exchange formats in particular
became a more and more pressing issue. Therefore, the authors set out to develop
such an interface taking advantage of TMCL [13] and JSON [14] and thereby
abstracting from the speciﬁc Topic Maps implementation provided by Isidorus.
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JSON Protocol

The JavaScript Object Notation is a subset of the data model deﬁned for the
JavaScript programming language as described in [15]. This serialization format
is based on strings and the constructs “Object”, “Array”/“List” and “Value”.
There are two reasons for the decision of selecting JSON over other serialization formats, e. g. XML. First of all, there is the close relationship between JSON
and the JavaScript data model. This enables reusing the requested JSON data
directly via the function “eval” and to generate a JavaScript object corresponding to the JSON string. The second point is the shorter notation in comparison
to XML. XML produces a lot of overhead which is suboptimal when using protocols that contain short information strings or a bigger amount of diﬀerent
sub elements respectively tags that are frequently ping-ponged between client
and server. This is exactly the case when transporting information about Topic
Maps, especially TMCL information containing values of deﬁned cardinalities
expressed by a single number or any regular expressions.
1.3

JSON Model

The JSON data model used in our case transports all necessary information
between the server and the client. It contains diﬀerent JSON constructs that
represent Topic Maps fragments, constraints and listings of topics.
Our JSON format was developed before the publication of the JSON Topic
Maps (JTM) proposal [16] . It is in many ways comparable to the XTM 2.0 and
JTM formats but with one important diﬀerence: we assume that all published
topics carry a subject identiﬁer, hence topics are consistently referenced via
their subjectIdentiﬁer(s), not via topic IDs. This reference method is in our view
preferable since a topic ID is unique only for one serialization (XTM, TM).
Diﬀerent topics can have the same topic ID even across diﬀerent serializations
of the same topic map, even more so in the case of multiple topic maps stored
on one server.
A JSON topic reference is always a list of published subject identiﬁers (PSIs).
Such a list will internally be replaced by the topic object by importing a fragment.
The complete JSON schema is available at [17]. Fig. 1 illustrates the topic
object of a JSON fagment structure by means of a concrete example.
Using fragments implies also the use of topic stubs. Topic stubs are not
explicitly deﬁned in XTM or JTM, but they are commonly understood as topics
stripped of all their occurrences, names, and associations. The merging rules of
TMDM ensure that the stubs are replaced by the corresponding full topics when
they are imported into a topic map that already knows the topic.
The objects “topic” and “association” have similar attributes as the corresponding objects deﬁned in XTM 2.0 and JTM. While there are some syntactical
diﬀerences, the logical structure these TM elements are identical.
The distinction between topics and topic stubs results in another diﬀerence.
XTM and JTM contain several topics and several associations where as our
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[fontsize=\relsize{-1}]
"topic":{
"id":"t896",
"itemIdentities":null,
"subjectLocators":null,
"subjectIdentifiers":["http://some.where/psis/author/eichendorff"],
"instanceOfs":[["http://some.where/base-psis/author",
"http://some.where/base-psis/author-psi"]],
"names":[{
"itemIdentities":null,
"type":["http://some.where/base-psis/first-name"],
"scopes":null,
"value":"Joseph Karl Benedikt",
"variants":null},
{"itemIdentities":null,
"type":["http://some.where/base-psis/last-name"],
"scopes":null,
"value":"von Eichendorff","variants":null}],
"occurrences":null}
Fig. 1. JSON-topic

JSON data model contains several associations but only one topic. Therefore it
additionally contains topic stubs.
With this JSON object, a network and the internal handlers of Isidorus it
is now already possible to exchange signiﬁcant data about Topic Maps in any
direction.
1.4

Topic Maps Constraints in JSON

A JSON model consisting only of Topic Maps constructs is not suﬃcient for the
automatic generation of a user interface for a given ontology. More constructs
that hold information on constraints deﬁned by the Topic Maps Constraint Language (TMCL) are needed. When we started the implementation, the current
TMCL draft was the version dated 2008-08-07. Some changes in the following
version dated 2009-06-16 simpliﬁed the handling of TMCL constraints.
In order to deﬁne extensions to TMCL standard constraints, one has to
derive a new topic from the “constraint topic” and add an occurrence that
holds a Topic Maps Query Language (TMQL) [18] value. An application that
wants to handle such self-deﬁned constraints must be able to parse and process TMQL statements. For a number of reasons, many of which related to
fundamental issues in the current draft, Isidorus at present has decided not to
implement the current TMQL draft. Isidorus can thus handle standard constraints only. “Handle”, in this context, means not to validate a topic against
the existing constraints for this certain topic type, but to generate a JSON ob-
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ject which contains all constraint information for a given type or a given topic
handled as a topic instance. It is Isidor-UI that actually validates the fragments
against TMCL, making it possible to share that implementation across TM engines.
The ﬁrst step of generating a JSON TMCL object is to ﬁnd a certain topic
type plus all its super types for a given topic. This is necessary because all
constraints of a topic’s super type are inherited to the topic itself. To avoid
conﬂicts it is necessary to remove duplicates and to ﬁnd contrary constraints for
a special type or value.
While collecting all constraints the engine also checks the type hierarchy of
the analyzed topics, e.g. topictype-constraint, nametype-constraint, associationtype-constraint, etc.
After collecting all constraint topics they are processed step by step to separate their constraint values. There are several functions to generate the JSON
data of the constraint topics. Beside these functions there are also helper functions. Therefore a form of chaining is needed where every function produces
a small part of the ﬁnal JSON string. Concatenating all strings results the entire
object.
In contrast to a transparent JSON fragment a JSON constraint object is
much larger and complex. One reason for this is the scope and functionality
covered by TMCL. Another one is the fact that a constraint object also carries
possible values that can be used for the deﬁned constraints. This model can be
exploited by the client to suggest values to the user.
A constraint object produced by the server has two components on the top
layer, the object topicConstraints and a set of objects called associationConstraints placed in a list named associationsConstraints. In these two top level
constraint objects all further constraints are contained as sub objects.
The topicConstraints has members for exclusiveInstances, subjectIdentiﬁerConstraints, subjectLocatorConstraints, topicNameConstraints, topicOccurrenceConstraints, and abstractConstraint. All these members are again of composed types.
Generating constraint objects for associations is a similar procedure as the
one described for topics. Only the beginning of collecting the association types
needed for all association constraints is diﬀerent.
TMCL does not deﬁne special association types for all kinds of topic types.
This relationship is deﬁned in a “layer” positioned at the bottom, the so called
role players. It is necessary to ﬁnd all roles that are able to own a player of the
requested topic (type) and all its subtypes. After collecting these role types all
corresponding association types deﬁned via TMCL have to be found.
The generation of a complete constraint object requires to search all subtypes for the collected association types. Afterwards, the constraint topics can
be collected to get the constraint information of the form with the members
associationType, associationRoleConstraints, rolePlayerConstraints, otherRoleConstraints, and scopeConstraints.
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Server-side RESTful Interface

Isidorus uses a RESTful interface to distribute the generated JSON data. This
is a simple method independent from any kind of transport formats based on
an already existing network communication protocol, the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) [19].
The RESTful concept uses HTTP methods to change the state of any resource in a network. In that way it is possible to create, read, update and delete
resources. Isidorus oﬀers the possibility of creating and editing TM fragments.
Many of Isidorus’ services return information, e.g. TMCL constructs. Other
services commit data for processing by Isidorus, e.g. services that add new TM
fragments to a topic map. Fortunately, the HTTP protocol supports a number of
diﬀerent methods that suit diﬀerent requirements; the former group of services is
implemented by means of the HTTP GET method, the latter use HTTP POST
or PUT.
Eﬃciency considerations on the one hand and the sought generality on the
other hand require a variety of services in the server side API of Isidor-UI:
1. The base task is handled by “return-json-fragment”, a function that returns
a TM fragment and evokes internally the generic function “to-json-string”.
To request a certain topic the client sends a HTTP GET request with a URL
containing a subjectIdentiﬁer. A function searches a corresponding fragment,
transforms it to a JSON string and sends it to the client.
2. The converse of the GET handler is an interface that can be called via
an HTTP POST or PUT. The package contains a JSON fragment that is
desirialized by “json-commit” followed by “json-to-elem” to the internal data
model after which the server can make the fragment persistent.
3. For a client it is also important to get to know all existing topics in the
data base. This can be done by the handler “return-topic-psis”, an interface
that exports a list of PSI lists. With this information a client can display
a general overview of all existing topics.
4. To create new topics from valid topic types deﬁned with TMCL another
handler, “return-all-tmcl-types”, that returns a list similar to the construct
described in point 3 is needed. But instead of oﬀering all topics only the topics
which are allowed to be used as topic types and which are not declared as
abstract types are oﬀered.
5. The procedure for topic instances is equivalent to point 4 and is provided by
“return-all-tmcl-instances”.
6. The implemented client uses TMCL information to generate a fragment template for the user. That makes it important to oﬀer a TMCL interface. One
interface is implemented for creating topics which generates all constraints
of the topic type and its super types. The request is either a HTTP POST
or PUT with a JSON array of subjectIdentiﬁers, realized by the handler
“return-tmcl-info-of-psis”. It contains all types of the new topic that will be.
This data is processed by the internal function “get-constraints-of-fragment”.
Isidorus is able to merge all constraints that are equal or to ﬁnd contrary
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constraints. The client gets exactly one constraint object and does not need
to merge several objects. This procedure is recommended since the server
has to be able to merge constraints of diﬀerent (sub) types anyway and so
this task does not need to be implemented twice.
7. To diﬀer between types and instances there is a second handler for instance
topics, equivalent to point 6 but using diﬀerent parameters. This is important
because direct constraints deﬁned for the given topic are not used. In this
case all constraints of the topic’s types have to be processed.
8. Since the client features some additional functions the server oﬀers an interface (return-overview) that returns an object which represents the internal topic hierarchy as a tree view. Starting with the topic “topictype”, if a
“topictype-constraint” exists. Otherwise the view may own more roots which
represent topics that are neither instances of a topic type nor subtypes of a
topic.
9. An additional service oﬀers topic stub information to a subjectIdentiﬁer.
This communication is similar to the one in point 1 and is expressed by
the function “return-topic-stub-of-psi”. The diﬀerence is the returned JSON
string that contains only one single topic stub instead of a full fragment.
For more ﬂexibility the URLs of all RESTful handlers can be conﬁgured
individually.

3

The AJAX Client

The user interface of Isidorus is generated by a loosely-coupled AJAX client; it
is therefore possible to replace this component as long as the used RESTful API
is supported.
Because of the serialization format and the programming language the decision for an AJAX driven client is obvious. Another advantage is the wide
distribution of web browsers which are able to execute JavaScript code, so the
user does not need to install any kind of additional applications.
After a short evaluation of the available AJAX framework the authors settled
for Prototype JS [20] that makes the programming of the client very straighforward. All needed features – like AJAX requests, manipulating the DOM, processing JSON data, and changing the CSS style – are oﬀered by this framework.
These features are brought together in a combination of an object model and
additional functions to handle or extend the data model. The server’s RESTful
API is used to generate all information for creating a corresponding fragment
mask. It is created by requesting the constraints for a topic. With the obtained
information and the deﬁned JavaScript data model the client creates the fragment mask represented by a DOM. Afterwards, the generated DOM is inserted
into the one already existing in the HTML document.
Before submitting the user fragment all user data is validated against the
requested constraints and only sent when the validation succeeded. (It is commonplace that, for security reasons, the client side validation cannot replace any
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Fig. 2. Client-Server-Communication

server side validation; but it is an eﬀective measure to reduce the network traﬃc
and consequently the client’s responsiveness.)
If the user wants to edit an existing fragment the procedure contains two
additional steps. Before requesting the TMCL information the fragment corresponding to a selected PSI is asked for. After obtaining the TMCL data the client
is able to insert the fragment data into generated elements for certain TMCL
constructs.
Fig. 2 visualizes a communication schema between the client and the server
when editing an existing fragment. The form the user will see as a result of this
exchange is exampliﬁed in Fig. 3.
The top-layer classes are composed of the base classes SelectrowC and TextrowC. Both are derived from FrameC and provide the basic functionalities for
all classes in the higher layers. A diﬃcuilty is that you never know when and
how many instances are created by the user. This is why JavaScript focuses
on callback functions and therefore requires a central memory of all instanciated
objects. This requirement is achieved by the parameter owner in the constructor
where all instances push themselves into the owner -array.
All higher classes are derived from ContainerC, which diﬀers from FrameC
only by the lack of the owner-array. The number of instances of ContainerC is
static. Only the inner elements of ContainerC are dynamic; e.g. an object of
the type OccurrenceContainerC only existing once in TopicC contains several
instances of OccurrenceC.
Exception in this case: Classes like NameC, OccurrenceC, RoleC, etc. also
derived from ContainerC can be created dynamically. This can be achieved by
a function that extends instances of latter types by adding more functionality.
A selection of the data model is shown in ﬁgure 3.
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Fig. 3. Isidor-UI UML (ContainerC))

The GUI of Isidorus diﬀers from GUIs of other Topic Maps enigines , e.g.
Wandora [21], Topincs [22], primarily by working with a predeﬁned schema.
Isisodurs-UI is dependent on Topic Maps Constraint Language to display a TM
template. Only valid TM constructs are submitted and processed by the server –
whereas the schema in [22] and [21] is only a structural help for the user. Another
basical diﬀerence is the application’s architecture. Wandora is a Java desktop
application trying to act like a browser – the other two are AJAX applications
trying to act like a desktop application.
Furthermore Wandora varies in the following:
– oﬀers a subset of Topic Maps’ functionalities, e.g. only one name per topic,
scopes can only be used partially
– the focus lies on a tree view representing all existing topics, from where the
user has the possibility to edit topics or associations
– carrying out actions on Topic Maps constructs requires the user to work his
way through context menus

4

Problems

While planning and implementing the general function and communication protocol we faced some diﬃculties: The TMCL standard is still in draft status and
did indeed change while Isidor-UI was implemented; we can’t rule out further
(signiﬁcant) changes before the standard is approved. There consequently is the
risk that such changes may entail an adaption of the way Isidorus and the JSON
model handle TMCL constructs.
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Fig. 4. Isidorus-GUI (Topic)

In conjunction with the TMCL draft and the implemented modules it is
currently not clear how to recognize contrary constraints that depend on regular
expressions and exhibit a subset of matching values. This causes problems by
inserting existing data into generated DOM elements for some constraints.
As a consequence of generating a TM fragment of TMCL information, it
is unavoidable to use strict validation and generate the available values in any
kind of selection boxes. This excludes values not deﬁned in a TMCL schema or
actually the standard itself. So it is currently not possible to oﬀer any information
about name variants. For a complete variant element it is necessary to generate
e.g. scopes. This is not possible with the standard constraints of the TMCL.
The decision to build the user interface on AJAX/JavaScript is at the core of
one of Isidor-UI’s strength, namely that is is available without client installation
on all typical desktop operating systems. At the same time, the sometimes more,
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sometimes less subtle diﬀerences between the JavaScript implementation of different web browsers poses a major challenge when developing a complex UI. Often the modiﬁcations required to port a feature to another browser platform are
limited to a single function or method. Sometimes, though, the workarounds for
a browser peculiarity require a time consuming refactoring. Since the browsers’
JavaScript implementations tend to change with each browser release, continued
maintenance of Isidor-UI’s JavaScript code will be unavoidable.

5

Conclusion

The paper set out to show that we can generate an appealing interactive AJAX
user interface directly from a TMCL description. Isidor-UI evaluates the constraints set by a given ontology and creates a validating UI that communicates
with the server through a RESTful API using JSON. At present we have implemented this interface exlusively for the Topic Maps engine Isidorus, but in
principle it can be used in conjunction with any other conforming backend — and
vice versa of course. The client is replaceable by any other front-end application
that is able to handle the used JSON mode.
This is not to say that there are no problems. Some issues stem from interoperability issues with AJAX itself. For full acceptability AJAX should provide
a ubiquitous and eﬀectively standardized technology – not only the standard on
paper but also its support across browsers. While it is not something we can do
much about, the current situation is a impediment to the serious development
of web-based GUIs.
A second point is linked to the shifting nature of Topic Maps standards, especially TMCL and (to a lesser extend) TMQL. Hence, a stable version of the
TMCL draft is needed to support every constraint that belongs to the TMCL
standard subset. Such consistency is urgently needed for all sub-standards belonging to the Topic Maps family. Currently there is a high circulation by updating some key drafts that seriously impact implementations.
That said, Isidor-UI shows that it is possible to produce a generic, interactive, cross-platform, cross-browser and (at least potentiallly) cross-engine UI for
editing topic maps.
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Abstract. This is a summary of the presentations made in the two open
space sessions at the TMRA 2008 conference. The open space sessions
were free-form sessions where anyone could sign up to do a short presentation. The result is a collection of reports on works in progress and
interesting ideas, some of which are likely to appear as papers at next
year’s conference.

1

Introduction

The following is a summary of the open space sessions at the TMRA 2008 conference based on the slides used by the presenters and impressions from the
conference itself. The contributions were informal and non-refereed, since workshop attendees had been given the opportunity to sign up to short talks on a ﬂip
chart during the conference, and the suggested format for each presentation was
ﬁve minutes presentation, and ﬁve minutes discussion. Both sessions were moderated by Lars Marius Garshol. The outcome of this “playground for visionaries”
is this report on forward-looking work in progress. Besides the presentations
documented below, there were two conference announcements for Knowledge
Federation 2008 by Dino Karabeg and for XML Holland 2008 by Gabriel Hopmans which are not described in detail.

2

A Step Towards TMDM 3.0

In this presentation3 Benjamin Bock (University of Leipzig), Robert Barta (Austrian Research Center), Xuân Baldauf (University of Leipzig) und Lutz Maicher
(University of Leipzig) proposed several changes in the TMDM standard. The
ﬁrst proposal is the removal of variants because “they are just a relic from times
when names were not typed”. Furthermore occurrences and names might be uniﬁed to typed characteristics. This reﬂects the approach in the current TMQL
3

http://www.topicmapslab.de/publications/a-step-towards-tmdm-30-presentation
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draft. Similar to Lutz Maicher’s Open Space presentation “Reiﬁcation vs. Annotation” at TMRA 2007 two types of reiﬁcation are requested: r0 “ as reiﬁcation
of the subject of the statement and r1 “ as reiﬁcation of the assertion itself. Additionally the clariﬁcation of the scope concept is requested, or alternatively its
elimination proposed. Finally, a kind of sorted container for representing lists in
topic maps is desired.

3

Story Driven Development

In this presentation4 Benjamin Bock and Lutz Maicher (both University of
Leipzig) invite to brainstorm about the how-to improve the whole development
process for portals and other applications. The idea of Story Driven Development is summarized as follows: “If you ask people what they do, most people
tend to tell a story. Try to catch the stories, identify them, modelize them. Use
the domain model throughout.” Similar to the layers of abstractions in information theory – Knowledge, Information, Data – a similar layered approach is
proposed for the story perspective - Story, Function Point, Algorithm.

4

CTM/LTM Syntax Highlighting for Vim, Emacs, etc.

In this presentation5 Reidar Bratsberg and Jan Schreiber (both Ravn, Oslo)
present their CTM and LTM syntax highlighting plugins for VIM and Emacs.6
They invite the community to provide further plugins for TextMate, Eclipse,
and UltraEdit.

5

Dense Topic Maps

Xuân Baldauf (University of Leipzig) explains the idea of Dense Topic Maps7
by the example of annotating DNA data. It is shown, that for storing the type
of a DNA and the probability of its classiﬁcation 5 bytes are needed. When
this information is represented in XTM 2.0 683 bytes per DNA base is needed,
which is a bloat factor of 137. The same information in CTM might need 42
bytes per DNA base, which is still a bloat factor of 8.4. As a visionary idea
Baldauf envisages domain speciﬁc dense formats for topic maps which allows
bloat factors of 1. Such an approach allows a migration path from many custom
data formats to Topic Maps and allows a (limited) migration path to many
custom data formats from Topic Maps.
4
5

6
7

http://www.topicmapslab.de/publications/story-driven-development-presentation
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Topic Maps in ‘Not Working on the Web Shock!’

In this presentation8 Graham Moore (NetworkedPlanet, Oxford) discusses the
problem that the TMDM has no way to reliably expose a web address for a speciﬁc topic (as a concrete, retrievable thing). Item identiﬁers are there, but not
necessarily in the serialisation and in the model it is not known which item identiﬁers are web addressable. Moore proposes the following three ideas. 1. Extend
the TMDM to have a new collection of web addresses 2. Have a subject identiﬁer convention something like urn:topicmap:www.oks.com/topics/454. Where
to resolve urn:topicmaps can be replaced with http:// 3. Do the same but with
item identiﬁers, but this won’t work with XTM 1.0.

7

Metaphor-centric Computing

Dino Karabeg (University of Oslo) introduces the idea of metaphor-centric computing9 , inspired by the motto “subject-centric computing” of the TMRA 2008
conference. His axioms of subject-centric computing are that people think in
terms of subjects and subjects give them a good framework for organizing information. According Karabeg, thus frameworks might be metaphors. Consequently, metaphors should be provided and the users should ﬁll in the details.

8

What is a Subject?

The start of Hendrik Thomas’ (Trinity College, Dublin) presentation10 is the
fundamental rule, that within a topic map each relevant subject must be represented by exactly one topic. Afterwards the semiotic triangle – with its dimensions referent, symbol and concept is introduced. Thomas states further, that the
interpretation of a symbol depends of the context of the receiver. The context
determines, which concept is shaped in the receiver’s mind when interpreting
a symbol. And this concept in each receiver’s mind deﬁnes which referent is personally related to the symbol. In the ﬁeld of topic maps we can interpret this
insight, that the creator of a topic can only intend which subject it refers to, but
each recipient of a topic might process his or her own interpretations.

9

idSpace

In this presentation11 Gabriel Hopmans (Morpheus Software, Maastricht) introduces the idSpace project12 . This project is funded by the EC in the FP7
8

9

10
11
12

http://www.topicmapslab.de/publications/topic-maps-in-not-working-on-the-webshock-presentation
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framework under the Grant no. 216199. The project ﬁts into the call FP7-ICT2007-1-4.1. The consortium of idSpace is Open Universiteit Nederland, Aalborg
University, University Cyprus, Extreme Media Solutions, Link, University Piraeus Research Centre, Univerisity Hildesheim, Space Applications Services and
Morpheus Software. The goal of the project is the development of a toolbox for
collaborative, distributed product innovation to support innovation processes.
It should become a kind of mind mapping tool but better with all kinds of
good features of the creativity techniques, context awareness and of course with
Topic Maps. The ﬁrst outcome of the project is presented at the TMRA 2009
conference.

10

libtmrm

Jan Schreiber (Ravn, Oslo) introduced13 libtmrm14 , a TMRM engine written
in C. This engine is seen as a basis for implementing TMQL. The engine
exposes a (proprietary) TMRM API with backends for persistence (Postgresql).
TMAPI or a TMQL implementation might use this TMRM API of libtmrm.
The already implemented prototype in PHP was able to import and query the
opera.ltm. The infrastructure seems to be in place (storage layer, framework for
modules) and most of the path expressions and functions to create/delete proxies
and properties have been implemented. Missing is a stabilize API, a TMDM
layer, a Berkeley DB storage module, wrappers for other languages and a TMQL
implementation. As main advantage of for writing this TMRM engine in C the
vast amount of wrappers in other languages is highlighted.

11

NRK/Skole

Lars Marius Garshol (Bouvet, Oslo) presented15 the NRK/Skole16 website. This
web application is an educational tool for Norwegian pupils where video clips
from the archives of the Norwegian National Broadcast are integrated with the
Norwegian school curriculum. The oﬃcial Norwegian primary and secondary
school curriculum is published as a topic map by the Department of Education, greatly facilitating this integration. The stack behind the scenes is Ontopia
as Topic Maps engine, Polopoly as content management system, MySQL as
database and Resin as application server. The information architecture of the
whole web application is subject-centric.
13
14
15

16

http://www.topicmapslab.de/publications/libtmrm-presentation
http://code.google.com/p/libtmrm
http://www.topicmapslab.de/publications/norwegian-national-broadcasting-usecase-presentation
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DynPSI

Stian Danenbarger introduced17 the ideas of dynamic PSIs. He proposes to not
interpret subject equality as binary decision. Instead he introduces the metaphor
of the color spectrum as vector space. A speciﬁc region within this space is
recognized as one colour. Danenbarger could imagine the same approach for
subject identiﬁcation, where equally would mean something like similarity of
the vectors -or being within the same region -within this space.

13

The Value of Topic Maps

Inspired by Nicholas Carr’s bestseller “Does IT matter” Stian Danenbarger (Bouvet, Oslo) discussed the value of Topic Maps in diﬀerent business scenarios.
There are four diﬀerent categories of scenarios: complex, chaotic, complicated
and simple. In the complex scenarios unknown business patterns emerge where
the necessary reaction is unknown. Here Topic Maps applications might help to
probe diﬀerent solution paths. In the chaotic scenarios business pattern emerge
which needs immediate action, but the necessary reaction is unknown. Here
Topic Maps applications might help to directly act. In the complicated scenarios
business pattern emerge which needs expert diagnosis to apply known expertise
to unknown problems. Here Topic Maps applications might help to analyse the
emerging challenges. In simple business scenarios best practice will be applied
to familiar problems. Here Topic Maps applications might help to categorize the
ﬁeld of activities.

14

Topic Maps Marketing Heritage Topic Map

In this presentation18 Xuân Baldauf (University of Leipzig) claimed to identify
a marketing problem of the Topic Maps community. As reaction he proposes to
create a Topic Map where the evangelization relationships like “Lutz Maicher
evangelized Xuân Baldauf” are documented. Based on the information in such
a topic map Baldauf hopes to optimize the community marketing processes.

15

TopiEngine and Other Projects

Rani Pinchuk (Space Application Services, Zaventem) presents19 several projects.
TopiEngine is a C++ Topic Maps engine which was implemented in-house and
17
18

19

http://www.topicmapslab.de/publications/dynamic-psis-presentation
http://www.topicmapslab.de/publications/topic-maps-marketing-heritage-topicmap-presentation
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was open sourced recently20 . It provides persistence using SQLite and implements an API similar to TMAPI 1.0.
The LINDO21 project is about Large Scale Distributed Indexation of Multi
media Objects. The project targets a portable domain question answering system
over Topic Maps. It started in November 2007 and will end in 2010. LINDO is
an IWT/ITEA2 activity (ITEA2-06011) which ist partly funded by the Flemish
government. The SATOPI22 project is about Topic Maps as Enabling Technology
for Earth Observation User Service Applications. It targets an application which
provides semantic access to Earth Observation mission products over glaciers and
glacial lakes in the mountains of the Himalayan region in order to understand
better the Glacial Lake Outburst Flood (GLOF) phenomena. This is done by
creating a topic map from data about glaciers and glacial lakes, creating a topic
map of related Earth Observation mission products and merging the two topic
maps to provide an unique access to multi domain data. SATOPI is a co-funded
activity with the European Space Agency (ESA contract No. 21520/08/I/OL).
The ULISSE23 project is about Knowledge Integration and Dissemination
for Space Science Experimentation. This project targets the exploitation and
valorization of scientiﬁc data from previous and future space science experiments
on the ISS and other space platforms. It will merge and provide access to scientiﬁc
and technical data of most scientiﬁc disciplines, including Life Sciences, Space
Medicine and Exobiology, Biotechnology, Material and Fluid Sciences. The vision
related to Topic Maps in this project is to organize, merge and provide unique
access to multi-disciplinary data. ULISSE is a 3 years FP7 project, partly funded
by the European Union.

16

XTM 1.0 to XTM 2.0 Conversion Issues

Alexander Mikhailian (Space Application Services, Zaventem) has written an
XSLT stylesheet for converting from XTM 1.0 to 2.0, and in this context identiﬁed what he describes as conversion and interoperability problems. His presentation24 described these problems, and how he had solved them in his converter.

17

Topic Maps to Describe a GUI to be Used to Edit
a Topic Map

In this presentation25 Terje Oksum Syversen (Ravn, Oslo) describes the situation
in the company. They develop solutions for highly specialised content production
20
21
22
23
24

25

The source code is availabe at: https://code.launchpad.net/˜topiengine
http://www.lindo-itea.eu/index.html
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whereby the content is always stored in topic maps. The user interfaces of the
applications are composed by reusable small widgets. Each widget represents
occurrences, names, associations, PSIs or topics. The main problem they are
confronted with is maintaining many, complex and changing user interfaces.
Their solution is creating Topic Maps ontologies for each user interface. Today
they use a topic map to describe a GUI to be used to edit a topic map. In future
they will use a GUI to edit a topic map to describe a GUI to be used to edit
a topic map.
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Abstract. This paper contains the abstracts of the posters that were
presented at the TMRA 2009 conference.

1

TMQL4J – A Javabased TMQL Engine
Sven Krosse
Topic Maps Lab Leipzig, University of Leipzig, Johannisgasse 26,
04103 Leipzig, Germany
krosse@informatik.uni-leipzig.de

In the present the technology of topic maps are used within diﬀerent business sectors and applications. The main problem of such applications is the complexity
of the database modelled with the topic map paradigm. Because of these market
requirements of a powerful and meaningful query languages, like TMQL, become
more important. TMQL4J is a javabased TMQL engine, which contains diﬀerent
components to support the full process of parsing and interpreting TMQL statements. The engine implements the current draft of TMQL, which is far from the
ﬁnal standard, because of that we have to discuss the beneﬁts and disadvantages
of the current draft.

2

Towards Topic Map-based e-Learning Environments

Matthias Neubauer, Christian Stary, and Stefan Oppl
Johannes Kepler University Linz, Freistädter Straße 315, 4040 Linz, Austria
{matthias.neubauer,christian.stary,stefan.oppl}@jku.at
E-learning environments target towards individual capacity building and knowledge generation. Factors, such as learning style, existing competencies, and learning experience, inﬂuence that process, and consequently, the development of elearning environments. Besides cognitive eﬀort mainly social processes determine
the transfer und generation of knowledge. Multidimensional e-learning design
spaces do not only allow structuring user needs, application context, and implementation concepts, but also to trace design rationales and decisions from
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Maps Research and Applications, TMRA 2009 Leipzig, Germany, November 12–13, 2009 Revised
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various perspectives. Of particular interest is the mutual context of content and
communication elements, as it represents the individualization of e-learning activities.
In order to represent content, individualization and communication facilities, including their mutual context, a polymorph representation scheme is required. Topic Maps are a standardized means to represent polymorph structures
in a comprehensive way. Their use and relevance in e-learning environments has
already been addressed. For instance, Topic Maps enable organizing learningobjects as well as representing, organizing and reusing of learning modules. Additionally, Topic Maps allow adding meta-data to existing information resources.
So far, few approaches exist enhancing the content perspective with social or user
endeavors in the course of learning. Such a step may inﬂuence user acceptance
of e-learning environments given the traceability of didactic developments.
We describe elements and the structure of design spaces for learner-centered
developments. Our work is part of developing an e-learning environment that
supports knowledge generation in an individualized way. We propose a mutually
tuned design space for a Topic Map-based content and communication structure.
It enables interactive and ﬂexible usage.

3

Implementing TMQL for Teaching: The Straightforward
Approach With Emphasis on Understandability
and Modularity
Benjamin Bock and Sven Krosse
Topic Maps Lab Leipzig, University of Leipzig, Johannisgasse 26,
04103 Leipzig, Germany
{bock,krosse}@informatik.uni-leipzig.de

There are a lot of voices claiming, the current TMQL draft is too hard to understand and to implement. We argue that it is not the content but the presentation
thereof. For a production implementation the code should be optimized for speed,
scalability and preferably direct access to the storage layer. An educational solution should be as understandable as possible. The basis for understanding should
be knowledge of the TMDM, represented for a programmer by the TMAPI interfaces. Therefore we implement TMQL on top of the TMAPI interfaces. The
basic thinking in TMQL is the path language: navigation between sets of constructs by the means of axes. The most straightforward implementation of this
concept is the provision of set classes with navigation methods. The navigation
over multiple axes in TMQL is translated to chained calls of methods. With this
axes implementation on top of TMAPI, the concept of path style TMQL can
fully explained. The lexing and parsing of canonical TMQL and its one to one
translation to method calls with arguments is easy. The concepts of select style
and FLWR style should be taught in extra lessons, exploiting existing knowledge
of the inspiring technologies SQL and FLWR.
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CouchDB and Topic Maps
Hans-Henning Koch
Mainzer Straße 2a, 04109 Leipzig, Germany
phi04bib@studserv.uni-leipzig.de

CouchDB is a document-oriented database management system that can be accessed by a REST interface. In contrast to relational databases, the data is not
split up among several tables but each set is stored in a JSON document consisting of key-value pairs, making a scheme obsolete. Views, which are JavaScript
functions traversing all documents, are the tools that allow querying with something else than a document’s ID and getting results other than a whole document.
However, views are not able to produce results whose values are composed
of more than one document. In such cases, more than one query is needed.
Therefore, the queries stay relatively simple which is in favor of CouchDB’s
main goal: scalability.
In my bachelor thesis at the University of Leipzig, I am writing a topic map
engine with a CouchDB backend. The evaluation will mainly focus on performance and scalability, which can be expected to be quite good due to the design
of CouchDB.

